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Roger and I began work on this project in 1996 when we 
set out to complete the outstanding laboratory analyses 
of material recovered from the excavations he directed 
on Uki Island some 25 years earlier. The Su’ena material, 
comprising 30 large boxes of mainly fauna and lithic sam-
ples, was freighted to the University of Otago laboratories 
and divided into small research projects which were car-
ried out by myself and a number of my graduate students 
over the next decade. Much of the faunal material is now 
in preparation for final storage, but a vast assemblage of 
chert flakes remains, at least temporarily, in the Otago 
Laboratories and could potentially support future research 
projects for some years.

The goal that Roger and I set when we reopened the Su’ena 
case, was to interpret the laboratory results within the 
framework of our shared interests in the archaeology of 

Preface

culture areas, and traditions. These were slightly different 
goals to those that drove the initial investigations, but they 
reflected the changing focus of ideas in Near Oceanian 
archaeology in the intervening period. Sadly, Roger died 
towards the end of the preparation of this manuscript and, 
while he had contributed to the first draft, was never able 
to sight the final document.

Although it is unusual to dedicate a volume to one of 
the authors I have dedicated this work to Roger Green. 
Roger was a pioneer of Solomon Island archaeology and 
remained committed to supporting Solomon Island re-
search and Solomon Island researchers until his death in 
2010. I trust he would be pleased with the results of the 
final analysis of the project he started to think about so 
many decades ago.

Richard Walter, Dunedin, 2011.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

BAckground

The Su’ena site was first investigated under the umbrella 
of the Southeast Solomon Islands Culture History Pro-
gramme (SSicHp) (Green 1976a: 48). SSicHp was directed 
by Roger Green and Doug Yen and was set up in 1970 as a 
two to three year multi-disciplinary research programme 
designed to yield a set of regional sequences for what was 
then an archaeologically unknown part of island Mela-
nesia (Green 1976a). SSicHp was conceived and executed 
during a formative period of Pacific prehistory and its 
agenda was critically situated in relation to a set of emerg-
ing problems and ideas. At that time Lapita was just being 
recognised as a wide-area archaeological phenomenon 
spanning the boundary between the Polynesian and Mela-
nesian worlds. The ancestral relationship of Lapita to Poly-
nesian culture was accepted but this had implications that 
had not yet been fully worked through. Most significantly 
it called into question some fundamental assumptions 
about the historical relationship between Melanesian and 
Polynesian societies. SSicHp aimed to address these issues 
by mapping out an archaeological baseline on the eastern 
fringes of Melanesia in an area thought to have been set-
tled by Lapita and probably implicated in the early settle-
ment of Polynesia. In his introduction to the first report of 
the Solomon Islands research Green (1976a: 10) listed four 
research questions of interest to the SSicHp team.

1. To investigate island Melanesian assemblages which 
might be ancestral to those already known from West 
Polynesia.

2. To contribute to the history of horticultural production 
in island Melanesia. The aim was to determine wheth-
er there had been earlier cultural complexes in island 
Melanesia which either lacked horticulture, or which 
utilised different horticultural systems or patterns of 
intensification to those known from contemporary so-
cieties in either Melanesia or West Polynesia.

3. To determine whether the non-Austronesian speakers 
of island Melanesia are survivors of populations who 
occupied much wider territories prior to the arrival of 
Austronesian peoples, or whether they descend from 

more recent arrivals from New Guinea and the Bis-
marck archipelago.

4. To assess whether the Polynesian speaking peoples of 
island Melanesia descend from populations who stayed 
behind during the expansion of the Polynesian ances-
tors, or whether they derive from migrants who moved 
west out of Polynesia at a later date. This is the problem 
of the Polynesian Outliers.

As this research agenda indicates SSicHp was designed 
to address big culture history questions and the fact that 
the answers to these questions are more-or-less taken for 
granted today is in large part due to the success of the 
programme. More than 100 papers and monographs in 
archaeology, ethnography, material culture studies and 
palaeobotany have been published from the SSicHp work 
to date and further work continues (Foana’ota 1996; Green 
and Yen 2009). The big picture results of the SSicHp work 
were underpinned by a diverse range of investigations car-
ried out by individual members of the team. These led in 
a multitude of directions and several have had a major 
influence on the course of Pacific archaeology (Davidson 
1996; Foana’ota 1996). The Su’ena project is one of the only 
major investigations by the SSicHp team that has not yet 
been fully reported and the purpose of this work is to 
redress this deficiency.

Su’ena is located on Uki ni Masi Island in the Makira-
Ulawa Province of the Solomon Islands. Uki (sometimes 
referred to as Ugi) is situated off the northwest coast of 
Makira (formerly San Cristobal), with Malaita and Ulawa 
lying to the north (Figure 1.1). The Solomon Islands is cul-
turally and linguistically diverse and the history of Uki 
islanders is intimately tied to that of the peoples of south-
east Malaita, Makira, Ulawa and the Marau Sound region 
of Guadalcanal. In this volume we are concerned with 
understanding the archaeological sequence from Su’ena 
within the context of many centuries of interaction be-
tween these different cultural groups in an area we refer to, 
following Mead (1977), as the Eastern Triangle.

The Su’ena site was excavated over a period of two field 
seasons during 1971 and 1972 as part of the SSicHp inves-
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tigations into post-Lapita culture change in the southeast 
Solomon Islands. When Su’ena was first located it was 
recognised as an unusual and potentially significant site. 
It was rich in midden and material culture, it had a deep 
complex stratigraphy and it was situated inland. This last 
factor was important to the investigators because of the 
apparent dearth of early coastal sites on the island. Green 
had noted that most coastal sites appeared to span only 
a shallow time depth (Green 1976d: 181) and suggested 
that this was because current coastlines derive from fairly 
recent geomorphological processes. Although this is no 
longer held to be necessarily true, because Su’ena was lo-
cated on the lowest of a series of coastal terraces nearly 
one kilometre inland it was considered at the time to be 
potentially able to provide information on the earlier parts 
of the Uki sequence. In a regional context Su’ena was also 
selected because of its potential to provide information 
regarding prehistoric exchange behaviour in the region, 
and particularly that between Ulawa and Makira. Ulawan 
cherts were known to have been traded widely, and Uki, 
occupying an intermediate position between Ulawa and 
Makira, could add to an understanding of early exchange 
systems.

The first report on the Su’ena investigations discussed the 
stratigraphy and chronology of the site, and briefly de-
scribed the faunal record and range of portable artefacts 
(Green 1976b). Subsequently, much of the midden and 
many of the artefact classes underwent more detailed 
analysis by students at the University of Auckland, under 

Roger Green’s supervision. Since 1997 a further series of 
studies have taken place at the University of Otago under 
the supervision of Richard Walter.

The current study has two major goals. The first is to pre-
sent a synthesis of the field and laboratory work on the 
Su’ena material and through this develop an overview of 
the Su’ena sequence. The second goal is to use the Su’ena 
data to situate Uki within its wider cultural and historical 
setting. Su’ena presents a 500 year continuous sequence of 
occupation is a zone of intense cultural interaction within 
which shared art styles, social practices, traditions and 
rituals define a distinctive culture area. How such culture 
areas emerged, how they persisted and changed through 
time, and how they functioned within regions of cultural 
and linguistic diversity are major questions in Melanesian 
anthropology. The Su’ena record can contribute to at least 
some of these issues.

The specific aims of the Su’ena research addressed in this 
work are outlined below. Aims 1 and 2 deal with the basic 
analysis of the archaeological material recovered from the 
site while Aim 3 situates the Su’ena material in a wider 
culture-historical setting.

1. Subsistence economic practices
To understand subsistence practices at the site through 
an analysis of faunal remains and material culture. This 
includes a study of the ecology of fishing and terres-
trial hunting, and the role of animal husbandry. We are 
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Figure 1.1 Map of eastern Solomon Islands showing Uki Island and the islands of the Eastern Triangle culture area.
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particularly interested in noting evidence of change in 
the use of terrestrial or marine sub-systems that might 
reflect resource depletion or environmental change.

2. Material culture
To provide a comprehensive, quantitative description of 
the rich and diverse artefact assemblages from Su’ena, 
supplemented by focussed studies of particular artefact 
classes. Amongst the more focused studies we include a 
technological and functional analysis of chert adzes and 
adze manufacturing. Using the flake assemblage we con-
sider the changing nature of stone distribution networks 
and the role of Uki Island in the regional stone-tool in-
dustry. A study of personal ornaments and decorative 
items focuses on evidence for continuity or change in art 
styles through comparison with ethnographic examples.

3. Culture areas studies
To use the archaeology of Su’ena to add a chronological 
dimension to the study of the Eastern Triangle culture 
area. Drawing on the material culture studies we are in-
terested in identifying continuity or change in various of 
those elements which define the culture area.

Solomon iSlAnd ArchAeology

Melanesian archaeologists are always faced with the prob-
lem of defining regional sequences in the knowledge that 
describing geographic boundaries to archaeological phe-
nomenon can have the effect of downplaying the signifi-
cance of wider inter-regional processes. In summarising 
Solomon Island archaeology we begin by emphasising the 
fact that the Solomon Islands has always been part of a 
larger island Melanesian world.

The most important discovery in the last few decades of 
Melanesian archaeology is the extent of human intrusion 
into the Pacific during the Pleistocene. Until the 1980s 
Australia and New Guinea were considered to mark the 
limits of Pleistocene eastward expansion. This view was 
overturned when Pleistocene era occupation levels were 
discovered in rockshelter sites in the Bismarck Archipel-
ago (Allen et al. 1989). The New Ireland sites dated to as 
early as 35,000 Bp and represented the occupation of true 
oceanic islands by communities practicing broad spec-
trum terrestrial and reef edge foraging strategies. Since 
then further research in mainland New Guinea and the 
Bismarck Archipelago has pushed the date of Pleistocene 
arrival back by ten millennia (Gosden 2010, Summerhayes 
et al. 2010). Although the economic practices of these 
communities was simple, they were also engaged in the 
long-distance transport of obsidians, most notably of the 
Talasea sources from New Britain, over distances up to 
350 km (Allen et al. 1989: 555). The easternmost Pleisto-
cene site yet discovered is Kilu Cave on the island of Buka 
at the western tip of Bougainville (Wickler 2001; Wickler 
and Spriggs 1988). Although part of New Guinea, Buka 
lies in the Solomon Island chain and was once part of a 
Pleistocene landmass that included much of the modern 
Solomon Islands, although probably not Makira. So far 

Pleistocene sites have not been located further to the east 
in the Solomon Islands but the question remains open as 
to how far down the Solomon Island chain Pleistocene 
settlement expanded.

The earliest Holocene site in the Solomon Islands is the 
Vatulumu Posovi Cave site (also known as Poha Cave) 
about 2 kilometers inland up the Poha valley on North-
west Guadalcanal. Basal dates ranging between about 
6,000 and 4,500 Bp have been reported from Poha Cave 
(Roe 1993) but the sequence has been difficult to resolve 
and there is some question as to whether these dates are 
well associated with cultural remains (Walter and Shep-
pard 2009: 46–48). The most cautious interpretation, how-
ever, would still see the earliest occupation being contem-
porary with, or slightly pre-dating, Lapita intrusions into 
the region. Artefacts from the earliest horizons include 
chert flake tools which have been sourced to different 
locations on Guadalcanal, shell fishhooks, Trochus shell 
arm-rings and polished stone adzes. The economy of these 
early Guadalcanal communities was interpreted by Roe 
(1993) as involving a generalised forest edge and riverine 
hunting and gathering system that included the harvesting 
of canarium nuts.

By 6,000 Bp the rise in Holocene sea levels was slowing 
and conditions in the Solomon Islands were improving 
for human settlement (Nunn 1998: 247; Walter and Shep-
pard 2009: 45). Hundreds of kilometres of reefs and shal-
low coastal lagoons had formed which would have been 
of increasing value for coastal foragers, and low coastal 
benches and sheltered bays suitable for settlement and 
gardening were opening up. The Poha Valley sites might 
represent the first wave of people to exploit these new con-
ditions, although it is possible that further survey work 
in the larger islands of the Solomon chain will uncover 
evidence of expansion several thousand years earlier.

There is a gap in the archaeological record of the Solomon 
Islands from the early Guadalcanal sites until the appear-
ance of Lapita sites at around 3,000 Bp. These latter sites 
are concentrated in the southeast Solomon Islands and 
were first identified and excavated as part of the SSicHp 
work. In the Reef Islands the Se-rf-2 site of Nenumbo 
excavated by Green is one of the only western Melane-
sian Lapita sites (along with Watom and Talepakemalae) 
to have produced strong evidence of internal spatial pat-
terning, including the presence of identifiable structures 
(Sheppard and Green 1991). In the Santa Cruz group, 60 
km to the southwest of the main Reef Islands, seven Lap-
ita sites have been identified and three of these excavated 
(McCoy and Cleghorn 1988). The Santa Cruz excavations 
set out a sequence starting with Lapita ceramics at around 
3,000 Bp and grading into a plainware tradition which was 
followed by a cessation of pottery manufacture at around 
2,100 Bp (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988; Walter and Sheppard 
2009). The Reef-Santa Cruz Lapita sites relied heavily on 
exchange systems to supply a range of materials. Cherts 
from Ulawa or Malaita and chalcedony from the Duff Is-
lands (Taumako) have been identified throughout these 
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horizons as well as in sites in Tikopia far to the southeast 
(Sheppard 1996). Obsidian from Talasea 2000 km to the 
west has been found in quantity in these sites, and there 
are lesser amounts of Banks Island obsidian. The lithic 
data reflects the early importance of interaction networks 
in the region (Sheppard 1993).

In the Western Province of the Solomon Islands pottery 
traditions with relationships to Lapita have been identified 
in the Shortland Islands (Irwin 1971; Irwin 1972) and these 
overlap with similar ceramic sequences from south Bou-
gainville. In Roviana Lagoon on New Georgia many ce-
ramic sites have been located in the inter-tidal zone of the 
mainland and offshore lagoon islands (Felgate 2003; Fel-
gate and Dickinson 1998; Sheppard et al. 1999). The sites 
are difficult to interpret or date but a general outline of the 
ceramic sequence can be reconstructed (Felgate 2001; Wal-
ter and Sheppard 2009). The earliest assemblages are con-
temporary with Lapita, if not actually Lapita themselves. 
They consist of a few sherds of classic dentate stamped 
ware in deposits that contain material otherwise similar to 
early post-Lapita assemblages from elsewhere in western 
island Melanesia. The decoration system includes incision, 
pinching, impressing and applied relief work and this con-
nects the Roviana wares in a general sense to the ceramic 
series of the Shortlands, Bougainville and Buka. Radiocar-
bon dating of organic inclusions extracted from pot sherds 
from these inter-tidal assemblages has returned ages of 
around 2500 Bp (Felgate 2001: 48). The decorated ware was 
replaced by plainware pottery by around 500 – 600 Bp and 
the manufacture of pottery had ceased in New Georgia by 
the time of first European arrival, although Choiseul had 
a pottery tradition well into the historic era.

The last phases of Solomon Island prehistory are repre-
sented by a rich and diverse archaeological record, but 
only limited archaeological study. In the Western Province 
the New Georgia Archaeological Survey (NgAS) has car-
ried out an extensive field investigation of shrines, monu-
mental sites and material culture related to the Roviana 
Chiefdom of coastal New Georgia (for an overview of the 
NgAS work see Walter and Sheppard 2009). The monu-
mental sites provide a good record for the development of 
the local religious, economic and political structures that 
were encountered by the first European visitors to the is-
lands, and similar features and site types appear to be well 
represented elsewhere in the Western Province.

The archaeology of the last 1000 years is poorly under-
stood which is unfortunate since it represents the period 
during which the diversity of Solomon Island social, lin-
guistic and cultural structures developed. Su’ena is the only 
known site with a lengthy sequence falling within this cru-
cial late prehistoric phase and with its 500 year record of 
continuous occupation spanning the early historic period 
it offers a potential view into the development of a con-
temporary Solomon Island society.

culture AreAS And trAditionS

As part of the SSicHp agenda one of the team members, 
Sidney Mead, carried out an ethnographic study of mate-
rial culture and art styles in the Star Harbour region of 
Makira (Mead 1973, 1976, 1977). Mead’s work tied directly 
into the larger archaeological agendas of SSicHp. The ‘...
[ethnographic studies] afforded a basis for interpreting 
many of the items which would be recovered from surveys 
and excavations. They would also permit use of the direct 
historical approach in establishing continuity between ear-
lier archaeological assemblages and those of the present 
cultures’ (Mead 1973: 3). What Mead found from the survey 
was that although there were locally distinct art styles 
within the region ‘...culture-historical relationships link the 
Star Harbour region with the rest of San Cristobal and 
with Ulawa and Sa’a, at South Malaita. Underlying the cul-
tures of [this region] is a core of shared cultural traits, 
some of which result from common ecological factors, 
some from redistribution through trade and some from 
historical relationships’ (Mead 1973: 58). Following Mead 
(1973, 1977) we refer to this region of shared ideas and 
symbols bound by networks of culturally significant inter-
action as the Eastern Triangle culture area (see also Fox 
1924; Ivens 1927).

Our interest in culture areas, and in using the Su’ena ma-
terial to look at the history of the Eastern Triangle cul-
ture area in particular, stems from the early recognition 
by archaeologists that long-distance interaction has been 
intimately tied to colonisation and culture change pro-
cesses in Oceania at least since Lapita times. Normally, the 
focus has been on exchange, as the only interaction be-
haviour that leaves a strong archaeological signature. We 
argue, however, that the focus on exchange is too narrow 
and that it is the bundle of cultural and social practices 
that take place within a network of regular interaction (of 
which exchange is only one example) that is important. 
The best way of understanding the multi-stranded nature 
of these interactions is by using the concept of the culture 
area as a model. Su’ena is situated in the centre of a very 
well described culture area on the fringes of Near Oceania 
and for that reason we see it as potentially providing us 
with insight into the nature of Lapita interaction systems. 
In fact, in the case of Su’ena the relationship to Lapita and 
post-Lapita social networks may be historically direct.

culture areas in anthropology and archaeology

The study of culture areas in anthropology probably has 
its roots in the Kulturkreis approach of nineteenth cen-
tury German anthropology which was a tool used to re-
construct the diffusion of cultures by studying trait dis-
tribution maps (Erickson and Murphy 2008: 58). In the 
American ethnography of the early twentieth century (e.g. 
Wissler (1917) and Kroeber (1939)) the culture area method 
was used to classify both museum collections as well as 
indigenous societies. Culture areas were defined as regions 
within which single definitive traits were located; a spe-
cific ceramic technology for example, or a textile tradition. 
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More commonly a culture area was defined in terms of a 
suite of shared material culture items or social phenomena.

The concept of the culture area has a long tradition in 
Melanesian anthropology. Even before the Kula work of 
Malinowski ethnographers were aware that the patchwork 
of Melanesian diversity was woven through by elaborate 
networks of interaction that brought distant communi-
ties together to form higher order cultural configurations 
(Rivers 1914: 232). The first anthropology in Melanesia was 
influenced by the work of Tylor (1896) and Frazer (1900) 
who had strong interests in comparative studies, as well as 
a concern with history. Single traits and trait sets includ-
ing those of ‘native custom and belief ’ were used to define 
culture areas which in turn were used as the foundation 
for diffusionist studies (Knauft 1993: 7). In the first volume 
of his two volume work of 1914 The History of Melanesian 
Society W.H.R. Rivers documented and catalogued the 
varieties of Melanesian social organisation and proposed 
that the current distribution of kinship and marriage sys-
tems was the product of a series of discrete migrations 
into Oceania. To confirm this hypothesis he turned to the 
distribution of other elements of Melanesian culture in-
cluding totemism, decorative art, kastom money1, religion, 
magic, stone working and language. Although the formal 
delineation of culture areas was not his primary objec-
tive, Rivers was vitally concerned with the distribution of 
culture traits because he considered such distributions to 
have historical significance. ‘It has been one of the leading 
aims of this book to see how far it is possible through an 
examination and analysis of a culture of a given area to 
reach any conclusions concerning its past history’ (Riv-
ers 1914: 577). In Fox’s (1919, 1924) studies of Makira he 
adopted the diffusionist interests of Rivers but attempted 
a more explicit definition of culture areas. Like Rivers, Fox 
concentrated first on social organisation but he attended 
also to distributions of other cultural and technological 
practices. Both anthropologists interpreted their culture 
area formations as the result of sequential waves of migra-
tion from the west.

One of the most serious practical problems in culture area 
studies lies in selecting the criteria upon which the culture 
area is defined. What are the key features or processes, and 
what levels of internal similarity are sufficient to describe a 
culture area? To a very large extent this is a scale problem. 
No societies or cultures have rigidly defined boundaries 
and as we alter our viewpoint to wider geographic levels 
(from the local to the regional to the global) patterns of 
similarity shift in and out of focus. Similarly, any large 
scale ethnographic configuration will be compromised if 
one examines closely the internal diversity of constituent 
communities (Knauft 1993: 118). For example Melanesia 
may be described as a culture area on the basis of some 
general political structures, such as ‘Big Man’ or ‘Great 
Man’ systems. But at smaller scales the importance of local 
political traditions outweighs the significance of the larger 

1 ‘Kastom’ is the Melanesian pijin term for traditional or custom-
ary

cultural unit and undermines the explanatory or classifica-
tory power of gloss terms such as ‘Big Man’ (see the range 
of discussions and case studies in Godelier and Strathern 
1991). Our definition of the Eastern Triangle culture area 
is influenced by our interest in the active networks that 
link communities. The Eastern Triangle networks articu-
lated with other interaction spheres to the north and east 
and these in turn connected outward in ever widening 
circles. In fact it is possible to point to traits in material 
culture and ideology which span most of the Solomon Is-
lands. But, as we show in Chapter Two, internal patterns of 
movement and shared concepts and practice are sufficient 
to justify treating the Eastern Triangle as a cultural unit, at 
least at the scale of the current study. It is also important to 
remember that the Eastern Triangle, like all culture areas 
is a polythetic unit. Not all constituent communities ex-
press equally all traits that are identified as characteristic 
of the culture area.

In this work on the Eastern Triangle culture area we share 
Fox and Rivers’ interest in history, but adopt a different 
view on the formation of culture areas. According to the 
diffusionist model culture areas are the residual artefacts 
of history. However, while patterns of language distribu-
tion might possibly mirror migration histories we con-
sider this less likely to be true in the case of material cul-
ture, ritual and religious practices. Furthermore where 
history is responsible for current distribution patterns it 
may be because of quite specific historical events rather 
than long term trends in population movement. Mead for 
example recorded that marriage alliances often resulted 
in the adoption of gods from one area to another (Mead 
1977: 154–155). Ivens also cited instances of traits such as 
the use of certain shell ornaments and weaponry having 
spread between communities because of singular events 
or even the acts of individuals (Ivens 1927: 393–394). To 
us the most important concept in culture area studies is 
that the culture area should be seen as a dynamic social 
phenomenon, not a static residue of history.

In the southeast Solomon Islands the notion of the culture 
area as an active social system was first raised by Mead 
(1977) in his study of the Star Harbour region. In this work 
Mead developed Bodrogi’s (1974, 1979) art-area model 
emphasising the importance of ‘…converting the notion 
of style area into a processual model’ (Mead 1977: 129). 
Mead’s concern was with documenting and understand-
ing the patterns and processes of interaction that support 
the development and maintenance of art areas – not sim-
ply with listing art styles and mapping their distribution. 
Bodrogi (1974, 1979) regarded trade as the primary means 
by which art-areas develop in Melanesia. Mead on the 
other hand considered the emphasis on trade to be too 
narrow and discussed a range of communication systems 
and networks of social interaction which served to link 
cultures and communities within the Star Harbour region 
(Mead 1977).

Fundamental to describing and understanding the devel-
opment of culture areas is the concept of ‘tradition’. Al-
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though the notion of ‘cultural tradition’ has a history in 
anthropology, it was introduced into modern archaeology 
in the mid twentieth century by Gordon Willey (1945) and 
Philip Phillips (Phillips and Willey 1953; Willey and Phil-
lips 1955). As they described it, an archaeological tradition 
is ‘a (primarily) temporal continuity represented by persis-
tent configurations in single technologies or other systems 
of related forms’ (Willey and Phillips 1958). The concept 
was used and reinterpreted by a number of archaeolo-
gists of the time, although the term applied in this fashion 
would seem to negate the potential for development and 
change within a tradition. In this case its use is very close 
to the common definition; a cultural activity from an ear-
lier time, unchanged and repetitively practiced.

Perhaps because of its limitations in dealing with change, 
the term tradition fell out of use as an explanatory tool un-
til recently. In its revised form (e.g. Pauketat 2001) the ‘tra-
dition’ is a more flexible concept in archaeology. Traditions 
are regarded as cultural industries and practices constantly 
developing and evolving as they pass from generation to 
generation (Sulivan and Rodning 2001). There are vari-
ous possible modes of transmission. Vertical transmission 
involves a parent passing knowledge to a child. Horizontal 
transmission denotes the passage of skills or concepts be-
tween individuals of the same generation, while oblique 
transmission describes transmission from a member of 
an older to a younger generation who is not their child or 
direct descendant as in a formal training programme for 
example (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981). These modes 
of cultural transmission imply an essentially evolution-
ary programme; intergenerational transmission within a 
phylogenetic unit normally conceived as the community 
or society itself. Yet ideas, traits and practices can all be 
disseminated across cultural boundaries too. This can oc-
cur through practices such as trade and exchange, warfare 
and religious ceremonies which all provide opportunities 
for horizontal and oblique transmission.

In this study we emphasise two principal features of cul-
ture areas. The first is the distribution of traditions that 
define the culture area and the second is the nature of the 
social networks which link and integrate member com-
munities and facilitate various modes of transmission. A 
useful way of thinking about this is to adopt the metaphor 
of a net or trellis following Sheppard and Walter (n.d.). 
Using this metaphor the culture area is conceived as a net 
in which the vertical strands are represented by traditions. 
These are woven through by the horizontal strands which 
consist of modes of cultural transmission, principally 
those involving interaction and exchange. In Chapter Two 
of this volume we draw on the ethnographic record to ac-
count for both strands of the net; we describe the shared 
traditions of material culture, art and social practice, as 
well as the patterns and processes of interaction within 
and beyond the region.

Following the discussion of the Eastern Triangle culture 
area in Chapter Two, the following four chapters deal with 
the excavation and analysis of the site data. Chapter Three 

describes the excavations at Su’ena including a discussion 
of the stratigraphy, site layout and chronology. Chapter 
4 is an analysis of the faunal remains. In this chapter we 
put forward a particular interpretation of economic prac-
tices and comment on the ecology of fishing and possible 
changes in economic organisation through time. The fau-
nal data also contains some hints about human impact on 
the local ecosystems.

Chapter Five is the first of two chapters on material cul-
ture. In this chapter we deal with the stone tools includ-
ing the flake tools and adzes. Typological and functional 
comparisons are made with other assemblages of the re-
gion. The industrial stone at Su’ena was largely imported 
and this fact contributes to the study of regional exchange 
systems. Chapter Six is an analysis of the other tool classes 
from the site including the personal ornaments.

In the final chapter of this study we summarise the se-
quence from Su’ena and discuss these findings within a 
wider regional framework. In doing this we return to the 
aims and issues raised in this first chapter.
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the eAStern triAngle

The Solomon Islands is a patchwork of overlapping cultur-
al, linguistic and social zones, within and between which 
complex patterns of interaction take place. In defining the 
Eastern Triangle culture area we recognise, as have all the 
early ethnographers who visited the region, a sufficiently 
high level of regular social interaction underpinned by a 
basic similarity in language, technology, art style and cul-
tural practice, that justifies such attention. But in doing 
so we note that the ‘boundaries’ of the Eastern Triangle 
were neither historically stable nor impermeable. The 
communities of Uki and other parts of the Eastern Tri-
angle engaged in regular rounds of formal and informal 
interaction relationships and these frequently spanned the 
borders of the culture area we are discussing here.

The Eastern Triangle includes Sa’a on the south-eastern 
tip of Malaita, Ulawa and Makira with its offshore islands, 
Santa Ana and Santa Catalina in the east, and Uki and the 
Three Sisters in the north (Figure 2.1). Within the Eastern 
Triangle Fox (1924) divided Makira into three major sub-
divisions based on social organisation: Arosi, Bauro and 
Kahua (which includes Uki). Mead separated the islands 
of Santa Ana and Santa Catalina, which together can be 
referred to as Owa, from Kahua on the basis of differences 
in social structure, beliefs and custom (Mead 1977: 134). 
In his analysis of art areas in the Solomon Islands he also 
argued for a Star Harbour region ‘…the easterly portion 
of Kahua, all of that area which radiates from Star Har-
bour itself and including the offshore islands of Santa Ana 
and Santa Catalina … Mainland and off-shore islands are 
linked together by a particular configuration of mecha-

Chapter 2: The Eastern Triangle Culture Area
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nisms of interaction but each portion also participates 
in other configurations’ (Mead 1977: 134). The idea that a 
region or community participates in a multiple configu-
rations of interactions is primary to understanding the 
culture area concept in the Solomon Islands.

In this study of the Eastern Triangle culture area we have 
adopted the metaphor of a net. The vertical strands of 
the net are the shared cutural traditions, the horizontal 
strands are their modes of transmission, including interac-
tion and exchange (Figure 2.2). In the following section we 
look at the vertical and horizontal strands through refer-
ence to the ethnographic record. In later chapters we add 
a historical dimension via the excavation data from Su’ena.

culturAl trAditionS – 
the verticAl StrAndS of the net

In terms of the net metaphor the vertical strands are made 
up of cultural traditions – the industries and practices that 
pass from generation to generation. Amongst these prac-
tices we include language and social institutions, as well as 
material culture, art styles and technology.

linguistics

In his (1885) review of the Melanesian languages Codring-
ton suggested that the languages of Malaita, Makira and 
adjacent islands as well as some of the languages of Gua-
dalcanal have a close genetic relationship. More recent 

descriptive and sub-grouping work has confirmed this 
hypothesis and has provided certain insights into the his-
tory of language relationships and change in the Eastern 
Triangle (Levy 1980; Lichtenberk 1988; Pawley 1972; Tryon 
et al. 1983). At least 20 languages are spoken in the Eastern 
Triangle all of which are members of the Oceanic branch 
of the Austronesian language family. Together with the 
languages of Malaita they form one of the best described 
sub-branches of Oceanic known as Cristobal-Malaitan 
(CM). Cristobal-Malaitan groups with the languages of 
Guadalcanal and Nggela (themselves forming the Guadal-
canal-Nggellic group) to form the higher order sub-group, 
Southeast Solomonic (Pawley 1972).

The original thinking about CM was that it underwent a 
binary split to form the Cristobal and Malaitan subgroups. 
But Lichtenberk (1988) has shown that in fact a tripar-
tite division took place. The Longgu language spoken 
in the Marau Sound region of Guadalcanal is an isolate 
within CM and does not share any of the innovations of 
the other two subgroups. The Central-North Malaitan 
subgroup covers the languages of Malaita north of Mara-
masike while South Malaitan-Cristobal accounts for the 
remaining languages from Sa’a south. Lichtenberk’s find-
ings are based on the identification of phonological inno-
vations and are particularly interesting because his South 
Malaitan-Cristobal subgroup exactly corresponds to our 
Eastern Triangle culture area. It includes the languages of 
Sa’a, Ulawa, Uki, all the languages of Makira plus the lan-
guages of Santa Ana and Santa Catalina. The break-up of 
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CM into these three lower-order subgroups probably took 
place at least 3000 years ago (Pawley 1972: 107). Lichten-
berk (1988) has demonstrated that this split was not a sud-
den one and it may have occurred as a gradual linguistic 
divergence, perhaps involving at first the development of 
a dialect chain.

In fact, the CM group itself has been described as some-
thing of a dialect chain where neighbouring groups are 
often able to communicate with one another (Green 
1976b: 48). This is probably not strictly correct since CM 
and even the South Malaitan-Cristobal sub-group is com-
posed of distinct but closely related languages, not dia-
lects. Functionally, however, the idea of a language chain 
is appropriate and it is also consistent with historic and 
ethnographic accounts. Fox and Ivens both describe in-
formants who were able to converse quite widely within 
Makira and between Sa’a and Ulawa or Sa’a and Arosi. The 
situation before the development of Pijin (Solomon Island 
Pijin) would have been that most people in the Eastern 
Triangle spoke several languages, including languages of 
their spouses’ village and of places important in their local 
exchange networks. This would have effectively created 
an Eastern Triangle communalect which is the linguistic 
equivalent of the culture area.

The South Malaitan-Cristobal subgroup is only attested by 
a small number of phonological innovations but it strong-
ly supports the culture area model. Particularly compelling 
is the fact that Sa’a, which is geographically closer to many 
of the languages of Malaita, clearly groups with the lan-
guages to the south. It is also interesting to note the small, 
but significant linguistic connection with Marau Sound. 
This too is mirrored in the ethnographic and historic de-
scriptions of exchange relationships which record contact 
between the Eastern Triangle and Marau Sound, especially 
via Sa’a and Arosi (Fox 1919). But the picture that emerges 
from these accounts is that contact between Marau Sound 
and the Eastern Triangle mainly involved infrequent but 
quite major events, such as the commissioning of large 
canoes, rather than everyday trade or the acquisition of 
marriage partners.

Social organisation

Charles Fox gave the first detailed account of social organ-
isation in his (1919; 1924) studies of Makira. In this work 
Fox used the distribution of different patterns of social 
organisation to define three culture areas within Makira: 
Arosi, Bauro and Kahua. He saw the common element of 
Makira social organisation as the division of society into 
exogamous clans which practice matrilineal descent. The 
clan is a landholding and kinship group, and the basic unit 
of social organisation in Makira. Villages are comprised 
of a number of different clans and most clans are repre-
sented widely throughout the island. Clan membership 
entitles one to expect support and protection from other 
clan members when travelling far from one’s own village. 
Sometimes different clans were linked into larger entities 
which could act as corporate units in relation to political 

or military activity. Fox cites cases where clans from differ-
ent parts of the Makira coast mobilised to address griev-
ances levied against clan members in distant villages (Fox 
1924: 36). In some regions the different clans were ranked 
such that certain prerogatives were associated with par-
ticular clan groups, and in some areas chiefs were selected 
from only one clan. Some clans specialised in particular 
services and this meant that cooperation between clans 
within villages was always necessary.

Within this general framework Fox distinguished two 
types of social organisation, totemism and dualism. In 
Arosi and Santa Ana, Fox argues that the clans have a true 
totemic character. Here each clan is connected with a par-
ticular animal which is considered in some way ancestral 
and which is placed under certain rules of prohibition 
(Fox 1919: 155). In Arosi the totem animals are birds and 
in Santa Ana they are aquatic animals (Swading 1976: 126). 
Fox recorded as many as ten clans throughout the Arosi 
district, but the two clans Amwea and Atawa are found in 
all villages, and in some cases they are the only clans pre-
sent. In fact, Amwea and Atawa are found throughout all of 
Makira and are nearly always considered the dominant or 
most prestigious and powerful clans. This brings us to the 
dual system by which Fox characterises the Bauro district.

In the Bauro villages the Amwea and Atawa clans are either 
the sole clans represented, or in cases where other clan af-
filiations are cited, they are spoken of as sub-divisions of 
Amwea and Atawa. Here these two clans are not strongly 
associated with totemic animals and Fox (1919; Fox 1924) 
describes them more in terms of dual moieties, in which 
Amwea and Atawa are set up in opposition to one another. 
The oppositional nature of the Amwea and Atawa clans in 
Bauro is also present in Santa Ana and here too the term 
moiety is appropriate (Mead 1973: 7; Mead 1977: 134). Fox’s 
agenda was strongly historical and he believed that a dual 
moiety system represented by the Amwea and Atawa clans 
once prevailed throughout Makira and that this was later 
overlaid by a totemic system, which in turn represents a 
more recent migration into the area.

In Makira Fox also described the distinction between 
chiefs and commoners. In Arosi the Araha clan is the clan 
of chiefs and all male members, (mwae raha), are potential 
candidates for chieftainship. Commoners are referred to 
as mwae (or mwane) taa (Fox 1919: 105–106). The Araha 
clan is strongly identified with Atawa and is the only clan 
in which descent may be traced through either parent and 
in which the rule of endogamy is more commonly relaxed. 
Strictly speaking all chiefs should be mwae raha but the 
choice of chief is quite wide since young boys or even men 
may be adopted into the Araha clan (Fox 1924: 106).

In Ulawa and Sa’a the first descriptions of the social sys-
tem were given by Fox (1919) but these were followed by 
more extensive and sometimes contradictory analyses by 
W.G. Ivens. Ivens had worked for the Melanesian Mission 
in Ulawa and Sa’a between 1896 and 1909. In 1924 he was 
appointed as a Research Fellow at the University of Mel-
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bourne and revisited Sa’a and Ulawa to carry out anthro-
pological and linguistic research there in the same year 
(Ivens 1927: xv). Ivens is probably the more reliable of the 
two scholars because of the length of his association with 
the region and his ability to speak the languages of both 
Sa’a and Ulawa.

Both writers noted the underlying similarities in the sys-
tems of social organisation on Makira and those of Sa’a 
and Ulawa but they also pointed out some major differ-
ences. The most notable of these are the role of clans. Fox 
initially suggested that clans were present in both places 
and he lists nine clan names from Sa’a (Fox 1924: 351). He 
also noted, however, that of greater immediate relevance 
to the social system was membership in either the chiefly 
or commoner class. In fact, he adds that Ulawa clans were 
frequently not even named (Fox 1924: 350). Ivens, on the 
other hand, argued strongly that clans were not present on 
either Sa’a or Ulawa and that the clan names collected by 
Fox were probably lower order divisions of the basic kin-
ship unit, the komu (see below). The most important point 
of agreement however, is the significance of a well marked 
class distinction. According to Fox the chiefly class on 
Ulawa was known as araha (the same name given to the 
chiefly clan in Arosi) and commoners were referred to as 
mwai komu. The former practiced matrilineal descent the 
latter patrilineal. A third class, apaloa, were commoners 
connected by marriage to chiefs. Contra to Fox, Ivens 
(1927: 64) gives the terms araha for the chiefly classes in 
both Sa’a and Ulawa and argues strongly that ‘The descent 
on Ulawa [and Sa’a] is strictly patrilineal in both cases’ (Iv-
ens 1927: 65 see also 60–61). He further rejects the notion 
of an apaloa class on Ulawa suggesting that the term is 
in fact of Sa’a origin where it is the term for commoner 
(equivalent to the Ulawan term ruruha) (Ivens 1927: 64).

Ivens defines the basic domestic group in Sa’a and Ulawa 
as the komu which is a kinship unit in which member-
ship is determined through either the father or mother. It 
is fundamentally different to a clan and Ivens makes the 
point that persons in Sa’a or Ulawa have no claim on stran-
gers outside the marriage or kinship relationship (Ivens 
1927: 61–64). At Sa’a there were groupings of men, essen-
tially sections of the komu, who were formed for various 
public duties (Ivens 1927: 68). These sections were known 
as po’o ni mwane and were each named, and each owned 
and manned its own canoe on overseas voyages. The po’o 
ni mwane divisions were not found on Ulawa but each 
chief there had his own canoe which was crewed by his 
close relatives and immediate followers (Ivens 1927: 69).

Chiefs on Sa’a and Ulawa were not war leaders and they 
practiced little in the way of direct governance (Ivens 
1927: 128–129). Throughout the Eastern Triangle chiefs 
were seen to ‘succour the land’ and offer protection to the 
people. Chiefs exercised certain rights of access to prop-
erty and people within the community, but they were not 
necessarily large landholders. In most places, although 
perhaps less on Ulawa, chiefs expected to receive mon-
etary gifts at feasts, but they did not exercise control over 

the subsistence economy, nor were they necessarily cen-
trally placed within local or wide-area exchange systems, 
as chiefs often were in Polynesia. Chiefs had the right to 
impose sanctions on places or activities, and they had the 
right to punish those who infringed them. They usually 
acted in concert with a priest in ritual matters but did not 
seem to be regarded as particularly sacred, although the 
remains and relics of dead chiefs, especially their skulls, 
were held in reverence. The main social role of chiefs was 
the provision of feasts and control of the Malaohu system 
(see below, also Ivens 1927: 128).

Bonito cults and the malaohu

Of the round of ritual practices of the Eastern Triangle 
perhaps the most important was the ritual seclusion of 
boys and young men which was known as the Malaohu 
or Maraufu. The Malaohu was intimately connected with 
the fishing of bonito (Katsuwonis pelamis) which is a fast 
swimming, schooling pelagic fish that makes a seasonal 
appearance in the southeast Solomon Islands. When the 
schools of bonito appear they are accompanied by flocks 
of sea birds which feed amongst the schools and when 
these sea birds are seen the fishermen rush to pursue the 
fish in their elaborate bonito canoes. Bonito are voracious 
feeders and can be caught in large numbers using shell 
lures. To understand the Malaohu one must understand 
the role of bonito fishing in Eastern Triangle culture.

The fishing of bonito is a thrilling sport enjoyed today 
throughout the Solomon Islands but in the Eastern Tri-
angle it is imbued with ritual and mystical significance.

To the Melanesian of the South-East Solomons the 
catching of the bonito is one of the things for which 
he exists. To him it is the king of fish. His folklore sto-
ries tell of trips made by lads who had lost their fa-
ther’s ivory bonito hook to the land of Kela across the 
straits to the west, where the bonito ever play with the 
Maidens who stand in the sea waiting to receive them 
as they come home. These bonito are no ordinary fish, 
they are virgin born, and are under the care of special 
ghosts and sharks (Ivens 1927: 130).

In the Eastern Triangle the imagery of bonito fishing per-
meates most artwork and ritual life. The bonito canoes 
were ornately decorated with nautilus shell inlay and green 
and red grass streamers. They were stored in special canoe 
houses which themselves were central in the ritual life of 
men. The very poles used to catch bonito were sacred and 
were reverently stored in the thatch of the canoe houses. 
The images of bonito are found in much of the artwork 
along with other imagery from the bonito hunt. Motifs of 
the swooping frigate bird are found in the tattoo designs 
and in the carvings, along with those of the sharks and 
swordfish which feed on the bonito schools (Figure 2.3).

The practice of Malaohu seclusion and the ceremonies of 
release from seclusion are found throughout the Eastern 
Triangle from Sa’a to Owa, although they vary in detail 
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from place to place. In general young boys were taken from 
the village and underwent a period of about two years se-
clusion in one of the canoe houses. During the seclusion 
period the Malaohu boys were forbidden from having any 
contact with women, or even from stepping in the foot-
prints left by a woman. They spent most of their time in 
the canoe house compound where they were taught the 
art and lore of their people by their father, their mother’s 
brother or by another man appointed to the task. Most of 
all they learned the mysteries of bonito fishing and how 
to manufacture the poles, lures and lines used in the catch. 
During the seclusion period the Malaohu boys practiced 
fastidious cleanliness washing, often before dawn, in water 
that had been procured in such a way as to assure its free-
dom from the ritual contamination of women, strangers 
or domestic animals. Their hair was limed and their bodies, 
wrists and ankles were decorated with mats and bands of 
red and white shell beads. In some places the boys were 
taken bonito fishing during the seclusion period. At these 
times they would leave before dawn, secreting themselves 
under mats in the base of the canoe lest they be seen by 
women and would return after dark. In other places the 
first fishing of bonito occurred towards the end of their 
seclusion and was accompanied by various rituals and 
ceremonies. At the end of the seclusion period the Mal-
aohu boys were taken into the village and a feast given in 
their honour. They were often exposed on an elaborately 
decorated stage painted in red, white and black and deco-
rated with bonito motifs and in some cases the returning 
boys found a bride awaiting them. The returning Malaohu 
boys were now ready to participate in village life as adults 
(Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.3. Examples of motifs from Eastern Triangle art that display symbols associated with bonito fishing. This is a modern 
example of a breast ornament from southeast Malaita that shows the frigate bird motif (photo: Les O’Neill)

Figure 2.4. Malaohu boy (Ivens 1927: Plate 7)
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Shell valuables – kastom money

Another institution which plays a central role in the eco-
nomic, ritual and ceremonial life of the Eastern Triangle is 
the circulation of shell valuables known generically today 
by the term kastom money (Figure 2.5). Kastom money 
is in circulation in a number of regions of the Solomon 
Islands. Each has its own distinctive form of currency and 
uses it in its own particular way, although there has always 
been some flow of currencies from one zone to the next. 
The villages and districts of the Eastern Triangle all use 
the same shell currency and participate in similar rituals 
and exchange activities involving its use. There are several 
manufacturing places in the Eastern Triangle and they 
each turn out slightly different products, although all such 
products are recognised throughout the region. Much of 
the kastom money in circulation in Sa’a and Ulawa in the 
early twentieth century was made of the red Spondylus 
shell which is collected from the Mara Masike channel on 
Mala (Ivens 1927: 390). Shell money manufacture is pre-
dominantly a women’s activity, from the gathering of the 
shell through to the manufacture of the end product. The 
shell is first gathered and dried. It is then shattered into 
small sections which are rounded and drilled using a chert 
drill point on a bow or pump drill. The shell units come 
in a variety of shades and sizes and are strung on threads 
of coconut fibre of about two arms span length (one fath-
om is the measure usually referred to in the early ethno-
graphic accounts). The strings, either singly or in gathered 
strands form the basic unit of currency. The various shell 
moneys are named and valued according to their lengths, 
the number of strands and the shades or colours of the 
disc units. Shell money is commonly worn as a decora-

tion by males and females of all ages. Additionally, units 
of shell money were horded by individuals or by clans as 
wealth and potential leverage within the regional exchange 
systems.

In the Star harbour region Mead (1977: 143) listed the fol-
lowing forms of kastom money:

Faga. This is the generic term for red shell money which 
comes in a variety of different forms and values.

Ngisi. Four strings of red spondylus shell disks made of 
partly translucent parts of the shell. This is the most valu-
able of the faga currencies. Note that ngisi is also the term 
given by Ivens for shell money made of a delicate grey 
shell manufactured on Makira and highly prized for or-
namental use on Ulawa (Ivens 1927: 390).

Faga gapunarito. This second grade faga is made of the 
brightest parts of the spondylus shell.

Faga. This is the standard red-shell money. In 1977 a faga 
could buy 200 yams and had a cash value of around thirty 
Australian dollars.

Mamafe. This is more usually used as an item of costume. 
It contains the same number of disks as a faga but it is 
split into two units each containing 6–8 strings of shell 
divided by bunches of 40 flying fox (Pteropus sp.) teeth 
and separated by turtle shell spreaders. White shell money 
does not seem to have a generic term equivalent to faga 
but also comes in a variety of forms.

Figure 2.5. Example of shell money (Artefact No. D22.223, Otago Museum. Photo courtesy of the Otago Museum)
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Mwera. Four strings of white shell separated by two bands 
of red shell. The value of these in 1977 was half a faga.

Sao. This is similar to the mwera but the shell units are 
slightly larger. A unit made up of four strings of sao usu-
ally has a red band of shell disks at the centre. In 1977 a sao 
was worth one quarter of a faga (AuS$6.00). Tooth units 
were also in circulation.

Roke. A string of 400 flying fox teeth which was equivalent 
in value to one faga.

Ao. A single string of 40 dogs teeth separated by some Chi-
nese beads worth three quarters of a faga and which can 
be used to buy pigs.

Aiga. A single string of 400 fine porpoise teeth.

Aiganikwo. A single string of 40 large porpoise teeth 
which can be used to buy a single pig.

Kastom money occupied a variety of roles within southeast 
Solomon Islands communities. From the writings of the 
ethnographers Codrington (1891), Fox (1919; Fox 1924), 
Guppy (1887), Ivens (1927) and Mead (1973, 1977) one can 
identify a number of general categories within which the 
transfer of shell money took place but these by no means 
exhaust its potential uses.

Bride price. In marriage transactions members of the boy’s 
family provide strings of shell money to the family of the 
bride. The number and quality of these is determined in 
previous negotiations. The bride’s family in return supply 
pigs for the feasting and other items and services. Mar-
riage actually involves a number of ceremonies from the 
time of proposal or betrothal though a series of pre-mar-
riage encounters, the marriage ceremony itself, and often 
follow-up rituals a year or more after the marriage (Fox 
1924: Chapter IV; Ivens 1927: Chapter XVI). On most of 
these occasions strings of shell money change hands and 
many of the parties, especially the bride, are adorned in 
strings of shell money during each encounter.

Blood money. Kastom money or other valuables were paid 
in return for assassinations which were often precipitated 
as revenge acts for other killings, or sometimes theft. Ivens 
(1927: 300) notes that there were professional earners of 
blood money practicing widely throughout the southeast 
Solomon Islands.

Commodity purchase. Kastom money could be used to 
purchase a range of standard commodities such as pigs 
and canoes. In Ulawa Ivens gives the cost of an ordinary 
canoe at ten ‘shell moneys’ for a bonito canoe and 100 for 
a la’o, the highly decorated overseas canoe (Ivens 1927: 491).

Payment for adoption. Kinship systems were sufficiently 
flexible in the Eastern Triangle to encourage the practice 
of adopting children into the clan or komu. Technically, 
some of the practices of adoption described in the eth-

nographic writings fall extremely close to what we might 
consider commodity purchase (see below).

Fees or compensation. Compensation payments for wrong-
doing are an ubiquitous part of Solomon Islands society 
right up to the present day. Kastom money commonly 
changes hands as compensation for such acts as adultery, 
theft and insults to chiefs.

Services. Just about any service available in the Eastern 
Triangle could involve the transfer of shell valuables. Pay-
ments of kastom money were always provided to the tattoo 
artists, and canoe makers and house builders were also fre-
quently paid for their work in this way (Ivens 1927: 154). We 
include under the heading of ‘services’ tribute payments 
which might be made to chiefs during ceremonial events 
and to officiating priests.

Art and material culture

The Solomon Islands has a rich and diverse art tradition 
and the world’s museums and ‘primitive art’ collections 
are graced by Solomon Islands objects in wood, textiles 
and shell. Most scholars familiar with these collections 
agree that there is such a thing as a Solomon Islands art 
style (Davenport 1971: 384). But within this tradition there 
is so much regional diversity that it is difficult to define 
what the essential or unique elements of Solomon Islands 
art are. Deborah Waite has addressed this issue to some 
degree in a series of reviews of museum collections in 
which she has pointed to broad areas of similarity in an-
thropomorphic carvings and wicker and bark shield de-
sign (Waite 1983; Waite 1979). Davenport singles out two 
sorts of objects that are particularly characteristic of the 
Solomon Islands: the humanoid figures with canine-like 
snout which typify the Western Solomon Islands tradi-
tion, and the other, from the eastern Solomon Islands, is 
a composition of birds and fish carved as the end sup-
ports of oval bowls (Davenport 1971: 384). Both Waite and 
Davenport argue that Solomon Islands art is intrinsically 
bound into the wider supernatural and religious world of 
the participants. In fact Davenport argues that ‘All East-
ern Solomons art is made with the intention of enhancing 
some object or activity that is imbued with high cultural 
value’ (Davenport 1971: 405). Waite identifies the art of the 
Western Solomon Islands with the headhunting complexes 
found there and the Eastern art tradition with the bonito 
cults that dominate so many aspects of social and religious 
life (Waite 1979: 262). A number of authors have already 
identified the existence of a southeast Solomon Islands 
art area (Bühler 1962: 155; Codrington 1891; Davenport 
1971; Guiart 1963: 325; Linton and Wingert 1946: 178; Mead 
1973: 58; Mead 1977: 132; Waite 1969, 1979; Wingert 1946: 21). 
Summarising some of these writers Newman (1975a) iden-
tified the following as diagnostic of the southeast Solomon 
Islands art style: the production of ceremonial bird bowls 
(dara manu), and skull containers, the use of fish and bird 
iconography, the manufacture of shell arm rings, certain 
forms and styles of shell ornaments and the use of shell 
inlay.
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The most characteristic feature or the art of the Eastern 
Triangle is the imagery of the bonito cults. Davenport un-
derstood the power of this imagery:

The schools [of bonito] are seen irregularly only during 
one season of the year when the bait they feed upon 
also school. Not only the bonito are attracted by the 
schools of bait, but so are large numbers of several spe-
cies of fishing birds that feed on the same bait. Around 
the fringes of the schools lurk hundreds of sharks that 
feed upon the bonito. The combination of bait, bonito, 
birds, and sharks produces a phenomenon that the is-
landers regard as an awesome manifestation of their 
powerful tutelary deities. In their pagan religion the 
bonito are believed to be under the absolute control 
of some of these deities… But schools of bonito are 
as unpredictable in their occurrence as they are nerv-
ous when a fishing canoe is in their midst. They ap-
pear without advance notice, they disperse suddenly 
without warning, and with them are always the most 
vicious of all sea creatures, sharks. The bonito school 
then has three salient characteristics: it contains one of 
the most valued of all sea foods in vast quantities; it is 
unpredictable and subject to quick change; it also at-
tracts animals that can kill or maim humans. The three 
characteristics, generosity, fickleness, and danger seem 
to be just the features of temperament ascribed to the 
tutelary deities (Davenport 1971: 408).

Within the Eastern Triangle Mead (1973) recognised two 
style sub-areas: The Owa-Ulawa style which includes Aro-
si and mainland Star Harbour, Uki and the Three Sisters, 
and the Makira mainland style which is centred in Bauro 
but found elsewhere on Makira (1973: 59–60). Davenport 
went further and showed that even within and between 
Santa Ana and Santa Catalina there are local differences in 
carving styles (Davenport 1971: 385–386). The presence of 
distinctive local traditions within what all commentators 
agree is a common ‘style area’ just goes to demonstrate 
the powerful social and cultural context of art in eastern 
Solomon Islands life.

Carving and wood working

The working of wood is an important part of Eastern 
Triangle art. Like tattoo and segesege there are a range of 
standard works and designs, but the master carver is rec-
ognised for his expertise not only in reproducing standard 
forms, but also for his ability to interpret these forms with 
flair and creativity. In fact, segesege too is conceived of as 
a form of carving and all great carvers in the Owa region 
were also practitioners of segesege thus creating a con-
tinuum between these two seemingly separate art forms 
(Davenport 1971: 404; Mead 1976: 112, 114).

A range of bowls is part of the repertoire of most master 
carvers. The domestic bowls are usually without decora-
tion but the ceremonial bowls are highly ornate and in-
clude the use of shell inlay. While Santa Ana and Santa 
Catalina artists are regarded as the masters of this form, 

variations are found throughout the southeast Solomon 
Islands. Common motifs are the bonito, the frigate bird 
and other fish and sea birds, once again connecting this art 
form to the bonito cults. The decoration on the wooden 
bowls has two main forms. First there are carved exten-
sions in the form of ornate handles or simple ancillary 
projections which are usually in some zoomorphic form. 
In Santa Ana and Santa Catalina this is often a shark or 
bonito head and body while Arosi and Sa’a bowls often 
display a frigate bird with a fish in its mouth (Fox 1924; Iv-
ens 1927). Second the bowls often contain shell inlay work 
and again the frigate bird is a common motif.

Related to the wooden bowls are the large, wooden con-
tainers which graced the kastom houses and which were 
used to store the bones of the dead. Vessels shaped in the 
form of a shark were in use in Santa Ana and some were 
decorated with coloured paints (Mead 1973: 16–18 see also 
Bernatzik 1935: Fig 24). Similar zoomorphic bone con-
tainers were used in Sa’a, Ulawa and Arosi; the most com-
mon appear to have been in the form of a swordfish, but 
bonito, crocodile and other forms are also reported (Fox 
1924: 209). In Santa Ana carved canoe replicas were also 
made for the curation of ancestral bones but these did not 
seem to have been in use elsewhere in the Eastern Triangle, 
although canoes were used for burial in Sa’a and Ulawa 
(Ivens 1927).

Carved anthropomorphic figures are found throughout 
the Solomon Islands with artistic continuity with those 
of the Bougainville area. In Waite’s (1979) review of this 
art form she noted a number of distinctive elements of 
the southeast Solomon Islands forms. For example she 
observed (1979: 243) that figures standing on all fours 
or seated with straight legs are restricted to Makira and 
Santa Ana. The feature that Waite claims is most distinc-
tive of the area however is ‘…the predominance of fig-
ures made up of compactly assembled faceted elements 
with angular contours. Slab like limbs, four-sided torsos, 
and cubic heads [also] characterize numerous images…’ 
(Waite 1979: 252). Also common in this area are figures 
in which the skull is lengthened into a thin tail like form, 
or which is extended into an upturned scroll motif (Fox 
1924: Fig 11; Waite 1979: 252). Shark anthropomorphs, in 
which a shark’s head is found on a human body are found 
throughout the Eastern Triangle in a diverse range of 
carved objects including house posts, bowls, lime spatulas, 
fish floats, dance paddles and free-standing figures (Waite 
1979: 255). This motif is derived from a suite of tales from 
the Eastern Triangle relating to men or boys who turned 
into sharks. The ghost shark Kareimanua is known by the 
same name in Sa’a, Ulawa and Makira and is illustrated in 
Fox (1924: 117 see also Bernatzik 1936: 142). Other anthro-
pomorphs include human figures with fish heads (Figure 
2.6). This latter form has some particularly interesting ele-
ments which illustrate other distinctive characteristics of 
Southeast Solomon Islands representative art.

A carved wooden finial for a canoe house illustrated in 
Ivens (Ivens 1927: 201) features Ngorieru who is regarded 
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in Sa’a as the chief of the sea spirits. Ngorieru is shown 
with a bonito for a head and a host of smaller fish (flying 
fish according to Ivens) attached to his body (Figure 2.6). 
But the attachment between Ngorieru and the fish is tenu-
ous; the body of Ngorieru and those of the smaller fish 
simply brush together at their surfaces. The viewer’s atten-
tion in this and similar examples is drawn to the surfaces 
or interface between the images. This reproduction of an 
image at smaller scales at the interface of the main figure 
has an almost fractal effect and is very distinctive. A more 
complex example of this effect is seen in the image of the 
sea spirit, Waewake, in Ivens (1927: 201). In this figure the 
repeated image on the interface of the main figure is of the 
frigate bird. Similar images are found in many art forms 
including in the decoration of houses and the Malaohu 
stage (for examples see Bernatzik 1935: Fig 13; Fox 1919; Fox 
1924: 125–128, 348; Ivens 1927: 33, 306, 308).

Canoes

Wherever the bonito cults thrived the bonito canoe was an 
important art form and one with sacred properties (Dav-
enport 1971). The bonito canoes are designed to take three 
or four men and they run to about six meters in length. 
The decorations on the canoes consists of carving, painting, 
inlay work and hanging decorations of shells and coloured 
streamers. The motifs used are very similar to those found 
in the tattoo work and in the more general wood carving 
and include the use of horizontal zigzags like the ‘Path of 
the snake’ and Nunu i niu tattoo designs. Also common to 
tattoo work and canoe decoration are the cloud designs 
and frigate bird and fish motifs. The inlay work was done 
in nautilus or cone shell (Ivens 1927: 153).

Perhaps the most complex and prestigious items of mate-
rial culture were the decorated ocean going canoes known 
as la’o in Ulawa and as risu-e-rima in Santa Ana. Like the 
bonito canoes the ocean going canoes were plank built 

and decorated with paint, shell inlay and other adorn-
ments such as strings of cowrie shells. Ivens lists two main 
reasons for undertaking overseas trips in the la’o: first, to 
carry out commodity trading and second, to show off the 
newly decorated canoe at which time one could expect to 
receive kastom money gifts (Ivens 1927: 153). It is interest-
ing here to note the strong association between this highly 
decorated art form and the kastom money exchange sys-
tem. We draw particular attention to the fact that Ivens ex-
plicitly mentions elements of both commodity and ritual 
exchange. To this we would add that the construction of 
the canoes also involves the payment of kastom money in 
the form of fees for services to builders.

Shell Inlay

Shell inlay design work was used as decoration on many 
wooden art forms. Contrasting with the characteristic 
black stain of the wooden bowls it is one of the hallmark 
features of Solomon Islands art, not just in the eastern re-
gion (Davenport 1971: 403). The most commonly used shell 
was the nautilus, which is relatively easy to work. The frag-
ile shell is broken into pieces, ground into standard sized 
and shaped units and fixed into recesses in the wood using 
a natural putty. The putty hardens and is stained to match 
the staining of the wood. The cone shell was also used, 
but its application was restricted to the ocean-going ca-
noes (Ivens 1927: 392; Mead 1973: 22). When cone shell was 
used it was worked into disks made of the flat ends of the 
shell. This process is very labour intensive and production 
ceased sometime in the mid-twentieth century. Since then 
conus disks are usually salvaged from earlier works and 
they are considered very valuable (Davenport 1971: 402). 
Shell inlay decorations can be complex and very extensive, 
especially on canoes. Yet the decorations are built up from 
only a small repertoire of primary elements. In addition to 
the cone shell disks used on the overseas canoes, Ivens lists 
two nautilus shell inlay shapes in use in Sa’a and Ulawa. 
The reoreo is triangular with incised base and sides, the 
other element is rectangular and narrow with a ‘V'-shape 
cut into the ends. This latter shape is the same as the reo-
reo matanga inlay element found in Santa Ana decoration 
(Mead 1973: 21). The Sa’a and Ulawa reoreo is also repre-
sented in Santa Ana where it is known as reoreo-tangaa-
aigona. Mead also noted three other inlay shapes in use in 
Owa, a lozenge shaped form called manipupu, a second 
triangle form slightly flatter than the reoreo-tangaa-aigona, 
and a circular shape used to define eyes (Mead 1973: 21). 
The larger designs built up from this conservative inven-
tory of primary elements again mirrors the motifs found 
in the carving and in the tattoo and segesege work. Frigate 
birds, fish motifs and parallel zigzag lines are common and 
in fact, nearly every design found in body decoration is 
also rendered in inlay work on the canoes, bowls or other 
objects. The best example of this can be found in the an-
thropomorphic carvings which sometimes contain faith-
ful reproductions of body tattoos rendered in shell inlay 
(Davenport 1971: 387; Mead 1976: Fig 28).

Figure 2.6. Examples of bonito motifs in anthropomorphic 
art (Ivens 1927: 201)
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Personal ornaments

Aside from segesege and tattoo work the people of the East-
ern Triangle wore a variety of personal ornaments. The 
ethnographic record indicates that the amount and type of 
ornaments worn by individuals varied according to their 
gender, status, region and the particular social context, but 
there still seems to have been latitude for individual choice. 
As a generalisation, the people of Owa wore less in the 
way of ornamentation than other peoples of the Eastern 
Triangle and ceremonial events, particularly the Malaohu 
rites, were occasions for the most elaborate body decora-
tion. It is further true that the higher status the individual, 
the more delicately worked his or her ornamentation was 
likely to be but high status did not always equate to the 
use of an especially large number of ornaments (Bernatzik 
1936: 45; Davenport 1971: 406; Ivens 1927: 148, 465). In Arosi 
and Ulawa the use of some ornaments was supposed to be 
restricted to chiefs but elsewhere ornamentation seems to 
have been up to personal taste. The most important of the 
personal ornaments are arm rings.

Arm rings are manufactured in three different types of 
shell in the Eastern Triangle, Conus, Trochus, and Tridac-
na clam. The Tridacna shell is of two types according to 
Ivens (1927:39); ime hau (stone clam) and ime wai (water 
clam). It is possible, but not confirmed, that ime hau refers 
to fossil clam retrieved from geological sources such as 
is used in the Western Province (Aswani and Sheppard 
2003). Ivens describes and illustrates three type of clam 
shell ornament worn by the men of Ulawa and Sa’a (Ivens 
1927: 392–393):

Momo lalamoa. These are flat clam shell plates worn on 
the upper arm and are said to be used in combat to break 
an adversary’s ribs. Ivens believed these to be absent from 
Ulawa but they were certainly present in Makira and Owa 
(see below) (Figure 2.7a).

Hato ime. About 5 cm broad and 1 cm thick these heavy 
arm rings are traditionally worn by the elder men. The tops 
of the rings are flat and the sides are concave (Figure 2.7b).

Ki’ihara. This is a thin armlet with a rounded cross-section 
similar in shape to some of the Conus and Trochus arm 
rings more commonly used by women (Figure 2.7e).

The clam shell arm rings from Owa are very similar to 
those of Sa’a and Ulawa. Mead (1973) illustrates the nafu-
waga which has the same form and dimensions as the hato 
ime and describes the qoqo raworawo which in turn ap-
pears similar to the momo lalamoa, ‘…it is like wearing a 
wheel on the arm’ (Mead 1973: 36). The photograph of a 14 
year old Maraufu boy taken in Santa Ana in 1943 shows 
what looks like a ki’ihara type ornament just above the 
boy’s left elbow (Mead 1973: Plate 10). Interestingly Mead 
reports that the first two of these arm ring types were both 
used in combat (1973: 36). He also notes the term gima as 
applying to shell armbands made of fossilised Tridacna 
and cites examples in various plates published in Bernatzik 
(1936). It seems likely that gima was actually a generic term 
for all Tridacna arm rings since the artefacts shown in 
Bernatzik’s plates are quite variable and include examples 
of what appear to be nafuwaga (Bernatzik 1936: Abb 77) 
and qoqo raworawo (Bernatzik 1936: Abb 120). Some of 
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Figure 2.7. A range of shell arm rings recorded by Ivens (Ivens 1927: Plate VI)
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the others seem to be equivalent to the ki’ihara. It is also 
unclear whether Mead believed the term referred only to 
fossilised clam or to all clam shell ornaments although we 
assume the latter. In Arosi, Fox (1924: 294) reports an arm 
ring known as hato ‘ima and in his (1924) Figure 14 three 
men are shown wearing what appear to be the same rings 
known as hato ‘ime in Sa’a and Ulawa. Fox believed that 
these, and a range of other plastic and body decorations, 
were properly the ornaments of Araha although they were 
widely worn in Makira during his residency there from 
1911 to 1924. Again, the hato ‘ime are reported as being 
used in warfare, although if they were worn above the el-
bow it is difficult to see how they could have served as 
effective weapons.

Bernatzik (1936) has introduced some confusion about 
the form and use of Tridacna arm rings. Whereas most 
ethnographers suggest that the use of Tridacna was re-
stricted to men, Bernatzik describes and illustrates some 
thin Tridacna arm rings worn by both men and women in 
Santa Ana (Bernatzik 1936: 50–51, Abb 75, 80, 81). Newman 
suggests that these could have been ki’ihara and explains 
their identification by Bernatzik as women’s wear as a mis-
identification of the shell; she believes it may have been 
Conus (Newman 1975: 12). In support of this interpretation 
she cites Ivens (1927) Plate VI as evidence for men wear-
ing Conus shell arm rings. Unfortunately this confuses the 
issue even further since the men’s arm rings illustrated by 
Ivens (bottom right, Plate VI) and at least two of those 
illustrated by Bernatzik (Bernatzik 1936: Abb 75 and 81) 
are more likely to be Tridacna than Conus. All we can be 
sure of is that while men did wear thin Tridacna arm rings 
(probably of a general form known as ki’ihara on Ulawa) 
and that these may have been restricted to men, both men 
and women also used Conus and Trochus shell rings.

According to Ivens the Tridacna arm rings were made of 
the hinge section of the shell by first breaking off a piece by 
smashing it with a hard stone (1927: 392). A hole was then 
worked into the plate of shell using ‘flints’ – presumably 
chert. The hole was then enlarged still using flint tools. In 
the Western province Tridacna rings were manufactured 
in large quantities and they played a major role in the rit-
ual exchange and prestige system (Aswani and Sheppard 
2003; Thomas 1991: 45–47; Thomas 2003). There the artisan 
first sawed out the central tab then wet-ground the shell 
rings on large grinding stones; the use of flint tools is not 
mentioned in the early accounts from the Western Prov-
ince (Woodford 1890). Bernatzik (1936: 50) also mentions 
the use of grindstone and sand in Santa Ana.

The Trochus and Conus shell upper arm and wrist rings 
were worn by women (although not necessarily exclusively 
so) and many were decorated with incised designs. In Owa 
Mead (1973: 35–36) noted a slender armband with incised 
decorations of frigate birds known as raquo, although 
he does not record what shell they were made of. A sec-
ond type made of Trochus shell was known as fato (Mead 
1973: 36). These forms are similar, if not identical, to those 
illustrated from Sa’a and Ulawa by Ivens (1927) shown in 

Figure 2.7c. In addition to the incised work, some of these 
arm rings also had relief work and other carved designs 
(Figure 2.7d, see also Mead 1973: Fig 9).

Tattooing, segesege and cicatrization

In Ulawa and Sa’a youths of both sexes are commonly tat-
tooed before marriage. The tattooing is done with a bone 
of a flying fox (Pteropus tonganus) and is accompanied by 
incantations which are used to relieve the pain and help 
staunch the wounds (Ivens 1927: 84). The designs are main-
ly drawn from the natural world and Ivens (1927: 83–86) 
lists a number of conventional patterns (Figures 2.8 and 
2.9).

Su’usu’une kaule. The kaule is the frigate bird and this 
shape is translated as ‘the elbow of the Frigate Bird’. It is a 
stylised motif featuring the distinctive ‘M’ shaped span of 
the frigate bird wings in flight. This motif is also found in 
other art contexts such as in carvings, painted house deco-
rations and in the shell inlay work of canoes and wooden 
bowls. Just as the frigate bird and the bonito are insepa-
rable, a similar relationship exists between the Su’usu’une 
kaule motif and the symbolism of the bonito cults which 
dominates so much of southeast Solomon Islands art and 
iconography.

Hoi elite. This lozenge shaped design represents the nut of 
the elite (Terminalia catappa). In Sa’a and Ulawa this motif 
is always present in tattoo designs where it features in the 
centre of the forehead.

Nunu i niu. Translated as ‘reflection of coconut leaves’ this 
zigzag motif accompanies the hoi elite on the forehead.

Talamata. A chevron design placed on the cheeks.

Figure 2.8. Examples of tattooing designs from the Eastern 
Triangle (Ivens 1927: 84)
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Hoa rora. A lozenge design also on the cheeks. The tala-
mata and hoa rora elements were conventionally used to 
build up a complex design with the latter appearing in 
rows between the talamata.

Mi’e uuru. A cloud design tattooed on the upper arms.

Ivens also lists a complex design made up of parallel, verti-
cal zigzags known as the ‘path of the snake’, although he 
does not provide the vernacular term. This motif is mim-
icked in canoe decoration by the ‘winding snake’ motif 
(Ivens 1927: 85). In fact, all of the above motifs appear in 
the canoe inlay work.

Most of the designs seen in the Sa’a and Ulawa tattooing 
are also found in Arosi and more widely across Makira 
but there are some restrictions there on the use of certain 
motifs. The kaura and bwari designs are confined for the 
use of the Araha clan and are specific indicators of chiefly 
status or lineage (Fox 1924: 16; Ivens 1927: 465). The former 
of these is equivalent to the kaule of Sa’a and Ulawa and 
the latter is a web pattern (translated as ‘tarantula’ by Fox) 
and equivalent to the hoi elite. In addition the noble boys 
of Arosi have the sun motif or sina which has rays slightly 
separated from the disk. These three motifs are cut into 
the skin (usu) in contrast to the ordinary punched (rabu) 
designs which are available to all parties. As in Ulawa and 
Sa’a these latter marks are made with a sharpened bone 
and various pigments (Fox 1924: 184). Fox also lists six Ma-
kira motifs which he describes as being components of a 
‘very full tattoo on the face, chest, back and arms and legs’ 

which was formally the tattoo of Araha (Fox 1924). These 
tattoo motifs are known as rabu angiangi, rabu barauru, 
rabu suriwewe, rabu aria bwau, maragaura and maro’uro’u. 
The rabu barauru is the same as the ‘cloud’ motif used in 
Sa’a and Ulawa but in Makira it is said to represent the 
western sky in the evening. The maragaura is a stylised 
frigate bird and also has an equivalent in Sa’a and Ulawa 
where it comprises part of the complex ‘line of Saliva’ mo-
tif that is tattooed on the chin (compare figures in Fox 
1924: 296; and Ivens 1927: 85).

In Owa tattooing was predominantly a women’s art form; 
both the tattoo artists and the wearers of tattoos were 
women (Kuper 1926; Mead 1973: 31). Notwithstanding the 
different social position of tattooing, the motifs used in 
Santa Ana and Santa Catalina as illustrated in Kuper (1926; 
see also Mead 1973: 33) have strong resonance with the tat-
too motifs of mainland Makira, Sa’a and Ulawa; indeed 
some are identical. Again the influence of the bonito cults 
is obvious, the rabu barauru motif of Makira (the cloud 
of Sa’a and Ulawa) is present, and the ‘M’ shaped kaule or 
kaura motif occurs as an element in many complex pat-
terns. Men’s tattooing appears to have been confined to 
priests where two small fish were placed on either side of 
the cheek (Bernatzik 1936: 61; Kuper 1926: 5, Fig 4). The 
tattoo artists of Owa were highly regarded and provided 
tattoos to women from elsewhere in the Eastern Triangle, 
from at least as far away as Ulawa, when they visited Owa 
for dance ceremonies and on other ceremonial occasions 
(Mead 1973: 32).

Another form of body art was the use of unpigmented tat-
too known as segesege (Bernatzik 1936: 55). These markings 
are scratched into the skin with a flying fox bone, usually 
by a master carver, and are found in both men and women 
(Mead 1973: 30; Mead 1976: 112). In the middle of the fore-
head the qari design is equivalent to the bwari of Arosi 
which in turn is related in form and placement to the hoi 
elite of Sa’a and Ulawa. The motifs making up the main 
facial components are known as ositaramata and consist 
of a series of chevrons and parallel zigzag lines which are 
the same as those found in the tattoo work of Ulawa, Sa’a 
and mainland Makira (Mead 1973: 31).

Cicatrisation was also practiced by both sexes on Ulawa. 
In this practice deigns made up of raised welts are formed 
on the upper arms and breasts by burning or cutting (Iv-
ens 1927: 86; Kuper 1926: 4). Fox (1924) notes a similar 
practice in Arosi where raised cicatrices are formed by 
branding the calves, shoulders arms and chest of the araha 
boys in a coming-of-age rite known as susubori.

modeS of interAction – 
the horizontAl StrAndS of the net

We turn now to the horizontal strands of the net. These 
refer to the paths of interaction that cross the Eastern Tri-
angle linking member communities and facilitating the 
transmission of tradition through horizontal and oblique 
(i.e. non-phylogenetic) mechanisms. Some of the social 

Figure 2.9. Examples of tattooing designs from the Eastern 
Triangle (Ivens 1927: 85)
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practices that act as instruments of social integration in 
the Eastern Triangle are trade, warfare, ceremonial activi-
ties, kinship and marriage practices.

trade and exchange

Early discussions of exchange in Oceania tended to follow 
Maussian orthodoxies in contrasting Western commodity 
exchange with Melanesian gift exchange. The problems of 
essentialism and reductionism introduced by this binary 
paradigm have been well discussed in the recent Melane-
sian literature (e.g. Carrier 1994; Gregory 1982; Munn 1986; 
Strathern 1988; Thomas 1991). In his 1991 work, Entangled 
Objects, Nicholas Thomas showed, in reference to the ex-
change systems of the Western Province of the Solomon 
Islands, that multiple modes of exchange behaviour existed 
even amongst single social groups. He further demonstrat-
ed that the role of exchange objects was context sensitive 
so that items featuring prominently in gift exchange could, 
in certain contexts, attain currency like status in commod-
ity exchange situations, although this did not necessarily 
apply to all kastom valuables. Much of the analysis of ex-
change in Melanesia has been based on Bohannan’s (1955) 
exchange sphere approach. But it has been recently argued 
that Bohannan’s emphasis on the object of exchange and 
on the notion of discrete and ranked spheres has to be 
heavily modified for application in Melanesia. Drawing 
on Sahlins (1965), Robbins and Akin (1999) argue that the 
centrality of social relationships in Melanesian systems of 
exchange would be missed if the model were not modi-
fied to explicitly recognise the formation of different social 
relations in different exchange contexts. From that starting 
point they reconstruct the exchange sphere as a tripartite 
structure involving a social relationship, an object of ex-
change and a modality of exchange (1999: 10). The latter 
refers to whether the act is one of sharing, barter, reciproc-
ity, purchase etc. The point of this review is not to insinu-
ate our discussion of Eastern Triangle exchange into the 
broader problematics of Melanesian economics. Rather 
we are concerned to show that contemporary accounts of 
Melanesian exchange recognise the mutability of objects 
and the importance of context and social relations in acts 
involving their transfer. The ethnographic accounts of 
the Eastern Triangle describe exchange acts taking place 
in a variety of social settings involving a wide range of 
modalities. In some descriptions the act of exchange ap-
pears to have been the rationale for the social event within 
which context it occurred. At other times exchange acts 
take place on the peripheries of other ritual, ceremonial or 
quotidian events. We are not concerned here with unravel-
ling the social relations or defining the various modes and 
spheres of exchange that were implicated in particular eth-
nographic encounters although we do provide some com-
ments on these issues. Our primary interest is in defining 
the range and geographic scope of those social activities 
that fall broadly under the exchange label, and to describe 
some of the objects involved.

Canoes were the most significant trade item to catch the 
attention of European visitors to the Eastern Triangle, 

partly because of the size of the object itself as well as the 
scale of community involvement and investment in many 
of the exchange transactions. The canoe trade also con-
tributed to the dissemination of common art styles and 
technology throughout the region since canoes are not 
merely a transport mode, they are also an expression of 
craft style and of artistic values, which in turn embody 
religious symbolism and ideas. The trade in canoes seems 
to have cut across a range of different exchange spheres 
and modes.

A thriving canoe trade operated in the Star Harbour re-
gion until at least the 1970s (Mead 1977: 146–149). Canoes 
carved by renowned artisans were traded from Owa and 
mainland Star Harbour throughout most of Makira. The 
trade was of two main sorts. Sometimes a canoe was man-
ufactured as a speculative venture and offered for sale to 
any prospective buyers. This was known as a raongainia 
transaction and contrasted with the higher prestige faroa 
transaction in which a village or cluster of villages com-
bined their resources to commission an ornate memorial 
canoe. The display of the finished craft was associated with 
the dissemination and display of shell valuables and other 
ritual acts (Mead 1977: 148). In the 1970s both these trans-
actions had commodity like attributes in that there was a 
recognised ‘standard’ price in shell currencies. Other cen-
tres for canoe manufacture were Ulawa where canoes were 
built and taken for sale ‘...from time immemorial to Sa’a or 
Uki or San Cristobal’ (Ivens 1927: 8). In Arosi the canoes 
were exchanged for shell money and in Uki for turtle shell. 
Ulawa and Santa Ana both had a particular specialisation 
in war canoes. The Ulawa canoes were traded to Arosi and 
West Bauro and the Santa Ana canoes to East Bauro and 
Kahua (Mead 1977: 148).

There was also an exchange cycle that operated out of the 
Sa’a region which has some of the hallmarks of the trad-
ing cycles of the Papuan coast. Although the details are 
unclear these cycles appear to have included elements of 
both commodity purchase as well as gift exchange and 
the latter may also have involved the presence of trade 
partnerships. The atoato cycle took place in the summer 
when the decorated la’o vessels set out from Sa’a to Santa 
Ana. The atoato appears to have been largely of ceremonial 
significance for there is no record of the goods or services 
supplied out of Sa’a. Instead Ivens (1927: 153) records that 
the crews of the visiting vessels journeyed around showing 
off their vessels for which they received presents. A more 
strictly secular exchange round was known as laelae in 
which food, including taro, pigs and smoked Canarium 
nuts were traded out in exchange for kastom money. Ivens’ 
notes of the laelae and atoato suggest that success in these 
trading cycles was important for chiefs. He notes too that 
the trading cycles ‘…were much to the mind of the people 
generally’ implying that success in these events was linked 
to social prestige (Ivens 1927: 40). In fact the relationship 
between overseas travel and chiefly pestige was such that 
every chief of any importance on Ulawa had an overseas 
canoe crewed by his own following (Ivens 1927: 46).
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As with other long distance interactions, the canoe trade 
was not restricted to the Eastern Triangle. Canoes were 
also traded into Malaita, and Malaitan vessels were bought 
south to Sa’a, Ulawa and Makira. There is even a record 
(Ivens 1927: 154) of a Guadalcanal vessel from Marau 
Sound being brought to Sa’a in the mid 19th century for 
trade in what appears to have been a speculative venture.

Canoes were only one of a number of craft items which 
were traded around the Eastern Triangle. The carvers of 
the Owa – Star Harbour region made bowls and other 
works on commission and for speculative trade in the 
southeast of Makira and further north into Bauro and Ul-
awa. The craftsmen of Ulawa and Sa’a traded a variety of 
artworks that were considered superior to those available 
in mainland Makira (Mead 1977: 158). Food too seemed to 
circulate widely in long distance interactions. The food of 
Sa’a was considered particularly tasty, especially the Ca-
narium and Areca nuts, the yam and the taro all of which 
were regularly traded south into the Arosi district (Mead 
1977: 156).

Ulawa had a particularly important position within the 
Eastern Triangle trading networks because of its central 
location from where it could dominate the ocean lanes 
between Sa’a and the north Makira coast as far as Star 
Harbour and Owa. Ulawa traders maintained particularly 
strong trade links with Arosi which gave them access to 
shell currency but they also traded turtle shell from Uki 
and had access, via Sa’a to the shell valuables and other 
goods of the Langalanga region of Malaita. These shell 
valuables were not the same as those that were in circula-
tion in the Eastern Triangle but they could be adapted and 
used in the Eastern Triangle (Mead 1977: 158).

The institution of child purchase was a peculiar form of 
trade practiced throughout the Eastern Triangle, but con-
centrated in only a few areas. In some cases unwanted 
children were bought from willing parents, often through 
intermediaries (Ivens 1927: 64). Guppy (1887) notes the 
regular movement of adopted children from Makira to 
Uki where he claims that the practice of infanticide had 
caused a serious decline in ‘natural offspring’. Ivens notes 
a similar movement of children between Mala and Ulawa 
which often involved the purchase and reselling of chil-
dren by middlemen (Ivens 1927: 86). There are also ac-
counts of what amounts to a regular trade in children who 
were essentially stolen from their parents (Ivens 1927: 64, 
86; Mead 1977: 144). The people of Santa Ana seemed to 
have specialised in the trade of abducted children in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; in fact this 
provided one of their main means for acquiring kastom 
money (Mead 1977: 144). The most important markets for 
children abducted in the Owa, Star Harbour, and Kahua 
regions by Santa Ana traders were the Haununu Bay area 
of Bauro and Makira Harbour in Arosi. Not coinciden-
tally, these places were centres for the manufacture of shell 
money. In his summary of the trade in children by the 
Santa Ana peoples Mead referred to the trade as a form of 
slavery (1977: 144). Ivens however explicitly rejects the no-

tion of slavery because the adopted children were treated 
with all the rights of birth children, indeed they often be-
came chiefs themselves (Ivens 1927: 64).

Much of the discussion of trade and exchange in Melane-
sia centres around the transfer of property rights but there 
was also exchange of services. Tattooing was practiced 
throughout the Eastern Triangle but expert practitioners 
were few and far between and their services were widely 
sought. On Santa Ana and Santa Catalina it was customary 
for women to be tattooed and the artists there were also 
women. There are early 20th century records of particu-
larly renowned Santa Ana artists being commissioned to 
carry out work as far away as Arosi and during aara visits 
some women from Ulawa and Makira also received tat-
toos from the Owa experts (Mead 1973: 32). Segesege the 
art of scarification, was also highly valued and the male 
artists of Owa were also renowned as experts who were 
commissioned by mainland Star harbour and as far to the 
west as Bauro (Mead 1977: 137–138, Table 131). Other spe-
cialist services for which kastom money was routinely paid 
included canoe making, woodworking and a diversity of 
other craft and artistic work. Adze makers were also paid 
for their craft (Ivens 1931: 422).

networks of social interaction

In many Melanesian societies it is almost impossible to 
separate trade and exchange from other social interactions 
and institutions. Commenting on dance exchange visits in 
the Eastern Triangle Mead (1977) describes them as over-
lapping the trade in native currency and canoes. This is 
because exchange activity is either an integral component 
of most social events that bring together members of dis-
persed communities or else it is an accompanying activity 
that takes place on the sidelines. Shell currencies which 
can change hands in the purchase of commodities, are also 
strung on the body as decorative items and displays of 
wealth during dances, the Malaohu celebrations, funerals, 
marriages and a diversity of other social occasions. Dur-
ing the same ceremonies strings of shell money are of-
fered as gifts or tributes, along with food, canoes and other 
artworks. The aara institution is a good example of the 
overlap between exchange and these other social activities.

The reciprocal aara dance exchanges were conceived 
of strictly as an expression of the performing arts and 
they were widely enjoyed as a period of ‘warmth, gaiety, 
feasting and romance’ in Eastern Triangle communities 
(1977: 149). The aara were conducted as a means of secur-
ing peaceful and correct relations among communities, to 
cement friendships and to renew standing partnerships 
and other social relationships. The aara was a cohesive 
institution and all warfare was suspended, often over quite 
a wide area, when an aara was taking place.

The aara was sponsored or managed by a pre-eminent per-
son, a big-man or chief who secured a marafuku (same 
name) partnership with a similar person from another 
village. The establishment of the marafuku relationship 
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involved exchanges of shell currencies and the bestow-
ment of ritual or nominal kinship ties that secured for the 
members and their immediate kin (but not the wider vil-
lage and clan) safe visitation rights and certain reciprocal 
obligations. These rights were recognised as pertaining be-
yond the period of the actual aara visits. Once a marafuku 
relationship was secured the two managers arranged for 
each in turn to organise a visit to the other’s community. 
The visiting partner organised and trained one or more 
teams of dancers to perform for the hosts and in return 
the host partner obtained and prepared quantities of food 
and constructed a feast house to entertain the visitors in. 
On arrival the host and guest teams and managers en-
gaged in a series of ritual formalities and sometimes gifts 
were exchanged. Feasting then took place following which 
the dancers performed to entertain the hosts. A cycle of 
feasting and dancing might then take place over a period 
of a week or more. During the period of the aara small 
scale trading also took place but this was never allowed 
to eclipse the importance of the performance and the em-
phasis seems to have been on the purchase of personal 
ornaments and everyday household items (Table 2.1).

Along with small scale trade the aara was also a period 
during which other social interactions between distant 
communities took place. Young people met prospective 
marriage partners and marriage agreements were trans-
acted amongst the respective kin groups. These precipi-
tated new rounds of visitation and participation in the 
protracted marriage ceremonies as well as the exchange 
of shell money, food and other goods. The aara was par-
ticularly strong between Ulawa and Santa Ana but Ulawa 
also exchanged regular dance visits with communities 
on Sa’a; Santa Catalina parties travelled both to Ulawa as 
well as throughout the Bauro district, and mainland Star 
Harbour groups travelled to Bauro and Kahua. All these 
regions also maintained aara partnerships with the Hau-
nunu district of Bauro.

Aara was only one of a number of relationships involv-
ing reciprocating visits between partner communities. 
The Uurao institution involved the temporary ‘purchase’ 

of a village maiden and like the aara it involved relation-
ships between linked partners (Mead 1977: 139–141). The 
girl who was selected as the uurao became a link between 
two sets of parents and through them between different 
clans located far apart. The uurao relationship differed 
from most Melanesian trade partnerships described eth-
nographically however, in that the selection and obtain-
ing of the uurao was carried out by women. Escorted by a 
few men a party, which included a womens’ dance team, 
would set out from Santa Ana to escort the uurao, who 
had been previously selected by scouts, back to her new 
home. Ceremonies involving feasting and dancing would 
take place and some shell money would be exchanged. 
Further ceremonies took place as she arrived from main-
land Makira to Santa Ana. During the uurao’s ‘reign’ her 
sponsor would arrange a series of ceremonies in which 
she was adorned with costumes and kastom money and 
her beauty was celebrated and admired. Her birth parents 
would visit her several times a year and a set of exchanges 
would take place between them and her adopted parents. 
The uurao would return to her home village after a year 
or two. The uurao ceremonies were associated with the 
dance of the uurao known as the makwe the steps and 
performance of which were known over a wide area of 
southeast Makira and possibly further afield. Although the 
uurao institution is not associated with the explicit trade 
that accompanied the aara Mead considered that the ‘…
relationship permits an exchange of prestige and honour 
as well as of economic goods over a long period of time 
and it is up to the partners to decide when to activate the 
link and for what future purpose’ (Mead 1977: 141).

In 1919 Charles Fox witnessed a ‘confusing’ rite in Hau-
nunu which he called the ho’asia (Fox 1924: 324–334). The 
ho’asia did not involve partnerships but it had an intrigu-
ing long distance aspect to it. Primarily the ho’asia was a 
first fruit rite or, as Fox describes it, a ‘harvest festival’. The 
rite took place over a series of days and involved a number 
of ritual acts involving the first fruits along with appeals 
to a suite of different spirits. The ho’asia ceremonies are 
remarkable for the fact that they pass from place to place 
from an annual starting point at Haununu. According to 
Fox the ho’asia was in its last stages of decline when he 
visited Haununu. It was still practiced at that time in Arosi 
and elsewhere in Bauro but his informants told him that 
it had once reached at least to Ulawa and Guadalcanal. 
Notwithstanding the reduced state of ho’asia at the time of 
Fox’s visit in the early 20th century it survived a lot longer 
in Owa. The missionaries and catechists from Malaita put 
an end to it in Santa Ana around 1955 but it was still being 
practiced (as wogasia) in Santa Catalina when Mead vis-
ited there in the early 1970s. According to Mead’s inform-
ants the wogasia was indeed a first fruits ceremony and 
it lasted six days. It commenced in Haununu in January, 
passed to Star Harbour in February, Santa Catalina in May 
and then through to Santa Cruz in June (Mead 1977: 136).

The institution of marriage also served to forge relation-
ships and encourage ritual interactions amongst com-
munities set far apart within the Eastern Triangle. It also 

Source Item

Ulawa

Leaf umbrellas
Domestic food bowls
Costume items: red waist band
 armbands
 women’s shell arm rings
Shakers or rattles for dancers 
Chert for tool making
Love magic
Songs

Santa Ana
Costume items: women’s shell arm rings
Shakers or rattles for dancers

Table 2.1. Trading activities that took place during the Aara 
round (after Mead 1973)
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necessitated the exchange of shell money, food and prob-
ably a range of other items. Commonly marriages were 
arranged by the parents’ kin while the prospective partners 
were in their early teens or younger, and upon marriage 
the bride usually travelled to live in her husband’s village. 
At Sa’a there was some onus put on the family to obtain a 
bride from a distant location and Sa’a regularly exchanged 
marriage partners with Ulawa and Uki as well as with oth-
er groups within Maramasike (Ivens 1927: 74). Ulawa wom-
en were highly sought after in Star Harbour and Santa Ana, 
and Makira women married widely throughout the main-
land, as well as to the north into Uki and Ulawa and to the 
south into Santa Ana and Santa Catalina. The marriage 
arrangements commenced with a series of visitations be-
tween the bride and groom’s kin at which time gifts of shell 
money and other items were provided by one party while 
the other responded with food, feasting and entertainment. 
During the marriage itself a bride price of an agreed value 
was paid but while this may often be described as a pur-
chase, the handover of strings of shell money was actu-
ally part of a set of reciprocal gift exchanges of which the 
bride’s family’s contribution was usually made up in large 
part by pigs (Ivens 1927: 74–75). In some places reciprocal 
exchanges and visits from bride and groom’s kin persisted 
for several years after marriage.

warfare

Warfare is generally conceived of as an activity that cre-
ates barriers between communities rather than uniting 
them. But Melanesian warfare in its diversity of mani-
festations can also be seen as yet another mechanism of 
social networking. Much warfare in the Eastern Triangle 
was precipitated by revenge for acts of violence, theft or 
other insults to another clan or community. Seen in this 
context one could make the argument that much warfare 
was simply a form of unequal exchange between partners 
‘…in which the principle of equivalence was not negotiat-
ed…but was applied and defined, often arbitrarily, by one 
side or the other’ (Mead 1977: 145). In Fox’s (1924) account 
of warfare in Makira he distinguished between two types 
of warfare. In one, known as heremae in Arosi, a perpetual 
state of warfare existed between two villages or districts. 
In heremae warfare set battlegrounds were recognised and 
groups of warriors met at prearranged times to do battle. 
In contrast the surumae or uraimae warfare was a sud-
den temporary state of aggression that sprung up between 
two groups as a result of a particular grievance. Adding 
to the potential volatility of social relations were the paid 
assassins who for an agreed sum would murder targeted 
individuals. These people were often semi-professional 
murderers, some had many kills to their name and they 
were often highly skilled in their chosen field of endeavour 
(Fox 1924: 306–307; Ivens 1927: 299). They were also greatly 
feared and despised and rather than exacting a neat re-
venge for a previous insult they were often responsible for 
precipitating periods of protracted violence.

According to Fox common causes of surumae warfare were 
revenge for murders or insults, or disputes over women, 

land or property (Fox 1924: 306; see also Ivens 1927). Fox 
lists a number of districts and villages in Bauro and Arosi 
which were in a state of perpetual feuding and Guppy 
(1887: 18) describes similar relationships amongst villages 
on Santa Ana. These warring villages were generally locat-
ed adjacent to one another, often on the borders of defined 
territories. On the other hand surumae warfare often took 
place between villages located at great distances from each 
other. In fact, small scale warfare in the form of open re-
venge attacks, ambushes or simple acts of treachery could 
involve groups from any part of the Eastern Triangle. In 
the social environment that prevailed in the Eastern Tri-
angle, in which there was a constant flow of people to-and-
fro, the opportunities for indiscretions or deliberate acts of 
theft and insult which would precipitate later attacks were 
enormous. For example Mead (1977: 149–150) cites a con-
flict between Ulawa and Star Harbour groups that was said 
to have been precipitated by an act of treachery during an 
aara visit. All of the early ethnographers of the southeast 
Solomon Islands cite numerous examples of revenge at-
tacks and small scale warfare involving protagonists who 
were widely dispersed across the region.

An eyewitness account of the cessation of hostilities be-
tween Wango and Fagani by the Rev Aitkin is cited in Fox 
(Fox 1924: 311–312). This account further illustrates the 
continuum that existed between warfare, exchange and 
everyday social intercourse. These two villages lie on the 
respective borders of Arosi and Bauro districts and were 
identified by Fox (1924: 304) as having a longstanding 
heremae warfare relationship. After a bout of particularly 
violent hostilities a truce was called in 1869 and elaborate 
truce rituals were carried out by groups of warriors from 
each side. During the truce ceremonies payments in the 
form of shell currency were made in compensation for 
men killed and wounded, pigs killed, for insults given and 
for water sources fouled by either party. In Ulawa the ces-
sation of hostilities often involved mutual compensation 
payments in the form of kastom money and sometimes 
peace was sealed or celebrated by marriages arranged 
between members of the formerly warring parties (Ivens 
1927: 304).

The discussions in this chapter set out something of the 
social, economic and cultural environment of Uki during 
the period in which the Su’ena site was occupied. In the 
following chapters we discuss the archaeology of Su’ena 
and in the final chapter relate those findings back to these 
wider discussions of the Eastern Triangle culture area.
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Site deSCription And Setting

Uki island is a small, raised coral limestone island lying in 
the straits between Makira and Malaita, with Ulawa lying 
to the northeast (Figure 2.1). In 1970 when the first ar-
chaeological survey was carried out on Uki the population 
density was low; the villages were few and far beween and 
were separated from each other by two or three kilome-
tres of uninhabited scrub and forest. Su’ena was the only 
inland village at the time although the survey team located 
a number of sites of archaeological interest in both inland 
and coastal locations (Green 1976d: Fig 5.1). The coastal 
sites were mainly middens and shrines, while the inland 
sites included cave burials, stone walls and fortified zones 
on the interior ridges protected by transverse ditches.

It became clear during the SSicHp coastal survey that 
modern villages were located in roughly the same places 
as the historic villages but the survey team expected to 
find evidence of earlier occupation further inland. Located 
600 m from the coast Su’ena seemed a likely candidate 
for further investigation and when the village was visited 
by the survey team, areas of eroding midden were noted. 
Local residents reported that they had collected adzes and 
other artefacts from these exposed deposits and the sur-
vey team also noted scatters of chert flakes amongst the 
midden exposures. Green (1976d: 182) commented that 
the quantity of portable artefacts was greater in the Su’ena 
midden than in any other observed location on the island. 
The SSicHp team recognised that the Su’ena midden had 
the potential to address some of their research agendas 
and targeted it for further investigation.

The village of Su’ena is located on the lowest of a series of 
northwest-to-southeast trending raised beach terraces at 
the base of a low coral escarpment (Figure 3.1). Between 
the beach terrace and the coast the land is low and in-
cludes patches of swampland that originate from the uplift 
of the old lagoons. A permanent spring flows out of the 
limestone and emerges at the foot of the old beach ridge 
at the south end of the village. When Guppy visited Su’ena 
in 1883 it was the largest village on Uki. He described the 
dwellings at Su’ena as being arranged around a large open 
space and this layout appears to have changed little in the 

subsequent 130 years. Figure 3.2 shows the village centre 
as observed by Guppy in the 1880s. A similar layout was 
observed by the SSicHp team in 1971 (Figure 3.3) and is 
illustrated also in the recent image of Su’ena shown in 
Figure 3.4.

Excavations were first carried out at Su’ena in July and 
August of 1971. This initial work investigated the stratigra-
phy and tested the potential of the site to add to the SSi-
cHp programme. The site was shown to have a deep and 
complex stratigraphy spanning the prehistoric to historic 
boundary. More comprehensive excavations took place in 
January and February of the following year. These were 

Chapter 3: Excavations
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Figure 3.1. Map of Uki Island showing the location of Su’ena
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designed to address the aims set out in Chapter 1 and cen-
tred around acquiring a representative sample of midden 
and material culture from all levels of the site. The village 
elders became actively involved in the excavation and in-
terpretation of the site and this provided the opportunity 
for the employment of a direct historical approach for data 
collection and contextualisation (Green 1976d: 183).

excAvAtion unitS

The Su’ena site (SB-1-7)1 is located within the habitation 
zone of the contemporary village and this imposed limita-
tions on the placement of archaeological units. The actual 
midden deposit was exposed over an area of about 140 m 
in a location generally referred to as Koretaha, meaning 
‘to sweep out’ (Green 1976d: 187). Within this general dis-
card zone there were also two prominent mounds. During 
excavation it became apparent that the midden had ac-
cumulated steadily as the occupants of Su’ena transferred 
occupation waste from around the structures in the village 
to the adjacent terrace. During 1971, a 1 × 1 m grid was 
established over the site and test excavations were carried 
out within three portions of the deposit (Figure 3.5).

Area 1. This area was selected as a representative zone 
within the main midden deposit.

Area 2. This was a transect running down the face of the 
terrace in order to link the stratigraphy of Area 1 with the 

white sand beach deposits exposed in the village square 
below.

Area 3. This area was located on one of the two mounds 
northwest of Area 1.

A common baseline was established across the site and a 
grid set up that was used to label all of the excavation units. 
The grid was oriented roughly NE-SW and was marked 
out in 1 m intervals and labelled by number and letter re-
spectively (Figure 3.5).

While Areas 1 and 2 were excavated to sterile base during 
the 1971 season, in Area 3 this was only achieved in one of 
three test pits opened, due to the much greater depth of 
cultural deposit. Thus, fieldwork in 1972 focussed on the 
mound excavation of Area 3.

StrAtigrAphy

Several factors make generalising a stratigraphic sequence 
for Su’ena difficult, including the presence of complex mi-
cro-stratigraphy in Area 3, the differences in time depth 
represented in the areas excavated, and minor variations 
in soil colour and consistency. Nonetheless, some uniform 
markers can be recognised over the entire site, and these 
are outlined below to clarify the discussion of stratigraphic 
profiles throughout the three excavation areas.

Layer 1. Light-brown sand with darker staining towards 
the top of the deposit. In Areas A and B this layer exhib-
ited zoning. The upper portion contained small eroded 

Figure 3.4. Google Earth image of Su’ena Village (accessed December 2010)

1 The site was designated BB-2-7 in the original survey (Green 
1976d).
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coral rocks and a higher frequency of European items. 
Below a depth of 10 cm, coral lumps were absent and Eu-
ropean artefacts tended to be of greater age.

Layer 2. Very light-brown sand getting lighter towards the 
base of the deposit. Within Layer 2 were several white sand 
lenses. Other than containing a greater number of discrete 
dumping lenses in Layer 2, Layers 1 and 2 grade into each 
other without evidence of major discontinuity. European 
items are absent from Layer 2.

Layer 3. Very dark-brown, almost black sand.

Layer 4. Discontinuous pockets of red brown soil contain-
ing worn fragments of coral. This layer lacked any cultural 
material, and was formed prior to the occupation of the 
site when vegetation first became established on the raised 
coral terrace.

Layer 5. Coral bedrock uplifted as a raised terrace.

excAvAtion reSultS

Excavation proceeded according to natural stratigraphy, 
although individual levels were usually removed in spits 
of 10–15 cm depth. This was particularly useful for the 
excavation of Area 3, where many small lenses were re-
corded. Test pits were of various sizes, but all materials 
were recorded and bagged by their 1 × 1 m grid-unit and 
stratigraphy. Portable artefacts (apart from those recov-
ered in the sieves) were individually bagged and recorded 
in a separate artefact catalogue (Green n.d., Appendix C). 
Soils were screened using quarter-inch (6.4 mm) sieves 
and the bulk midden sample returned to the University of 

Auckland archaeology laboratories for primary sorting. A 
different recovery strategy was used with the larger marine 
shells which were weighed, counted and then discarded in 
the field (Chapter 4).

Each of the three excavation areas are discussed below. Af-
ter the first season, excavation was concentrated in Area 3 
where the mound feature preserved a complex stratigra-
phy representing a long period of regular deposition span-
ning what was probably the entire period of occupation 
at Su’ena.

Area 1

Five 2 × 2 m units were excavated to bedrock on the flat 
top of the old beach ridge. In nearly every instance the 
uneven surface of the coral bedrock was encountered at a 
depth of only 20–35 cm. Layers 1 and 2 were unable to be 
distinguished from each other, and there was a very sub-
tle transition into Layer 3. The surface few centimetres of 
the column contained a high density of small coral rocks 
deriving from naturally eroding material on the slope of 
the ridge. Artefacts in this upper zone displayed a similar 
mix of traditional and European items to those recovered 
from clearing the surface of the site. Below 10 cm older Eu-
ropean artefacts were found at very low frequencies. Here 
the quantity of small coral rocks was significantly less. The 
material from Area 1 probably represents only the last 150 
years of so of occupation prior to the 1970s. Coral bed-
rock (Layer 5) lay immediately below the cultural deposit 
in most parts of Area 1 although there were occasional 
shallow pockets of red-brown soil devoid of artefacts but 
containing worn fragments of coral (Layer 4).
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Area 2

Six 1 × 1 m units were placed at three metre intervals across 
the ridge slope in Row N of the grid. In this transect the 
three cultural layers were conflated into a single horizon 
40–45 cm deep. In Area 2, a higher concentration of shell 
midden was found in the lower portion of the column 
than in Area 1, but there were only a few portable arte-
facts, flakes and European items. As in Area 1, the cultural 
material rested upon sloping coral bedrock (Layer 5) with 
occasional pockets of red-brown soil (Layer 4) lying in 
between. The only deviation to this stratigraphy was in 
unit N32 at the base of the ridge. There the cultural deposit 
was shallower, and a lens of white, coral beach sand was 
positioned between it and the bedrock below.

Area 3

In 1971 two 2 × 2 m units and an L-shaped three square 
metre unit were opened on one of the mounds along the 
top of the terrace. The 2 × 2 m units had to be back filled at 
a depth of approximately one metre before reaching sterile 
base due to time constraints. However, the L-shaped unit 
was excavated to base corals at a depth of around 1.8 m 
revealing a large quantity of portable artefacts and a con-
tinuous archaeological sequence of some potential time 
depth. In 1972 the incomplete 2 × 2 m units were incorpo-
rated into a larger 3 × 7 m unit which was excavated to the 
underlying natural substrate. This excavation of 24 square 
metres represented approximately a quarter of the surface 
area of the mound.

The Area 3 stratigraphy exhibited a complex microstruc-
ture consisting of small, local lenses varying slightly in 
colour and content (Figure 3.6). Most of the matrix con-

tained charcoal, midden, portable artefacts and a low den-
sity scatter of coral and oven stones. The artefacts included 
ornamental arm rings, incised pendants, carved shell inlay 
pieces, bored animal teeth and other components of shell 
money, in addition to more utilitarian items such as adzes 
of stone and shell, coconut graters, flakes, cores, hammer-
stones and fishing equipment. Given the nature of the de-
posits and the frequency of valuables not normally associ-
ated with trash disposal, Green (1976: 187) suggested that 
the mound had accumulated through sustained dumping 
of small amounts of material from generalised occupation 
surfaces, rather than refuse from specialised activity areas 
such as cooking structures.

Notwithstanding the presence of micro-banding, the stra-
tigraphy of Area 3 conformed in general to the site profile 
described above. As in the other areas of the site, the sandy 
nature of the entire deposit indicates that the matrix was 
transported to the terrace from the flat below, as opposed 
to arriving as erosion sediments from the terrace above. 
The lighter nature of deposits in Layer 2 was interpreted in 
the field as evidence of a shift in, or extension of, the oc-
cupied area on the flat below from which refuse was being 
removed, to an area not previously stained by charcoal and 
organic material. The darker staining in Layer 1 suggests 
that the intensity of dumping, at least in this particular 
location of the mound, had decreased for long enough to 
allow the formation of immature soil.

AnAlyticAl unitS

As indicated above, there were three stratigraphic layers 
in the site that contained cultural material. These layers 
varied in depth across the excavation units (Areas 1–3) and 
they varied too in colour and composition. In the field the 
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excavators determined that the site represented a near-
continuous deposition sequence and that, while the lay-
ering was real, it did not represent major discontinuities 
in cultural terms. Indeed it would be reasonable to treat 
Layers 1 to 3 as a single depositional event. Recognising 
this, and because of the complex micro-stratigraphy, the 
site was excavated in arbitrary spits of 10–15 cm depth. In 
the mound (Area 3), which was the deepest part of the site 
there were up to 19 such spits in total. In the analysis of the 
excavation data in the following chapters of this volume, 
we have divided the stratigraphy into three analytical units 
or ‘Zones’ based on the spits. This approach recognises that 
the site developed as a result of a continual accumulation 
of material, and that the stratigraphic discontinuities, sub-
tle as they are, do not represent major changes in the rate 
of deposition, or of site function. Table 3.1 below shows the 
relationship between analytical units and spits across the 
three excavation units.

dAting

Radiocarbon samples were selected and submitted for 
analysis to Teledyne Isotopes in New Jersey (i-6175, i-6178, 
i-6179) and the University of Sydney (SuA-117, SuA-230) 
(Table 3.2). The radiocarbon dates do not provide us with 

a detailed chronology of the site but are useful nonethe-
less. The early date from Layer 3 (i-6175) was rejected 
by Green (1976: 189–190) because he considered it to be 
inconsistent with the assessed rates of accumulation for 
the deposit, and with the other radiocarbon dates. Black 
and Green (1975: 36) suggest that the reason for the incon-
sistency may have been the inclusion of old wood in the 
sample. This leaves us with four dates that can reasonably 
be interpreted as showing that the Su’ena deposit was laid 
down over an approximate 500 year period. The locations 
of the radiocarbon samples are marked in Figure 3.6. Sam-
ple i-6178 is shown in Figure 3.6 as deriving from a feature 
although this is not indicated in either the field notes or 
the discussions in Black and Green (1975). It is more likely 
that the sample was taken from Layer 2 just south of the 
feature. i-6175 is shown in Figure 3.6 for consistency. The 
actual sample point was approximately 2 m grid-south of 
the position shown in the figure, but at the same strati-
graphic position.

In the following chapters we describe the results of analy-
ses carried out on material recovered from the Su’ena exca-
vations. In the final chapter we work through these results 
in terms of the questions raised in Chapter 1.

Table 3.1. Relationship between analytical units and stratigraphic units

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3
Layer 1 (0–20 cm) Layer 1 not present Zone A Spit 1–6 (0–60 cm)
Layer 2 (20–30 cm) Layer 2 (0–50 cm) Zone B Spit 7–12 (60–120 cm)
Layer 3 (30–40 cm)  Zone C Spits 13–19 (120–190 cm)

Table 3.2. Radiocarbon dates from Su’ena

Lab No. Sample Layer Position CRA Calibrated Age 1σ

I-6178 Charcoal Layer 1 WW-46, Spit 7, 60–70 cm bs* 345 ± 90 BP 1464–1650 AD
I-6179 Charcoal Layer 2 VV-46, 90–100 cm bs* 465 ± 90 BP 1411–1621 AD
I-6175 Charcoal Layer 3 SS-48, Spit 12, 105–108 cm bs 840 ± 90 BP 1055–1295 AD
SUA-117 Charcoal Layer 4 UU-44, Spit 16, 156–158 cm bs 380 ± 60 BP 1480–1626 AD
SUA-230 Charcoal Layer 5 SS-44, Spit 14, 116 cm bs 400 ± 80 BP 1455–1625 AD

* Below surface
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the fAunAl ASSemBlAgeS from Su’enA

Faunal materials occurred at a high density throughout 
the excavated portion of the Su’ena site. In this sense the 
site can be described as a ‘midden’. But the blanket use of 
the term ‘midden’ in Pacific archaeology masks a range of 
possible formation processes. Many middens consist of 
discarded remains from a series of short bouts of intensive 
shellfishing or other marine gathering activities, others 
comprise dumping zones where household or community 
waste accumulated over a lengthy period while others con-
sist of accumulated bands of ‘sweep out’ along the edges 
of the house zones. The Su’ena material appears to have 
resulted through the sustained dumping of kitchen waste 
and artefacts. The most compelling explanation would be 
of persons intermittently emptying baskets of waste col-
lected from their houses and adjacent living areas. This is 
consistent with the local name given to the site of ‘Kore-
taha’ meaning ‘to sweep out’ (Green 1976d: 187)

The faunal assemblage excavated at Su’ena, includes the 
bones of bird, dog, pig, turtle, fish and large quantities 
of marine shell. This material was excavated using hand 
excavation methods, and recorded with due attention to 
natural stratigraphy. This was particularly necessary in 
the deep and complex stratigraphy of the main mound 
excavations in Area 3. During excavation the larger faunal 
elements were recovered by hand, bagged and labelled ac-
cording to excavation unit and depth (Layer – Spit). All of 
the soil from the units was passed through quarter-inch 
(6.4 mm) screens. The screened fraction was processed 
in the field and most faunal material removed to New 
Zealand for further analysis. The exception was the shell 
which was treated somewhat differently because of the 
weights involved (see below).

An interesting feature of the Su’ena archaeological deposit 
was the low relative density of midden remains. In most 
excavations of open settlements in the Pacific the largest 
fraction of material removed from the site by weight is 
generally the midden component. At Su’ena, however, the 
density of artefacts was extremely high and the midden 
comprised only 25% of excavated material by weight. We 
do not consider Su’ena to have been a specialist stone tool 

production site so the relatively low density of the mid-
den component may indicate that a large quantity of food 
remains was being disposed of elsewhere in the vicinity.

The analysis of the fauna took place in the archaeology 
laboratories at the University of Auckland and University 
of Otago under the supervision of the authors. The spe-
cific aims of the individual investigations are listed in the 
following sections dealing with fish remains, terrestrial 
vertebrates, and shellfish. At a general level, the analysis of 
the midden fauna focussed on understanding the nature 
of human-environmental interactions, rather than on diet 
per se. These interests can be summarised in terms of two 
agendas as follows:

1. To identify the range and relative abundance of target 
taxa within the Su’ena subsistence economy as a means 
of understanding the ecological nature of exploitation 
practices – which ecosystems were targeted and what 
types of extractive behaviour were involved.

2. To identify changes in the nature of the assemblages 
through time that might indicate either environmental 
change, or different cultural choices being made by the 
Su’ena communities.

methodS

The following sections dealing with the analysis of the var-
ious classes of fauna describe the specific methods used for 
identification and quantification. Some general principles 
and approaches to the analysis were applied throughout. 
We briefly describe these below.

provenance and analytical unit

Different quantification methods are available in archaeo-
zoolgy. Some of these are sensitive to the way in which 
the basic analytical unit is defined. This problem is known 
as the ‘aggregation problem’ and is a particular problem 
with the use of mNi (see below, also Grayson 1978). In this 
analysis we have defined a small number of analytical 
units based on excavation unit (Area 1, Area 2, Area 3) and 
stratigraphy. In Areas 1 and 2 the depth of deposit was rela-

Chapter 4: The Faunal Analysis
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tively shallow and we divide the faunal sample into units 
corresponding to Layer. In the deeper mound excavation 
(Area 3) we have divided the column sample into three 
Zones created by combining spits (see Table 3.1). The Area 
3 deposit accumulated over the full duration of the Su’ena 
sequence and we consider that the midden sample from 
that part of the site provides the best and most representa-
tive sample from Su’ena.

Quantification

Quantification refers to how the faunal samples are count-
ed. Some quantification methods are straight observations 
or counts. Some are calculations that derive a higher-order 
value based on the manipulation of counts. All quantifi-
cation is carried out at specified levels of taxonomy. For 
example, Indo-Pacific fish are frequently identified and 
quantified at the family level in midden studies, while 
shellfish and bird remains are analysed at the lower levels 
of genus and species.

The following methods of quantification were used. The 
manner in which they were calculated differed according 
the type of material being analysed and this is discussed 
in the individual analyses below.

NISP – Number of Individual Specimens Present

In its most simple form, NiSp is a straight count of speci-
mens of a particular taxa; a count of the number of frag-
mented or whole units of bone, shell etc. that can be at-
tributed to a particular taxonomic category. Expressed 
this way NiSp is not a particularly useful method for un-
derstanding the relative abundance of different taxa in an 
assemblage, although it can be used in combination with 
mNe or mNi to provide insight into butchery practices or 
other taphonomic processes operating on the assemblage.

In practice, NiSp values are rarely generated or interpreted 
at the taxa level as described above. Instead, they also take 
account of anatomy and side (left or right). For example 
we might have a NiSp of five left dentaries of parrot fish 
or three right humeri of chicken. It should be noted, how-
ever, that no allowances are taken for the issues of frag-
mentation. Thus a NiSp of five left dentary could describe 
a single left dentary broken into five fragments, or five 
complete bones.

MNE – Minimum Number of Elements

This is a calculated value based on NiSp. It is designed to al-
low for fragmentation by calculating the minimum num-
ber of elements required to account for a NiSp observa-
tion. Thus a NiSp of five left dentary for parrot fish may be 
made up of two complete elements plus three fragments. 
The archaeozoologist might observe a unique landmark 
feature (such as the proximal end of the bone) on one of 
the fragments but no such feature on the remaining two 
fragments. In this case the mNe would be three – made up 
of the two complete elements plus the single element with 

the landmark feature. The other two fragments might be 
part of the same bone as the other fragmented sample, or 
they might not. Since there is no way of telling, the mNe 
value is less than the NiSp value.

MNI – Minimum Number of Individuals

This is the minimum number of individual live specimens 
required to account for a faunal assemblage. mNi is calcu-
lated from mNe values. For example, if a mNe of three left 
dentary and one right dentary of parrot fish is identified, 
the minimum number of individual parrot fish required 
to account for this assemblage is three since there is one 
left and one right dentary in each fish.

Weight

Shellfish specimens are commonly weighed. This is not a 
particularly useful measure of relative abundance since 
there is so much variability in the weight of individual 
shellfish species. It can give some rough measure of rela-
tive meat weights, and it does allow some useful inter-site 
comparisons of assemblages. In combination with other 
measures it also provides some index of fragmentation 
so is useful in taphonomic studies. Weight is mostly used 
when it is not possible to process a large and fragmented 
assemblage quickly in the field or remove it to the labora-
tory.

fiSh remAinS

The first analysis of the fish remains was carried out in 
the University of Auckland archaeology laboratories by 
Gary Barnett under the supervision of the author (rg) 
(Barnett n.d.). Barnett only analysed the Area 3 material 
and focused on a restricted range of elements, probably 
concentrating on the paired mouth parts (maxilla, pre-
maxilla, dentary, articular and quadrate). He reported the 
presence of fifteen families and one sub-class although it 
is not entirely clear from the available data exactly how the 
analysis proceeded or whether final counts were produced 
(Table 4.1). The Area 3 material was transferred to Otago in 
1997 where further work took place, including a graduate 
research project by Teresa Smith (2000) supervised by the 
author (rW). 

Aims and method

The aim of the fishbone analysis undertaken at Otago was 
to understand the basic taxonomic structure of the as-
semblage in order to gain insight into fishing strategies 
and their ecological context. When the material arrived in 
the Otago Archaeology Laboratories (oAl) it had already 
been sorted by Barnett, and mouth parts had been sepa-
rated into sub-bags for further analysis. In Smith’s (2000) 
study, the bulk fishbone sample was resorted and all bones 
assigned to an element category, then sided. In total 24 ele-
ment classes were identified in addition to the five paired 
mouth parts used by Barnett (Table 4.2). Since then ad-
ditional material was found in the Auckland laboratories 
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and the Area 3 assemblage rechecked by the author (rW). 
Although the Otago studies only had access to the Area 3 
material, given the depth of the deposit in the mound, we 
consider that it provides a representative sample of fish-
bone discarded during the course of the Su’ena occupation.

The effect of using a larger number of elements than the 
standard five paired mouth parts used by Barnett is nor-
mally to increase the range of identified taxa by identifying 
rare species not normally represented by mouth parts. It 
also provides a more comprehensive description of assem-
blage structure that is useful for inter-site comparisons 
or taphonomic studies. It rarely has much influence on 
relative taxonomic abundance or on any dietary analyses 
(Butler 1988; Vogel 2009; Walter 1998: 64).

In Table 4.2 The element category ‘Unidentified A’ refers to 
elements that have distinctive landmark features but could 
not be identified using the resources available in the oAl 
at the time of the analysis. The category ‘Unidentified B’ 
refers to specimens with no observable landmark features.

Once the bones had been sorted to these element classes 
they were then identified to taxa. All specimens identified 
to element were checked against samples in the Pacific 
Fishbone Reference Collection in the oAl and assigned, 
where possible, to at least the level of family (Walter et 
al. 1996).

results of the fishbone analysis

Tables 4.3 to 4.5 report mNe and mNi values for the fish-
bone assemblage sorted to each of the three stratigraphic 
Zones and ranked according to relative abundance, as 
measured by mNi. The mNi values in those tables were 
generated by the author (rW) by taking the maximum 
count of paired elements or by using the count value for 
unique elements. The full listing of identifications can be 

found in Appendix A.

The most striking feature of Tables 4.3 to 4.5 is the similar-
ity in the ranking of fish taxa. In all three Zones 50–60% 
of the assemblage is made up of the two families Scaridae 
(Parrotfish) and Lethrinidae (Emperors). The only ma-
jor difference is that Acanthuridae (Surgeonfish) occur at 
much lower relative abundance levels in Zone A.

fishing practices

Interpretation of fishing strategies from midden data can 
be approached through an understanding of the ecology, 
habitats and feeding behaviour of taxa represented. Work-
ing from mNi data ten of the identified families account for 
about 95% of the catch throughout the occupation of the 

Table 4.1. Fish taxa identified in Barnett’s analysis of the 
Area 3 fishbone assemblage (Barnett n.d.)

Identified taxa

Family

Acanthuridae

Balistidae
Belonidae
Carangidae
Diodontidae
Holocentridae
Labridae
Lethrinidae
Lutjanidae
Muraenidae
Nemipteridae
Scaridae
Scombridae
Serranidae
Sphyraenidae

Sub-class Elasmobranchii

Table 4.2. Elements used in the analysis of the Su’ena 
fishbone assemblage

Element Element (cont.)

Articular Post-temporal
Ceratohyal Premaxilla
Coracoid Preopercular
Dentary Pterygiophore
Dorsal Spine Quadrate
Epihyal Scale
First Dorsal Spine Scapula
Hyomandibular Spines and rays
Hypural Supracleithrum
Maxilla Tooth
Opercular Unidentified A
Palatine Unidentified B
Parasphenoid Vertebra
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf Vomer
Pharyngeal Plate - Sup

Table 4.3. MNE and MNI values of fishbone, Zone A Su’ena 
sorted by relative abundance (MNI)

Family MNE MNI

Lethrinidae 46 15
Scaridae 66 15
Kyphosidae 1 1
Labridae 15 5
Serranidae 11 4
Belonidae 4 3
Lutjanidae 13 3
Acanthuridae 1 1
Congridae 2 1
Carangidae 7 2
Sphyraenidae 1 1
Balistidae 3 2
Unidentified 1129  

TOTAL 1299 53
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site. These are shown in Table 4.6 sorted to fishing zone 
and common method of capture. Most fish families will 
occupy a range of ecological zones and can be caught in a 
variety of ways. But across the Pacific there are some com-
monalities in the way people target particular zones and 
particular fish families. The data in Table 4.6 is based on a 
survey of ethnographic accounts and on personal obser-
vations of the author (rW) in Polynesia and the Solomon 
Islands (Walter 1998: 70, see also Aswani 1997).

A model of Su’ena fishing based on the data summarised 

in Table 4.6 suggests a concentration on inshore exploi-
tation of the reef face and edges using a combination of 
netting plus canoe based or reef edge angling and trolling. 
The two most abundant fish families are Lethrinidae and 
Scaridae. Scaridae are reef-edge grazers that live on algae 
which they obtain from the living corals by biting off piec-
es of coral and grinding them up in their pharyngeal mill. 
Their highly specialised feeding behaviour means that it 
is extremely unlikely for them to take a hook, and netting 
is by far the most common fishing method in the Pacific 

– at least before the introduction of masks and spears. The 
Lethrinids, on the other hand are most commonly caught 
in the benthic zone or along the faces of the reef using 
dropped bait lines. At Su’ena all the identified Lethrinids 
were Monotaxis grandoculis (the big-eyed bream) which 
is a night feeder. This species will form small schools as 
adults which can be taken in nets but the more likely sce-
nario, in our view, is that they were caught on baited hooks 
at night, probably from canoes standing off the coral faces. 
In favour of the night fishing interpretation, we note also 
the presence of Holocentridae (soldierfish) in the Zone 
B assemblage. Holocentrids are also night feeders and 
are nearly always caught at night in the Pacific. A com-
mon night-fishing method is to use small feather or hair 
lures dangled from a stationary or slowly moving canoe 
a few hundred meters off shore. The other taxa identified 
at Su’ena confirm the model indicated by the two highest 
ranked fish – they are all species commonly taken inshore 
using netting and angling methods.

Material culture and ethnographic evidence

In assessing fishing methods, the midden evidence can be 
supplemented by looking at the fishing equipment recov-
ered from the site. By far the majority of these items con-
sist of weights for nets or lines, and fishing floats (Chapter 
5 and 6). Ivens (Ivens 1927: 385–389) records five different 
types of nets in use in the region in the early 1900s. Moke 
and la’a were hand held nets. Moke were smaller, and used 
in conjunction with a prodding stick to capture fish on 
the inshore reef zone at the turn of the tide. La’a were pro-

Table 4.4. MNE and MNI values of fishbone, Zone B, Su’ena 
sorted by relative abundance (MNI)

Family MNE MNI
Scaridae 150 35
Lethrinidae 72 16
Acanthuridae 12 12
Belonidae 23 12
Labridae 25 10
Lutjanidae 25 6
Serranidae 16 5
Carangidae 13 4
Congridae 7 4
Bothidae 1 1
Holocentridae 1 1
Kyphosidae 1 1
Muraenidae 1 1
Pomacentridae 1 1
Siganidae 1 1
Unidentified 2816  
TOTAL 3186 110

Table 4.5. MNE and MNI values of fishbone, Zone C, Su’ena 
sorted by relative abundance (MNI)

Family MNE MNI
Scaridae 164 42
Lethrinidae 90 20
Acanthuridae 17 16
Belonidae 13 10
Lutjanidae 33 9
Labridae 19 5
Carangidae 10 3
Serranidae 17 3
Balistidae 13 2
Congridae 1 1
Mullidae 1 1
Muraenidae 1 1
Kyphosidae 1 1
Scombridae 1 1
Siganidae 1 1
Unidentified 2337

TOTAL 2719 116

Table 4.6 . Fish families accounting for 95% of the Su’ena 
assemblage sorted to fishing zone and matched to a likely 

fishing technique

Fishing Zone Family Technique

Reef face

Scaridae Netting
Acanthuridae Netting
Belonidae Netting
Serranidae Angling, Netting

Outer reef zone, pelagic Carangidae Trolling, Netting

Outer reef zone, 
benthic

Lethrinidae Angling
Labridae Angling
Lutjanidae Angling
Kyphosidae Angling
Serranidae Angling
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duced in a variety of sizes, and were larger pieces of equip-
ment designed to be lifted with both hands, scooping up 
any fish swimming above the mesh. La’a were also used in 
shallow water, when the surface was still enough to enable 
the fisher to see schools of fish entering the net area. Ape 
seem to have been used in a similar manner, although this 
square net required four men to operate it, standing on 
upright poles in still, shallow water. Several types of net 
were deployed from canoes. The kālu, a pole net, was used 
to scoop up parrot fish lured from the rocks by a decoy 
fish. Neither the moke, la’a, ape or kālu would tend to sur-
vive in the archaeological record, being constructed of en-
tirely perishable materials. On occasions the kālu was cast 
without a pole, being weighted with a stone, but it seems 
unlikely that the stones so used would be retrieved to ac-
cumulate at a village site. The hu’o, however, was a much 
larger net, requiring both floats and sinkers. The construc-
tion of this type of net necessitated the combined effort 
of members from several villages, and was used by the 
crews of several canoes to surround schools of fish in har-
bours and bays. Ivens notes that the hu’o was weighted by 
cowrie shells, while the top was attached to various floats 
(carved from odu wood) held in an upright position by 
small stones. Ethnographic observations by Ivens (Ivens 
1927) indicate that the hu’o net was often used for catching 
flyingfish and this is supported by the author’s (rg’s) field 
notes. Flyingfish were not identified in the Su’ena midden, 
but weights such as those observed in the netting of fly-
ing fish were found in all three Zones, while cowrie shell 
net weights were recovered from Zones B and C. During 
the excavation men from Su’ena identified several stone 
artefacts (referred to as uwo) as being ‘fishing bobs’ used 
in catching flying fish. The absence of flyingfish remains 
in the midden is attributed here to their differential pres-
ervation due to their having rather thin and fragile bones. 
In fact, while flyingfish are caught throughout the Pacific 
they are quite rare in archaeological sites for that reason 
(Walter 1998: 68).

Three solupo (line sinkers) were also found in Zones A and 
C. According to Kaschko who carried out ethnographic re-
search on Uki as part of the SSicHp work, solupo were usu-
ally made of stone or coral pieces that had been grooved 
to secure a line, although sometimes an artificial groove 
was not necessary (Kaschko 1976: 197–198). Smaller sink-
ers were used for fishing the shallow water by the reef edge, 
while larger sinkers were used in deeper water fishing (see 
also Ivens 1927: 384). Solupo were used in conjunction with 
hinou (turtle shell fish hooks) to catch a wide range of fish, 
depending on the size of the hook and the type of bait. 
Thus the use of these hooks is implied indirectly although 
none were found at the site. Hinou and solupo were used 
in a range of circumstances including beach or reef fish-
ing and Kaschko (1976: 197) also notes that women would 
use hinou.

Other fishing techniques are represented by the presence 
of several types of fish hooks at Su’ena. A single pasa (lure) 
was collected from the surface of the site although it is 
likely to be a post-European example. This particular lure 

was made from pearl shell, but pasa could also be cre-
ated using helmet shell, bone and dugong teeth (Kaschko 
1976: 193; Ivens 1927: 135). The pasa was shaped to look like 
a fish and tied to the fishing line. A hook made from turtle 
shell was attached to the main body of the pasa which was 
trailed behind the canoe when fishing for bonito (Scom-
bridae) in deep water. Bonito were not identified in the 
assemblage (except for one bone in Zone C). The reason 
for this is probably not that they were not being caught, or 
that the bones were being discarded differently. Instead 
the reason is likely to be taphonomic. The bones of tuna 
and bonito, are oily and fragile and do not preserve well 
in archaeological sites.

Kaschko (1976: 195) notes that fishing for bonito with pasa 
usually involved several people per canoe, with a second 
fisher using the ta´i (one piece lure) and casting from the 
front of the canoe. Unlike pasa ta´i were not recovered 
from Su’ena. However, two hahara’a were found. Hahara’a 
formed the lure component of ta´i hinou (two piece lures), 
which were also used for casting for bonito from the front 
of the canoe. The hahara’a could be made from Trochus 
shell, pearlshell or helmet shell and was often recycled 
from broken ta´i. Although the hahara’a was sometimes 
shaped like a fish, this particular lure was not, so had line 
attachments at either end. The ta´i hinou was complete 
when a turtle shell hook (hinou) was tied to the hahara’a.

Another hook form, the toheo (a small one piece lure), was 
also found at Su’ena, Zone C, and implies that the inhabit-
ants were catching mackerel (a small Scombridae that oc-
curs seasonally in the waters around Makira). Toheo were 
made from pearlshell and were often given ‘eyes’ and other 
decoration. Although toheo traditionally took less time to 
make than pasa, they were also considered of value, and 
inherited or used as models if broken (Kaschko 1976: 197). 
According to informants, toheo were often used to fish 
from wharves constructed on the reef.

Summary

The fishbone component of the Su’ena midden was nei-
ther extensive, nor particularly diverse. It indicates a fairly 
narrow range of fishing practices targeting the inshore 
zones with an emphasis on the reef edges and outer reef 
slopes. There they used nets to catch parrotfish and other 
reef edge browsers and foragers, and baited hooks to catch 
benthic feeders such as the emperors, wrasses and snap-
pers. The high relative abundance of Monotaxis grandocu-
lis suggests that night fishing may have been important.

When the material culture is considered and evaluated 
with benefit of the rich ethnographic evidence the picture 
of Su’ena fishing is greatly expanded. A wide range of net 
types are likely to have been in use, some of which were 
used to catch flyingfish and perhaps other species that are 
not represented in the midden. The near-total absence of 
Scombridae could be taken as an indication that the im-
portant bonito fishing practices of recent times had yet to 
spread into the Su’ena region. But hook forms associated 
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with bonito fishing were found, and the absence of bo-
nito from the midden is attributed instead to taphonomic 
processes. The total picture that emerges when all data 
are considered together is of a robust and diverse fishing 
adaptation utilising a range of specialist nets, hooks and 
lures to exploit both inshore and offshore ecological zones. 
There is little evidence to show any significant change in 
practices through time and the fishing system that we re-
construct from archaeological and ethnographic evidence 
bears remarkable parallels to that of the ethnographic pre-
sent

mArine Shell

The analysis of the shell component of Pacific middens 
often raises methodological problems. Shell is frequently 
the most common component of a midden assemblage 
and in this case the shell and bone represented nearly 25% 
of the total density of the excavated matrix. Shell is also 
the heaviest faunal component and thus the researcher is 
faced with the problem of whether to process the material 
in the field, which can potentially compromise the quality 
of the analysis and take time from other tasks, or whether 
to devise some type of sampling strategy. While the cost 
of removing the entire sample to the laboratory is usually 
considered prohibitive, at Su’ena circumstances were such 
that a close to total collection strategy was possible. Some 
of the larger species such as Tridacna, spider conch and 
Trochus maculatus were weighed and counted but the re-
maining collection was removed to New Zealand.

Aims and method

The shell was initially identified and counted by Alex 
Court in the Anthropology Department at the University 
of Auckland (Court n.d-a, n.d-b). The shell was not highly 
fragmented and Court adopted the mNi method of quan-
tification basing the analysis on the original stratigraphic 
information provided by the excavators. Court identified, 
to the species level where possible, all specimens from 
Area A and Area B and from 17 of the 24 units in Area C. 
The number of specimens identified from each of the three 
areas is shown in Tables 4.7 and 4.8.

In 1998 the assemblage was restudied by Chris Williams in 
the Anthropology Department at the University of Otago 
(Williams 1998). Williams checked Court’s identifications 
using the Pacific Shell Reference collection in the oAl 
and standard shell reference guides (Abbott and Dance 
1982; Cernohorsky 1978). The data was then entered into a 
computer database and reorganised in terms of the three-
phase stratigraphic structure adopted in this work. This 
leaves seven units from Area C still unidentified but the 
lack of any indications of spatial variation in the relative 
abundance of shell specimens provides confidence that 
what we have is a representative sample.

The following analysis and interpretation of the Su’ena 
shell uses the Court identifications as reorganised by Wil-
liams. We have altered the nomenclature to follow the 

Table 4.7. Number of shell specimens (MNI) from each of the 
sample units of Areas A and B

Area A Area B

Unit MNI Unit MNI

N51 74 N32 112
N52 58 N35 231
N54 44 N38 244
N55 47 N41 526
N57 51 N44 529
N58 91 N47 183
O51 65
O52 137
O54 119
O55 84
O57 190
O58 216
Q51 122
Q52 226
Q54 112
Q55 114
R51 103
R52 133
R54 93
R55 130

TOTAL 2209 1825

Table 4.8. Number of shell specimens (MNI) from each of the 
sample units and zones of Area C

Unit Zone A Zone B Zone C Total

RR44 513 623 194 1330
RR45 520 528 380 1428
RR46 530 518 408 1456
SS44 863 530 287 1680
SS45 513 464 290 1267
SS46 771 444 367 1582
SS48 176 141 198 515
SS49 191 191 215 597
TT44 547 575 285 1407
TT45 583 538 265 1386
TT46 555 455 299 1309
TT49 120 204 243 567
UU44 709 549 216 1474
VV45 551 399 208 1158
VV46 496 401 284 1181
WW45 526 304 152 982
WW46 495 264 270 1029

Total 8659 7128 4561 20348

conventions of Abbot and Dance (1982) but follow Court 
in using mNi as the basic counting unit since studies have 
suggested that some of the problems with mNi are not as 
strongly applicable to shell assemblages as they are to ver-
tebrate collections (Claassen 1998: 106). In this study we 
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are primarily interested in relative abundance and diver-
sity measures from which we can identify any significant 
changes in shellfishing practices through time. mNi is ap-
propriate for this task, particularly since the Su’ena mate-
rial is not highly fragmented.

The following analysis of the Su’ena shell has three aims 
as follows:

1. To provide an overview of relative taxonomic abun-
dance in stratigraphic context.

2. To identify changes in shellfishing practices through 
time.

3. To assess the ecological component of Su’ena shellfish-
ing including impact on resources.

results of the marine shell analysis

Table 4.9 below shows the shell identifications from Areas 
1 and 2. These two areas are roughly equivalent to Zone C 
in Area C. In the remainder of this analysis we deal only 
with Area C where the shell sample spans the full duration 
of the Su’ena sequence. The full identification table for all 
three Areas is provided in Appendix B.

In Area C a total of 20,348 specimens were identified to 
236 species falling within 86 genera and 51 families. The 
three assemblages (Zones A–C) are similar in structure 
with twenty five species contributing 80% of the identi-
fied specimens in all levels (Table 4.10). The cumulative 
relative abundance curves calculated at the species and 
genus levels are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. These also 
demonstrate a remarkably high level of similarity in terms 
of the contribution of highest ranked taxa to the overall 

assemblage. The Shannon-Weaver function (H') is often 
used to measure the diversity of a faunal assemblage (Re-
itz and Wing 2008: 105). The H' index is a heterogeneity 
measure in which a high H' value indicates an assemblage 
in which the abundance values are evenly distributed, 
while a low value indicates an assemblage in which there 
is a disproportionately high abundance of a few taxa. A 
related measure is the index of equitability or evenness V' 
in which the actual heterogeneity measure (H') is scaled to 
the theoretical maximum value. The theoretical maximum 
is the case in which each abundance value is equivalent, 
and the relationship between H' and V' becomes: V' = H'/
Log(S) where S equals the number of taxonomic catego-
ries. In Table 4.11 the heterogeneity and equitability indices 
are shown for each of the three assemblages from Area 6. 
The H' values are high indicating a fairly even distribu-
tion of abundance values, a point that is also represented 
graphically in the cumulative abundance curves shown in 
Figure 4.1. Although the assemblages contain a very high 
number of taxonomic categories the H' values reflect the 
fact that approximately 95% of the 236 species represented 
have less than 1% representation. The V' values are rela-
tively low which reflects a pattern in which a small number 
of taxa dominate. It is also important to note the extremely 
high agreement in values between Zones; there is no sig-
nificant difference between the three assemblages in terms 
of assemblage structure and diversity as measured at the 
species level.

Table 4.10. MNI count of top 25 ranked fish species in Area C

Taxa Zone A Zone B Zone C Total
Turbo sp. 872 775 611 2258
Nerita undata 641 828 504 1973
Strombus luhuanus 651 418 190 1259
Asaphis violascens 529 304 282 1115
Trochus sp. 528 327 121 976
Conus litteratus 473 260 157 890
Turbo crassus 405 306 152 863
Nerita plicata 204 341 263 808
Conus miles 349 242 166 757
Trochus niloticus 241 241 139 621
Nerita polita 199 236 174 609
Cerithium nodulosum 209 202 120 531
Tridacna maxima 172 163 93 428
Vasum turbinellus 231 108 49 388
Vasum ceramicum 199 74 53 326
Tectarius tectumpersicum 66 158 98 322
Conus sp. 116 101 60 277
Trochus maculatus 125 89 52 266
Cypraea arabica 140 76 45 261
Conus virgo 138 82 32 252
Turbo chrysostomus 84 86 48 218
Trochus histrio 81 68 53 202
Cypraea tigris 104 41 38 183
Turbo argyrostoma 84 72 26 182
Drupa morum 92 33 47 172

Total 6933 5631 3573 16137

Table 4.9. MNI count of top 15 ranked shellfish genera in 
Areas A and B 

Genus Area A Area B Total

Vasum 73 77 946
Turbo 366 382 4524
Trochus 242 195 2501
Tridacna 117 56 745
Thais 31 50 538
Tectarius 10 41 383
Strombus 377 64 1847
Nerita 207 338 4115
Lambis 29 17 196
Drupa 25 16 271
Cypraea 91 68 795
Conus 376 203 3279
Cerithium 43 18 623
Bursa 18 19 239
Asaphis 74 103 1291

Total 2079 1647 22293

% of total shell 94.1 90.3 91.4
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tems. The major exceptions are the mangrove specialists, 
especially the clams of the family Veneridae, which are 
important in lagoon edge sites. The Area C assemblage 
does not appear to represent highly targeted mass capture 
activities but beyond that observation a more detailed re-
construction of shellfishing practices is difficult.

The Area 3 assemblage contains a large number of spe-
cies at very low abundance values and for this reason it is 
more useful to treat the assemblage at the family and ge-
nus level. This make the data more manageable but it also 
helps when analysing shellfishing behaviours since habitat 
selection and feeding patterns of tropical reef shellfish are 
generally family or genus specific. Table 4.12 shows the top 
15 ranked genera in Area C representing approximately 
90% of identified specimens and suggests some preference 
for those shellfish with relatively high meat weights (Turbo, 
Trochus, Strombus, Asaphis) and those that can be taken 
quickly and in large numbers (Nerita, Drupa, Conus). In 
other words, we are probably observing a highly general-
ised shellfishing strategy which tended towards the maxi-
misation of economic returns (Aswani 1997). The wide 
range of species represented and the long term stability 
of assemblage structure also argues for generalised, op-
portunistic gathering practices and one suspects that, after 
allowing for some targeting bias, the assemblage structure 
roughly mirrors the basic patterns of long term species 
availability at the time of site occupation. Another way of 
inquiring into predation practices is to consider the habi-
tat zones where target taxa are likely to have been taken. 
This is problematic because many genera range widely be-
tween zones and closely related species can occupy great-
ly divergent ecological niches. But based on the coastal 
conditions that prevail in the vicinity of Su’ena today and 
on observations of contemporary foraging practices else-
where in the Solomon Islands (e.g. Aswani 1997) we can 
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Figure 4.2. Cumulative relative abundance curve for the top 
15 ranked species in Area 3, Zones A–C

Figure 4.1. Cumulative relative abundance curve for the top 
25 ranked species in Area 3, Zones A–C

Table 4.11. Diversity (H') and Equitability (V') measures of 
the Area C shellfish assemblages

Zone H' V'

A 3.71 0.72
B 3.69 0.73
C 3.67 0.73

Shellfishing practices

Most Oceanic shellfishing draws on relatively simple tech-
nologies and unlike vertebrate fishing systems tends not 
to be highly structured by seasonal or lunar cycles. The 
main influences on what is essentially a gleaning activity 
is the condition of the tide, and of the habitat zone within 
which prey species can be taken. The Area 3 assemblage 
is dominated by a small number of taxa but contains an 
extremely wide range of specimens covering nearly every 
micro habitat zone found in tropical reef-lagoon ecosys-

Table 4.12. MNI count of top 15 ranked shellfish genera in 
Area C

Genus Zone A Zone B Zone C Total

Turbo 1533 1349 894 3776
Nerita 1091 1487 992 3570
Conus 1377 823 500 2700
Trochus 975 725 364 2064
Strombus 694 475 237 1406
Asaphis 528 304 282 1114
Vasum 464 214 118 796
Cypraea 331 173 132 636
Tridacna 216 220 136 572
Cerithium 215 216 131 562
Thais 239 112 106 457
Tectarius 70 162 100 332
Drupa 119 51 60 230
Bursa 57 81 64 202
Fusinus 86 53 32 171

Total 7995 6445 4148 18588

% of total shell 92.3 90.4 90.9 91.4
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define a small number of habitat zones within which shell-
fishing is likely to have taken place. The most important 
variables in defining these zones are as follows:

1. The position of the zone on a transect running from the 
littoral to the point where the reef meets the open sea.

2. The nature of water cover.

While it would be possible to subdivide these two vari-
ables in many ways, we take a conservative approach and 
consider each variable in terms of two conditions. Reef 
location is defined as either ‘outer reef ’ which includes the 
outer reef slope, surge zones and the reef channels, and the 
‘inner reef ’ which includes the shallow lagoon and coral 
heads, as well as the littoral zone. Water cover is defined as 
either ‘inter-tidal’ where there is a diurnal exposure-sub-
mersion regime or ‘sub-tidal’ where there is a permanent 
water cover. The intersection of these two variables creates 
nine hypothetical habitat zones as shown in Table 4.13.

Table 4.14. Primary habitat and exploitations zones for 
main target families f shellfish in the Su’ena assemblage

Family Habitat Zone

Arcidae F
Bursidae F
Cardiidae E
Cassidae E
Cerithiidae D
Conidae H
Cymatiidae B
Cypraeidae D
Fasciolariidae F
Littorinidae H
Mesodesmatidae E
Muricidae H
Mytilidae H
Naticidae E
Neritidae H
Ostreidae B
Psammobiidae E
Pteriidae F
Strombidae F
Tellinidae F
Terebridae E
Tonnidae E
Tridacnidae D
Trochidae F
Turbinellidae F
Turbinidae H
Veneridae F
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Figure 4.3. Relative contribution of the four most 
important habitat zones through time

Table 4.13. Classification of shellfish habitat zones

Tidal position

Reef location Sub-tidal Inter-tidal Sub and Inter-tidal

Outer reef A B C

Inner reef D* E F

Outer and 
Inner reef

G H I

* Zone D includes lagoon

In Table 4.14 we have assigned each shellfish family to a 
particular habitat zone. The assignments are an estimate 
of where we believe that the majority of shellfish in the 
listed families are most likely to have been taken in the 
Su’ena environment. The shellfish listed in Table 4.14 rep-
resent 194 species in 27 families and comprise 99% of the 
identified shellfish taxa from Area C. The proportion of 
shellfish taken from each of the habitat zones is shown 
in Table 4.15 and it can be seen that only four of the hy-
pothetical zones are represented at levels of 1% or more 
and four are not represented at all. Of course the absence 
of representation is partly a factor of the classification 
method and partly to do with the bias towards assigning 
species to their primary or most likely capture location. 
Furthermore, the most heavily targeted zones (H and F) 
are composite zones so it is difficult to deduce a great deal 
about shellfishing practices from Table 4.15 alone. How-
ever, if the data are considered in stratigraphic context 
some interesting patterns emerge. Figure 4.3 shows the 
changing relative contribution of the four most important 
habitat zones through time. While Zones D and E remain 
fairly constant in both relative and absolute terms through 
time, there is a decline in the use of Zone F and a steady 
increase in the exploitation of Zone H. This translates to 
a decrease in the use of the sub and inter-tidal zones of 

Table 4.15. Proportion of shellfish taken from each of the 
marine habitat zones

  Zone A  Zone B  Zone C 
Habitat MNI MNI % MNI MNI % MNI MNI %

B 7 0.1% 5 0.1% 7 0.2%
D 486 9.6% 427 10.0% 344 10.0%
E 238 8.2% 241 7.6% 203 9.1%
F 949 29.9% 857 25.3% 652 21.5%
H 1445 52.2% 1250 57.0% 1078 59.2%

Total 3125 100% 2780 100% 2284 100%
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the inner reef, which would include inshore lagoonal re-
sources and a greater use of the inter-tidal portion of the 
outer reef. While this represents a fairly subtle change in 
the nature of shellfishing it is potentially important since 
it also represents the gradual expansion of the predation 
range and a move from an earlier concentration on re-
sources close to shore, to an increasing use of the more 
distant sources of the outer reef. This in turn might relate 
to a low level but significant decline in the productivity of 
the inshore zone through predation pressure.

Another way of addressing the issue of predation pressure 
is to look at changes in shellfish size classes through time. 
Turbo is the highest ranked genera in each zone contrib-
uting approximately 19% of mNi so it is perhaps the most 
appropriate taxa to use for a comparative size study of this 
sort. In the southern Cook Islands a number of archae-
ologists have used Turbo opercular to evaluate changes in 
size class frequencies through time (Allen 1992: 363; Kirch 
et al. 1995: 59; Walter 1998: 86). The opercular are useful 
because they preserve well and thus they often provide a 
larger sample than that obtainable from shell alone. Fur-
thermore, there is a linear correlation between operculum 
and shell sizes. Walter (1998: 86) for example, reports a 
survey of live shellfish on the eastern reefs of Niue, West 
Polynesia, where an r2 value of 0.962 was obtained for the 
relationship between the independent variable (opercu-
lar max length) and the dependent variable (shell height) 
based on a sample size of 255 individuals.

The Su’ena assemblage contained 2304 operculum speci-
mens which were complete enough to be measured. These 
could not be identified to species level but this was not 
necessary since the relative abundance of Turbo species 
as determined by shell remained constant between zones 
and so it would be reasonable to assume the same of the 
opercular. The summary results of the analysis are shown 
in Table 4.16 with the size class frequencies for each zone 
shown graphically in Figures 4.4 to 4.6. A one-way ANovA 
was carried out on the Turbo length results using Minitab 
statistical software, Ver 13.5. The mean length of opercu-
lar was found to be significantly different across the three 
zones (F=40.79, df=2301, p=0.000). This result confirms 
that inferred from Figures 4.4 to 4.6 that the mean size of 
opercular in Zone C was significantly smaller than in the 
earlier two zones . Again, this could be interpreted as rep-
resenting a minor, but significant pressure on the reef by 
shellfishing activities resulting in a decline in the average 
size of specimens taken through time.

Table 4.16.  Summary table of measurements of Turbo 
opercular, maximum length

  Zone A Zone B Zone C

n 669.0 578.0 1057.0
max 28.1 28.0 36.6
min 11.3 12.6 11.1

mean 23.4 23.5 22.4
sd 2.4 2.6 3.2
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Figure 4.4. Histogram of lengths, Turbo opercular Zone A

Figure 4.5. Histogram of lengths, Turbo opercular Zone B

Figure 4.6. Histogram of lengths, Turbo opercular Zone C

Summary

The shellfish assemblage is large and it contains a diverse 
range of species representing most of the accessible habitat 
zones within a few kilometres of Su’ena. The relative abun-
dance values suggest a generalised foraging strategy rather 
than one involving the intensive exploitation of a single 
group or habitat zone. It appears that the Su’ena people 
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attempted to maximise returns by targeting shellfish with 
high meat weights or ones that could be gathered in large 
quantity. We noted very little evidence of change through 
time in these general strategies, but there was a decline in 
the mean length of turbo opercular and a subtle indication 
of a decrease in the exploitation of the inner shore zones 
with a move to the exploitation of the inter-tidal portion 
of the outer reef. This change involves an expansion of the 
harvest range and might indicate some pressure on the 
closest resources.

mAmmAl, Bird And reptile remAinS

When the fishbone was removed from the bulk sample 
from Area C during the first sort in the University of 
Auckland laboratory approximately 10,000 fragments of 
bone remained. The bulk of this material was mammal 
bone with a small quantity of reptile, bird and fish. This 
material was transferred to the oAl and after the fish re-
mains had been added to the existing faunal assemblage, 
further identifications of mammal, reptile and bird were 
carried out by graduate student Jean Spinks under the su-
pervision of the author (rW) in 2010.

Aims and methods

The aim of the analysis of the remaining fraction of the 
faunal sample was to identify the range of taxa present in 
each Zone in order to obtain an overview of the terres-
trial component of the Su’ena economy. The bone was first 
sorted to primary class – bird, mammal, reptile – then to 
element and side. As many elements as possible were then 
identified using the Pacific faunal collection in the oAl. 
The assemblage was analysed using NiSp, mNe and mNi.

results of the analysis of mammal, bird and reptile 
remains

A summary of the results of the analysis is shown in Table 
4.17 and a more complete record is contained in Appendix 

D. We note first the close correspondence between mNe 
and NiSp across most of the faunal classes. The ratio of 
mNe to NiSp is often used as a measure of the fragmen-
tation of an assemblage where an assemblage without 
fragmentation exhibits a one-to-one ratio. In this case the 
average ratio for the top ranked taxa (Pteropus tonganus) 
across the three Zones is 0.92 which indicates very little 
fragmentation. It is possible, however, that this at least 
partly reflects the in-field processing and recovery strate-
gies and we comment on this further in Chapter 7.

The bird bone component of this assemblage was small. 
Only one chicken bone was positively identified from 
Zone B, the remainder of the bone could not be identified 
further. The two other domesticates, pig and dog, were 
present throughout the sequence. The pig bone was gener-
ally small to medium in size as would be expected when 
dealing with a domestic assemblage in which animals 
are culled in the first year or so after weaning. The for-
est species Phalanger orientalis (cuscus or possum) is still 
found on Uki Island as is the fruit bat (Pteropus tonganus) 
(Heinsohn 2002). That these species are present at high 
relative abundance levels in all three Zones indicates the 
importance of hunting throughout the Su’ena occupation.

During the laboratory sorting and identification it was 
noted that at least two rat species appear to be present 
based on gross differences in bone size. This issue was not 
taken any further as a full set of Pacific rat specimens was 
not available. However we note that the bones of a larger 
rat had also been identified from sites excavated as part 
of the SSicHp programme on Tikopia (Kirch and Yen 
1982: 278) and the Reef-Santa Cruz Islands (Green and 
Cresswell 1976: 256). It is now reckoned that these speci-
mens represent Rattus praetor despite the modern distri-
bution of this species having its eastern boundary close to 
Bougainville or Choiseul (White et al. 2000). On this basis 
we suggest that the ‘Small Rat’ listed in Table 4.17 is Rattus 
exulans while the ‘Large Rat’ is Rattus praetor.

Table 4.17. Mammal, bird and reptile remains identified from Area C

ZONE A ZONE B ZONE C

Taxa NISP MNE MNI NISP MNE MNI NISP MNE MNI

Phalanger 618 575 37 488 446 26 392 365 29
Pig 710 569 16 645 534 12 240 207 7
Bird 84 41 6 146 102 12 26 9 1
Large Rat 9 9 9 6 6 0 4 3 2
Dog 70 53 4 91 77 1 34 29 2
Turtle 14 13 1 43 11 3 8 5 1
Small Rat 12 12 2 11 11 2 1 1 1
Flying Fox 18 9 2 6 6 1 6 6 2
Dolphin 7 4 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
Lizard 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Unidentified mammal 1566 13   2102 31   690 14

TOTAL 3109 1299 79 3539 1225 58 1403 641 47
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The relative abundance of the faunal classes is indicated in 
Table 4.17 where they are sorted by mNi values. Very little 
difference in ranking is apparent through the Zones, al-
though there does seem to be some subtle changes in Zone 
C. In all three Zones cuscus and pig dominate the assem-
blage. In Zones A and B they account for 65% and 67% of 
the assemblage respectively but this jumps to 77% in Zone 
C, which might indicate a trend towards less variability 
in the selection of protein sources. At the same time the 
relative significance of pig declines from 20% in Zones A 
and B to 15% in Zone C while the value of cuscus increases 
from 45% and 47% in Zones A and B to 62% in Zone C. It 
is unclear whether this actually represents a real drop in 
the use of pig, but it certainly suggests that there had been 
little change in the availability of cuscus over the duration 
of the occupation of Su’ena.

hunting and husbandry

The analysis of the mammal, bird and reptile assemblage 
from the Area 3 excavations adds to the picture of the sub-
sistence economy provided by the shellfish and fishbone 
studies. The presence of turtle and dolphin bone in small 
quantities most likely attests to low level, opportunistic, 
capture. These species would have been fairly common in 
local waters but their low NiSp values in the midden sug-
gest that they were not hunted regularly. Terrestrial hunt-
ing, on the other hand, is well represented in the site. The 
main target species were cuscus and fruit bat, but a range 
of lizards and forest birds were also taken. Forest hunting 
remained important throughout the occupation sequence. 
Pig and dog were present from the earliest levels and a 
single bone of domestic fowl (Gallus gallus) was found 
in Zone B. While it is clear that pig and dog husbandry 
played a significant role in the economy, it is uncertain, 
given the possibility of intrusion, what the role, if any, of 
chicken was in the prehistoric levels of the site.
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Stone tools and lithic debitage were found in all excava-
tion units at Su’ena. The larger more complete artefacts 
were bagged individually as they were recovered from the 
excavation units (Green n.d., Appendix C). A large pro-
portion of the assemblage comprised debitage and flakes 
which were collected in the 6.4 mm sieves and bagged and 
labelled to provenance. All recovered stone was removed 
to the University of Auckland and later transferred to the 
University of Otago where it was analysed in a number 
of student research projects under the supervision of the 
author (rW). Andy Dodd (1998) carried out a functional 
and technological analysis of the adzes and Brenda Jones 
(1997) and Jenny Glover (2006) looked at aspects of the 
flaked tool technology. The following investigation of the 
Su’ena lithics draws on the Otago student projects as well 
as on analyses carried out by the authors. It focuses on the 
form, function and technology of stone working.

Although there has not yet been a comprehensive review 
of the stone working industry of the Eastern Triangle, 
chert tools are ubiquitous in sites throughout the region 
and document the existence of a widespread and long-
standing technological tradition within the culture area. 
In this study we consider the stone working industry of 
Su’ena within the context of the wider traditions of the 
Eastern Triangle.

geologicAl Setting

The most common rock type found in the Su’ena site was 
chert which is a general term used to describe sedimentary 
rocks composed primarily of microcrystalline quartz.  In 
the first descriptions of the stone tool industries of the 
Eastern Triangle chert was commonly referred to as ‘flint’ 
but the terms ‘chalcedony’, ‘cornelian’ and ‘jasper’ were 
also used (Luedtke 1992). Following common practice in 
Pacific archaeology we refer to all this material as chert. 
Chert generally forms through the recrystallisation of the 
biogenic precipitation of silica. Ideal conditions for this 
recrystallisation process occur in the Pacific Province 
which is a former deep water marine environment made 
up of 1,200 metres of chalky carbonate sediments overly-

ing a volcanic basement (Hackman 1973). In the southeast 
Solomon Islands, rocks of the Pacific Province are found 
on Malaita and Ulawa, and possibly on Makira and Uki. 
Worked exposures of chert as well as nodules, outcrops 
and water-rolled cobbles have been reported from Ulawa 
and Malaita and it is assumed that these places were the 
sources of the chert used in the stone industry of the East-
ern Triangle (Ward 1976b: 161; Ward and Smith 1974: 283). 
Chert has also been found in Lapita sites in the Reef-Santa 
Cruz islands (Sheppard 1992; Sheppard and Pavlish 1992) 
so it is likely that it has been in use in the Eastern Triangle 
for thousands of years. Other metamorphic and volcanic 
stone artefacts are also present at Su’ena; these also repre-
sent importation from outside the region although their 
sources are not yet identified.

Stone tool uSe in the eAStern triAngle

The stone tool industry of the Eastern Triangle relied on 
access to relatively high quality cherts, but stone tool use 
declined rapidly with the availability of steel alternatives. 
During his research in the Solomon Islands in the 1880s 
Guppy described chert tools in use on Ulawa, Uki, Santa 
Ana and Makira. He noted, along with other ethnogra-
phers, that chert was used for a wide variety of tasks in-
cluding blood-letting, incision for ornament decoration, 
cutting hair, and other generic cutting tasks (Fox 1924: 346; 
Guppy 1887: 80; Ivens 1927: 18, 89, 392). He also noted that 
stone tools were already passing into disuse on the coast 
although they were more commonly used in the inland 
settlements where European trade had failed to penetrate 
(1887: 76). Indeed, on the coast Guppy’s attempts to obtain 
stone tools were met with confusion as to why he would be 
interested in such inefficient and outmoded commodities. 
Guppy observed that stone tools were often exposed in 
the coastal soils of the planting zone during cultivation or 
after heavy rains. The fact that local informants seemed to 
be unaware of the origins of these tools, suggesting in one 
case that they ‘had tumbled from the sky’, indicates that the 
manufacture and supply of worked stone had declined in 
the preceding decades (Guppy 1887: 78). Guppy observed 
that chert tools were frequently reworked, as indicated by 
the presence of heavily weathered artefacts with evidence 
of fresh flaking which exposed their inner surface. He at-

Chapter 5: Stone Tools
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tempted to locate sources for chert, but while identifying 
the larger islands such as Guadalcanal and Ulawa as likely 
candidates, he was unable to locate any actual sources. It 
was Ivens (1931: 422) who first recorded the occurrence 
of tool grade chert in the form of large nodules on the 
surface of Ulawa, and in exposed outcrops around river 
mouths.

In Melanesians of the South East Solomon Islands Ivens 
(1927: 45) touched upon the use of chert on Ulawa, and 
later published an article on chert use in the Eastern Tri-
angle (1931). Ivens believed that the chert adzes local to the 
region of Ulawa and southern Malaita were superseded by 
polished stone ‘celts’ (adzes) which were imported from 
Makira and Guadalcanal. Presumably this idea was based 
on the prevailing model of cultural evolution at the time, 
which posited a transition from a flaked to a ground stone 
tool technology. He believed that the cost of obtaining the 
ground stone tools would have been great and that the 
continued use of chert adzes reflected the differential abil-
ity of certain individuals or communities to pay for the 
superior forms. Ivens’ informants told him that the flak-
ing of chert adzes was a specialised technology practiced 
on Malaita and Ulawa. He recorded an Ulawan incan-
tation for the flaking of chert that was widely known to 
the contemporary residents of that island suggesting that 
the practice of adze making had only recently declined 
(1927: 340; 1931).

In 1931 H.S. Harrison published a comparative technologi-
cal study of Ulawan adzes having been provided access to 
specimens brought back to Britain by Ivens (Harrison 1931, 
1932). Harrison described the adzes as tranchets, which is 
a term used to describe Mesolithic or early Neolithic flint 
adzes with a chisel-like cutting edge formed by striking a 
flake from the side of the tool. Consistent with this defini-
tion he described the Ulawan examples he studied as be-
ing formed from the proximal end of a broad flake, with 
the bevel created by striking a further flake off laterally at 
one end. He noted the similarity of this manufacturing 
method to that seen on sets of artefacts from Danish and 
North American sites, as well as an example from British 
Honduras. The identification of a common and effective 
manufacturing strategy suited to the particular properties 
of chert was well noted and Harrison did not push a dif-
fusionist agenda any further. The lateral flaking method 
of creating a bevel is an effective and efficient means of 
producing small sharp adzes from what is a fairly brittle 
stone type.

Ross (1970) studied a collection of adzes from the Baegu 
area of northern inland Malaita. The assemblages consist-
ed of chert adzes plus one example made of a fine-grained 
‘basalt’. The Malaitan adzes were very similar in size, shape 
and manufacturing technology to those from Ulawa sug-
gesting that the Eastern Triangle adze tradition was part of 
a larger chert tool complex. Ross argued that the chert was 
of local origin and the Baegu people appeared to be well 
aware of the source and properties of local cherts. Indeed, 
they identified the chert adzes as having been manufac-

tured by their recent antecedents. The ‘basalt’ tool, however, 
was unfamiliar to local informants and they suggested that 
it might have been the product of lightning strikes (Ross 
1970: 416).

During fieldwork on the island of Santa Ana during the 
1960s the anthropologist William Davenport excavated 
a number of small sites (Davenport 1972). He reported 
fifty-six chalcedony (chert) flakes throughout all layers 
from excavations at Gupuna village, and suggested that 
the material was most likely obtained from Makira and 
Ulawa. Further excavations of cave sites at Feru also ex-
posed chert flakes, including two adze blades from the 
Feru II site. Further chert flakes were found during the 
excavation of a fourth site at Rate, on the west side of Santa 
Ana. Davenport also investigated a ground adze collection 
from the coasts of Santa Ana and Makira made of materi-
als other than chert.

the SSichp investigations

During the SSicHp fieldwork Green noted that the major-
ity of artefacts from the excavations he carried out at Star 
Harbour were made of chert and these included seven adz-
es and simple flake tools (Green 1976e: 144–147). In addi-
tion, several thousand chert flakes and cores were also re-
covered. Green believed that the sources of this chert were 
most likely located on Ulawa, or possibly Malaita. This 
was supported by archaeological investigations on Ulawa 
carried out by Ward (1976) as part of the SSicHp project. 
Ward’s work focused on the chert industry within the East-
ern district where he excavated two habitation sites (SB-
1-16, SB-1-84 [formerly BS-uW-1, BS-uW-69]) and a flak-
ing floor (SB-1-56 [formerly BS-uW-50.1]) in 1972 (Ward 
1976b: 163). The most common artefacts in these sites were 
chert flakes which were created either from blocks quar-
ried from the island interior, or from water worn nodules 
taken from streams and river mouths. Ward and Smith 
(1974) attempted to characterise the cherts from Ulawa 
and Malaita geochemically using X-Ray Fluorescence 
Spectrometry (xrf). Their samples were compared with 
ones from Australia, New Zealand and Papua New Guinea 
in order to determine whether there were distinguishing 
characteristics of the Solomon Island sources. Their work 
met with some success; they were able to tentatively match 
chert excavated by Green at the Ngangaua site on the Reef 
Islands to geological deposits on Ulawa, but they were 
clear that a great deal more geochemical characterisation 
would be required to produce more precise and definitive 
results. Although these initial results showed potential for 
uncovering patterns of inter-island trade and exchange 
within the Eastern Triangle no further sourcing work was 
carried out in the area. Instead, the focus shifted to the 
Reef Islands and Santa Cruz sites where geochemical and 
petrographic work on archaeological cherts continued at 
the University of Auckland (Sheppard 1996; Sheppard and 
Pavlish 1992). These studies demonstrated that the cherts 
in the Reef Islands and Santa Cruz sites, including from 
the Lapita levels, originated from geological formations on 
both Ulawa and Malaita.
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the Su’enA Stone tool ASSemBlAge

The most common stone artefacts recovered from the 
Su’ena excavations were chert flakes and debitage. More 
formal tool classes included adzes and drill points in chert, 
along with a small number of items made in other types of 
stone. These latter items included adzes, hammer stones, 
nut crackers, sinkers and abraders. The analyses of the dif-
ferent classes of stone tool are discussed in the following 
sections.

chert adzes

In the Pacific, adzes are normally manufactured from 
tough flakable materials such as basalt or meta-basalt. 
Where this is not available alternative sources of raw ma-
terial include shell, especially Tridacna and Cassius species. 
In the Central and South-Eastern districts of the Solomon 
Islands chert was the most commonly used alternative. In 
total 85 adzes made up of 52 complete specimens were re-
covered from Areas 1, 2 and 3, with the majority retrieved 
from Area 3 (Figure 5.1, Table 5.1). The adzes were pro-
duced using freehand flaking, with no evidence of hammer 
dressing, grinding or polishing (see below). The raw mate-
rial was frequently a river cobble from which a large broad 
flake was struck, flaked into a preform and then trimmed. 
The raw material came in a variety of colours. Examples 
were recovered in brown, grey, orange, red and white chert. 

It is not clear whether the different colours of chert corre-
spond to different sources or source areas, although Ward 
(1976: 176) observed that chert in hues of off-white, pink, 
red and brown were common on Ulawa. A chert with a 
white patina described by Ward (1976: 176) from Ulawa 
appears to be included in the Su’ena assemblage.

A set of basic observations was made on the adzes in or-
der to facilitate later comparative studies, and in order to 
gain some insight into function. In addition to weight, a 
series of measurements were taken of each adze according 
to the protocols shown in Figure 5.2. Length, width and 
thickness were all maximum values. Length was measured 
as the maximum distance between cutting edge and poll. 
Width was measured parallel to the cutting edge, at the 
widest point of the adze and thickness was measured at 
right angles to this, at the thickest point between the face 
and back of the adze. The adzes were manufactured in four 
cross-sections; plano-convex, lenticular, quadrangular and 
triangular (Figure 5.3). Adzes were identified as having 
been made from either river cobbles or from tabs taken 
from standing outcrops. The former were distinguished 
by the presence of water-rolled surfaces and the latter by 
containing areas of rough cortex on the outer surface.

Table 5.2 shows the results of the examination of the Su’ena 
adzes. The complete adzes ranged in length from 26 mm to 
67 mm with a mean of 44 mm (Figure 5.4) which makes 

Figure 5.1. Selection of chert adzes from the Su’ena excavation
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them shorter, as a group, than some other chert adze as-
semblages reported from the region. For example, the adz-
es reported by Harrison (1931: 427–431, Plate xlvi, Plate 
xlvii) and Ross (1970: 415) from Malaita, and by Hendren 
(1976: 159, Table 159) and Ward (1976) from Ulawa ranged 
from 30 mm to 120 mm in length. The widths of the cut-
ting edges of the Su’ena tools ranged from 20 mm and 29 
mm, with a mean of 26 mm (Figure 5.5).

Table 5.1. Locations of chert adzes from the Su’ena 
excavations

Location Square Depth Quantity

Area 1

M57 Surface 1
O56 Surface 1
O57 Surface 1
O58 Surface 1
N52 Layer 1 1
N54 Layer 1 1
N57 Layer 1 1
O52 Layer 1 5
O55 Layer 1 2
O57 Layer 1 1
Q51 Layer 1 2
Q55 Layer 1 2

Area 2

O44 Surface 1
N35 Layer 2 1
N41 Layer 2 1
N44 Layer 2 1
N47 Layer 2 2

Area 3

VV45 Surface 1
XX48 Surface 1
SS45 Zone A 1
SS46 Zone A 2
SS49 Zone A 1
TT44 Zone A 1
TT49 Zone A 1
UU46 Zone A 1
VV45 Zone A 1
WW45 Zone A 1
XX45 Zone A 1
RR45 Zone B 3
RR46 Zone B 2
TT44 Zone B 2
TT46 Zone B 1
UU46 Zone B 3
VV44 Zone B 2
WW44 Zone B 2
WW45 Zone B 1
XX44 Zone B 2
XX46 Zone B 2
RR46 Zone C 1
SS45 Zone C 1
TT45 Zone C 3
TT46 Zone C 10
TT49 Zone C 1
UU44 Zone C 1
UU46 Zone C 3
VV45 Zone C 2
VV46 Zone C 1
WW44 Zone C 1
WW45 Zone C 3
WW46 Zone C 1
XX44 Zone C 1
XX46 Zone C 1

Cutting Edge Width
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Figure 5.2. Measurements of chert adzes 

Figure 5.3. Cross-sections of chert adzes
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Table 5.2. Measurements of complete chert adzes from the Su’ena excavations

Artefact 
Number

Length 
(mm)

Cutting edge 
width (mm)

Maximum 
width (mm)

Maximum 
thickness (mm) 

Weight 
(g)

A-1 64 40.07 42.05 21.54 63.24
A-2 54 36.83 37.15 20.08 39.96
A-44 41 27.37 27.37 14.75 15.56
A-50 39 16.24 21.94 16.99 13.71
A-54 41 26.68 26.68 16.36 14.64
A-56 41 22.14 22.14 10.65 8.15
A-61 49 28.34 28.34 12.64 15.24
A-63 67 36.98 47.08 20.64 69.62
A-72 43 28.47 29.57 15.46 17.77
A-91 32 18.10 20.04 11.22 6.26
A-99 43 25.38 30.47 13.07 17.20
A-100 45 18.12 20.07 12.15 9.32
A-101 46 19.91 21.26 13.71 10.12
A-129 47 27.03 28.73 11.58 11.87
A-134 26 20.02 21.82 7.47 3.90
A-163 51 25.72 28.33 15.93 21.56
A-188 52 35.12 38.68 18.17 36.16
A-221 34 23.26 25.93 9.34 7.58
A-249 49 22.44 26.97 15.29 19.04
A-250 45 29.88 34.60 16.72 22.31
A-282 40 20.82 21.65 14.17 11.51
A-346 48 26.20 29.04 18.45 22.21
A-357 48 26.96 28.87 17.24 24.86
A-358 28 20.34 20.34 9.15 4.80
A-381 59 33.92 33.92 20.68 37.59
A-426 42 29.34 29.34 10.24 12.20
A-431 49 32.32 33.05 20.60 27.65
A-467 45 21.71 21.71 15.21 11.97
A-468 41 29.22 29.22 13.55 15.48
A-470 54 27.42 29.69 12.59 19.99
A-487 46 21.99 22.73 14.65 14.75
A-488 38 22.07 24.92 14.59 12.53
A-495 59 31.54 31.54 17.13 32.64
A-514 45 31.02 31.02 16.90 18.39
A-517 47 26.12 26.12 18.26 23.70
A-554 40 27.42 27.42 14.20 14.42
A-701 41 30.89 30.89 15.94 15.95
A-702 50 27.97 31.91 15.67 21.48
A-703 36 24.60 26.09 14.45 12.44
A-704 34 27.99 27.99 7.69 7.22
A-706 34 25.22 26.07 12.20 9.79
A-707 37 21.56 22.44 12.11 10.67
A-708 57 30.64 32.04 16.64 29.53
A-710 46 26.74 28.73 13.52 18.22
A-712 40 27.61 27.61 14.15 11.60
A-713 38 24.51 26.27 15.17 11.44
A-714 45 17.29 22.14 18.49 17.25
A-715 33 20.93 20.93 11.68 5.73
A-717 39 24.77 24.77 11.54 11.83
A-719 33 16.32 19.83 8.45 5.32
A-720 36 22.97 23.78 11.91 8.12
A-28 36 22.22 22.59 9.49 7.10
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Figure 5.6 shows the relationship between adze length and 
width. Plano-convex, triangular and trapezoidal cross sec-
tion occurred in approximately equal numbers in the as-
semblage, while lenticular forms were comparatively rare 
with only two complete examples (A-61 and A-708), both 
produced from a non-river bed source. The trapezoidal 
and triangular cross-section specimens were fairly con-
sistent in size and weight and were most commonly made 
from the non-water rolled material.

The problem with making adzes out of chert is that the 
material is brittle so the adzes need to be relatively thicker 
than basalt adzes in order to withstand the shock of im-
pact. We note that the largest adzes in the assemblage were 
mainly made from cobbles and cobble adzes are thicker 
on average than flake adzes (Figure 5.7). It is possible that 
cross-section also relates to the strength of an adze and 

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the association between cross-
sections and various size dimensions.

Preforms produced from non-water rolled flake blanks 
were generally created by lateral trimming, with the proxi-
mal end of the flake (containing the bulb of percussion) 
forming the body of the adze. Bevels were created by re-
moving flakes laterally at what would become the cutting 
edge of the adze (Harrison 1931: 426; Ross 1970: 416; Ward 
1976: 176–177). Although both Harrison (1931: 429), and 
Ward (1976: 176) suggested that hammer dressing was part 
of the manufacturing process, Dodd (1998: 62–63) ques-
tioned this, arguing that the stippling that characterises 
hammer dressing was actually the result of water-rolling, 
and noting that episodes of flaking appeared to post-date 
the apparent hammer-dressing, an inversion of the normal 
chain of manufacturing events.
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Figure 5.5. Histogram of chert adze width of cutting edge (complete specimens)
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Retouch was noted on 67 of the adzes (Dodd 1998: 38). 
This was common on the sides and the butt end of the face, 
and finishing flakes were observed on the back of every 
complete tool, probably to help hold the haft or binding 
(see also Ross 1970: 416 on Malaitan adzes). As would be 
expected on such a brittle material, edge damage was com-
mon on the face and bevel of all the adzes. Dodd (1998: 42, 
61, 67) reported the highest degree of lateral breakage on 
tools made from cobble blanks and suggested that cob-
bles may have been inferior to other chert sources. Repair 
and refurbishment flaking is apparent on several of the 
adzes, although Dodd (1998: 39–40) noted that repair is 
difficult to identify as blade rejuvenation was achieved by 
flaking a new cutting edge from the existing bevel. Gup-
py (1887: 78) reported that some of the tools on Uki had 
been ‘re-fashioned after lying disused for ages’ and Dodd 
(1998: 39–40) identified this practice on a number of adzes 
that exhibited fresh flakes removed from a patinated sur-
face. He  also observed some evidence of adze repair, and 
identified two adzes that had been recycled as hammer 
stones (Dodd 1998: 36, 63–64).

Adze function

Ivens (1931: 424) reported chert adzes being used on Ul-
awa for large-scale tasks such as making canoe planks 
and building houses, as well as for household tasks such 
as the manufacture of wooden food-bowls, fishing floats 
and for carving wooden figures. In his study of adze use 
in the Baegu region of inland northern Malaita, Ross’s in-
formants reported that adzes were used for garden clear-
ance, woodworking and as ‘close-in shock’ weapons (Ross 
1970: 416). In fact, while one could clearly use an adze as 
a weapon, it is extremely unlikely that they were ever de-
signed for that purpose. Ivens stressed that the tools were 
adzes and not axes, and would have been hafted in the 
same manner that Ulawans hafted modern steel tools:

...fastened onto a hook-shaped piece of wood cut out 
in the solid from a tree, the handle being composed 
of a section of a branch, and the shorter piece for the 
attachment of the adze being a section of the tree from 
which the branch projects (Ivens 1931: 423).

Chert is not as tough a material as other stone types com-
monly used for adzes, and these tools were reported to 
have been hafted relatively loosely, to reduce the chance 
of damage to the blade (Ward 1976b: 178).

other chert artefacts

Chert flakes, chips, debitage and broken tools were re-
trieved from every area of the site. A total of 516 bags con-
taining 102 kg of unidentified stone material was brought 
back to New Zealand for study. Initial examination of the 
bags suggested that much of the material represented 
flakes and debitage from adze manufacture. Upon closer 
examination, however, it was clear that the assemblage 
also contained a small number of tools, cores and some 
worked flakes. The first aim of the lithic study was to sort 

this material into basic artefact categories. Because of the 
size of the assemblage a 15% sample was selected for de-
tailed study. Eleven of the 1 × 1 m excavation units were 
selected, and from these units every stone piece was exam-
ined and assigned to a particular artefact category (Figure 
5.10). These categories are defined as follows:

Chert artefact categories

Flakes. Following standard archaeological practice (e.g. 
Andrefsky 1998; Crabtree 1972) a flake is defined as any 
detached piece of stone that contains a bulb of percussion 
and a striking platform. In an archaeological assemblage 
it is common for flakes to be broken in which case only a 
portion of the bulb of percussion might be present and the 
striking platform may even be entirely absent although its 
presence is always implied.

Flake tools. Flake tools are defined here simply as any flake 
(see above) which has evidence of either deliberate or inci-
dental modification to one or more of its edges. Deliberate 
retouch through micro-flaking is the result of a flake being 
modified to fulfil a particular purpose as a tool. Incidental 
modification occurs as a result of edge damage that occurs 
when a flake is used to work some other material. It is 
sometimes difficult to distinguish accidental from deliber-
ate modification of a flake edge so in this study any flake 
with such damage is classified as a flake tool reflecting the 
fact that it was used, or modified with the intention of be-
ing used, to work some other material.

Drill points. Drill points are flakes that have been bilater-
ally retouched to form a tapered point. Drill points are 
parts of composite tools and, according to ethnographic 
accounts, were mainly used for working wood and shell. 
One of their most common uses in the Eastern Triangle 
was for the production of shell money (Goto 1996; Ivens 
1927: 390; Ivens 1931: 424): 390). Ivens reports his inform-
ants telling him that drill points were once used by canoe 
makers, but also reports that they had been replaced by 
‘gimlets and bits’ by the time of his visits (Ivens 1927: 150).

Cores. Cores are blocky masses of stone from which flakes 
have been struck. During flake tool manufacture the core 
is the raw material from which a sequence of flakes are 
struck and it is discarded once it reduces beyond a certain 
size. Some of the cores are the result of flake production, 
but the Su’ena assemblage is primarily an adze working 
assemblage and some of the objects recorded as cores may 
be the result of adze production where the raw material 
has been discarded before it has reached the stage of being 
identifiable as a preform (below).

Preforms. These are flakes or cores that have been further 
reduced in order to form an adze. Preforms are an early 
stage in adze production where the flaking has shaped the 
stone to the point where the cutting edge can be added, 
attachment areas modified and the edges and bevel can be 
shaped to their final form by micro-flaking.
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Blades. Blades are flakes with a prismatic cross section and 
are at least twice as long as they are wide.

Debitage. Debitage is waste material resulting from the 
reduction process. Debitage pieces do not possess the di-
agnostic qualities of flakes (bulb of percussion and strik-
ing platform). Each flaking event will remove a single flake 
and often several pieces of debitage.

results and discussion

Almost 4000 pieces of chert were examined from the sam-
pled excavation units and each piece was assigned to one 
of the above categories (Table 5.3).

Flakes

Flakes were the most abundant artefact in every excava-
tion unit. In total 2018 flakes were recovered in the sample 
units and only 15 of these showed any sign of edge modi-
fication or damage indicating their use as tools. This is a 
strong indication that the production of flakes was not 
the primary goal of the reduction process and that the 
most likely explanation is that they were a by-product of 
adze production. About 40% of the flakes contained cortex 
suggesting that many of the adzes were made of raw mate-
rial which had been brought onto the site. The flakes were 

small; the mean length was 25 mm, the mean width was 23 
mm. Figure 5.11 displays the relationship between length 
and width and shows that the flakes were highly variable 
in shape, with a tendency to squareness. The distribution 
of weight class is shown in Figure 5.12. This suggests trim-
ming and shaping of preforms, or the production of pre-
forms from small cobbles rather than the production of 
preforms from larger non-cobble pieces. In the latter case 
more larger flakes would be expected, along with a much 
greater proportion of debitage. The very low ratio of deb-
itage to flakes suggests very controlled flaking such as we 
might expect late in the production process.

Flake Tools

Flake tools were not common in the assemblage and most 
were examples of flakes that have been used opportunisti-
cally, showing some degree of retouch or use wear along 
their edges (Figure 5.13).

Drill Points

Four drill points were identified from the sample squares, 
and an additional three were catalogued during the exca-
vation (Figure 5.14). These were mostly manufactured on 
elongated flakes with the bulb located at the proximal end 
of the drill-point.

Figure 5.10. Photo showing range of chert artefact forms recovered from the excavation
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Table 5.3. Counts of chert artefacts recovered from Areas 1–3

Area Depth Blade Core Drill Point Flake Flake Tool Hammer Stone Preform Debitage Total

Area 1
Layer 1 16 45 401 6 3 67 538
Layer 2 3 2 42 1 5 53

Area 2 Layer 2 9 21 1 252 8 5 69 365

Area 3
Zone A 32 3 301 2 361 699
Zone B 39 409 1 436 886
Zone C 65 2 598 1 4 716 1388

Total 28 204 6 2003 15 1 15 1654 3929
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Cores

After flakes, cores were the most abundant category of 
chert artefact retrieved from the excavation. A total of 204 
cores were identified, ranging in weight from 1 gram to 230 
grams. The heavier examples (over 100 grams) were cob-
bles that had a number flakes struck off them, and were 
likely discarded or abandoned before being turned into 
adzes.

Preforms

Eighteen preforms were recovered from the excavation; 
three from Area 1, eight from Area 2, and seven from Area 
3 (Figure 5.15). The majority were manufactured from 
flakes, several still exhibiting a partial or complete bulb of 
percussion which was always on the face (non-bevel side) 
of the tool. The preforms did not exceed 45 mm, which is 
approximately the average length of complete adzes from 
Su’ena. The Su’ena chert adzes were not, on the whole, well 
finished which meant that the only real difference between 

Figure 5.13. Flake tool showing areas of wear

Figure 5.14. Examples of chert drill points recovered from the Su’ena excavations
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a preform and a finished adze was the presence of a prop-
erly formed bevel. The preforms can be divided into three 
classes based on the likely reason for their discard. These 
are; abandoned preforms, rejected preforms and broken 
preforms.

Abandoned preforms. These are preforms which require 
only minor work in the form of bevel or cutting edge 
preparation in order to be finished. Since these preforms 
were neither damaged or contained any obvious flaws that 
might prevent their completion, it is likely that they were 

discarded accidently. Seven examples of abandoned pre-
forms were found in the sampled units. Two of these con-
tained cortex, although not to such an extent that it would 
need to be removed to make the adze usable.

Rejected preforms. Two preforms appear to have been dis-
carded because they were reduced to the point where it 
would not be possible to form a bevel by the lateral strik-
ing of a flake. These tools may have found further use as 
scraping tools.

Figure 5.15. Examples of chert adze preforms recovered from the Su’ena excavations
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Broken preforms. These are preforms that broke during 
manufacture, usually through transverse fracture. Many 
of the breaks were close to the cutting edge suggesting 
that fracture may have occurred during bevel formation. 
But transverse fracture was not always the result of bevel 
formation as two examples exhibit a fully formed cutting 
edge. These two examples appear to have broken during 
the reduction of the thickness of the tool. These preforms 
exhibit some degree of retouch along their cutting edges, 
most likely an attempt to recycle the preforms as scraping 
or cutting implements.

Blades

Twenty eight blades were recovered from the sampled 
units. Tools described as ‘blades’ are often associated with 
butchering but it is possible that some of these tools were 
used as scrapers, perhaps for working wood or fibre. The 
Su’ena blades were small, not exceeding 60 mm in length. 
Two of the blades (A-94 and A-120) were catalogued in 
the field as ‘flake knives’. A-94 was a large example 55 mm 
in length, retouched along one edge and with an irregular 
cross-section. This example was broken as the result of 
a transverse fracture and, although still functional, was 
clearly reworked from a larger tool. The A-120 blade ex-
hibited retouch along one edge.

Debitage

Around 3.3 kg of material was identified as debitage.

changes through time in chert use

Since the chert in the Su’ena assemblage was apparently all 
imported it provides a potential record of several hundred 
years of exchange behaviour in the Eastern Triangle. Green 
(1976) has already suggested that there was a post-Lapita 
contraction in chert trade in the southeast Solomon Is-
lands. He argued that following the decline in Lapita ex-
change, chert distribution may have become restricted to 
Ulawa, Uki, Makira, Santa Ana and Santa Catalina in the 
Eastern Triangle, and to the linguistically related groups 
on Nggela, Guadalcanal and Malaita. If access to chert in 
Uki changed through time we might expect to see changes 
in stone working practices reflecting availability. For ex-
ample Irwin and Holdaway (1996) and Sheppard (1993) 
report changes in obsidian use on the South Papuan Coast 
and Reef-Santa Cruz Islands as access to long-distance 
supplies declined. In these places economising practices 
were introduced which were reflected archaeologically 
in a decline in the mean weight, length and thickness of 
obsidian flakes and cores, and an increase in the number 
of scars per discarded core. Put simply, as access to raw 
material dried up, people tended to use it more economi-
cally and discard it less casually. The above studies were 
directed at flake tool assemblages where cores were be-
ing used as raw material for flake production. The Su’ena 
stone tool industry was based on the production of adzes 
so declining availability would most likely be seen in a 
decrease in adze size as smaller cores were used, and as 

broken adzes were recycled. Table 5.4 below summarises 
the length and weight of adzes from the three stratigraphic 
zones in Area 3. There is no significant variation in the size 
range of adzes that might suggest any changes in resource 
availability, although the later artefacts, those from Zone 
A, are more variable in size.

Table 5.4. Length (mm) and weight (g) of adzes from the 
three stratigraphic zones in Area 3.

Artefact No. Length (mm) Weight (g)
Zone A
A-1 63.78 63.24
A-2 53.66 39.96
A-44 41.20 15.56
A-50 38.75 13.71
A-54 40.51 14.64
A-56 40.88 8.15
A-61 48.70 15.24
A-63 67.09 69.62
A-72 43.46 17.77
A-91 32.45 6.26
A-99 42.83 17.20
A-100 44.76 9.32
A-101 45.56 10.12
A-129 46.66 11.87
A-134 25.66 3.90
A-163 50.74 21.56
A-221 34.20 7.58
Zone B
A-188 51.80 36.16
A-249 49.16 19.04
A-250 44.65 22.31
A-282 40.12 11.51
A-346 48.36 22.21
A-357 47.82 24.86
A-358 28.26 4.80
A-381 58.53 37.59
A-706 33.85 9.79
A-712 39.52 11.60
A-719 32.93 5.32
A-720 36.49 8.12
Zone C
A-426 42.45 12.20
A-431 49.30 27.65
A-467 44.74 11.97
A-468 41.26 15.48
A-470 54.12 19.99
A-488 37.89 12.53
A-495 58.97 32.64
A-514 44.88 18.39
A-517 46.52 23.70
A-701 40.87 15.95
A-702 50.10 21.48
A-703 35.83 12.44
A-704 34.35 7.22
A-707 36.91 10.67
A-708 56.58 29.53
A-710 45.72 18.22
A-715 32.62 5.73
A-717 39.26 11.83
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If, as argued above, much of the raw material coming to 
the site was in the form of water rolled cobbles, we might 
also expect to see less cortex on flakes if fewer cobbles 
were arriving at Su’ena and more adzes were being recy-
cled. To test this the flakes were sorted into three groups 
according to the amount of cortex present as follows:

Primary flakes. Removed at the beginning of the reduc-
tion sequence these decortication flakes have their entire 
dorsal surface covered in cortex.

Secondary flakes. Following the primary decortication the 
next set of flakes start the preform shaping phase and will 
have small patches of cortex present.

Tertiary flakes. These flakes are removed during the final 
working of the preform and contain no cortex whatsoever.

Table 5.5 shows the percentages of the three flake classes by 
stratigraphic zone and again, there is little evidence for any 
significant change in the manner of chert use over time.

ground stone adzes and chisels

Although chert is the preferred material for adze produc-
tion in the Eastern Triangle stone adzes made of volcanic 
and metamorphic rocks occur in small numbers in a num-
ber of sites. During his work on Ulawa Ward (1976: 179) 
reported adzes of metamorphic rock that he suggested 
might have been imported as finished tools from Marau 
Sound on Guadalcanal. Eighteen examples of meta-basalt 
adzes, adze fragments and chisels were retrieved from 
the Su’ena excavation (Table 5.6). The complete adzes are 
mostly comparable in size to the larger of the chert adz-
es in the assemblage, ranging from 28 mm to 76 mm in 
length (Figure 5.16). These are relatively small in compari-
son with the eleven ground stone adzes collected by Hen-
dren (1976: 159) from Ulawa, which ranged in size from 51 
mm to 140 mm in length. The cross-sections of the adzes 
and chisels are predominantly quadrangular, plano-convex 
and lenticular, and most are fully ground on all sides (Ta-
ble 5.6). Several fragments found on the site suggest that 
much larger adzes, with different cross-sections were also 
present. There is no evidence in the form of flakes or deb-
itage for the manufacture of non-chert adzes at the site.

Ivens (1931: 423–424) suggested that ‘basalt’ adzes or ‘celts’ 
superseded the use of chert adzes and were introduced 
comparatively recently to Malaita and adjacent islands 
in the Eastern Triangle. This is contradicted by Ross 
(1970: 416) who noted that the local people of Malaita were 
wholly unaware of the origin of  ‘basalt’ adzes, which would 
suggest a much earlier introduction. Ross (1970: 418) sug-
gested that polished adzes were complimentary to chert 
adzes and were traded in to Malaita until trade ceased 
around the mid to late nineteenth century after which steel 
tools replaced both. The meta-basalt adzes recovered from 
the Su’ena excavation indicate that this technology was 

Table 5.5. Quantities of different flake classes recovered from 
each of the three stratigraphic zones of Area 3 (n, %)

Primary Secondary Tertiary

ZONE No. % No. % No. %

A 39 5.8 235 34.9 399 59.3

B 31 6.9 133 29.6 286 63.6

C 16 4.7 104 30.7 219 64.6

Table 5.6. Location of non-chert stone tools recovered from the Su’ena excavations

Artefact No. Location Depth Type Condition Cross-section Surface Area Ground

A-36 O-58 Layer 1 Adze Fragment - Blade end Quadrangular All, except breakage
A-42 Q-55 Layer 1 Adze Complete Plano-convex All, except poll
A-47 Q-55 Layer 1 Adze Some Damage Quadrangular All, except poll and damaged areas
A-66 RR-53 Surface Adze Complete Quadrangular All surfaces
A-75 N-44 Layer 2 Adze Some Damage Quadrangular All, except poll and damaged areas
A-108 TT-45 Zone A Adze Complete Plano-convex All surfaces
A-353 TT-46 Zone B Chisel Fragment - Poll Circular All, except breakage
A-363 XX-45 Zone C Chisel Complete Lenticular All, except poll
A-371 TT-46 Zone B Adze Fragment Unknown Unbroken areas
A-372 TT-46 Zone B Adze Fragment - Poll Plano-convex Unbroken areas
A-390 WW-44 Zone C Adze Fragment - Blade end Lenticular Unbroken areas
A-429 TT-44 Zone C Chisel Fragment - Blade end Plano-convex All, except breakage
A-458 XX-45 Zone C Adze Complete Plano-convex All surfaces
A-502 VV-46 Zone C Adze Fragment - Poll Quadrangular All surfaces
A-506 XX-46 Zone C Chisel Complete Quadrangular All, except poll
A-528 UU-46 Zone C Adze Fragment - Blade end Plano-convex All, except breakage
A-540 XX-44 Zone C Adze Some Damage Plano-convex All, except poll and damaged areas
A-549 RR-46 Zone C Adze Complete Quadrangular All, except poll
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available from the earliest occupation onwards, and that 
meta-basalt and chert tools were used concurrently. The 
majority of meta-basalt adzes recovered from Area 3 were 
from Zones C and B, with later examples mainly restricted 
to Areas 1 and 2 (Table 5.6).

There have been no sourcing studies yet carried out on 
volcanic stone adzes from the Eastern Triangle but there 
is a suggestion that at least some adzes may have been 

Figure 5.16. Examples of meta-basalt stone adzes recovered from the Su’ena excavations

imported from Samoan sources. One adze collected from 
the surface of SB-9-4 (formerly BB-8-4), (Na Mugha), Ma-
kira by Green (1976e: Fig. 40c) was made from an olivine 
and biotite bearing stone. The mineral biotite has not 
been identified in Solomon Islands’ volcanic stone and 
is more suggestive of an origin in Polynesia (Campbell 
2008: 429–431). Campbell compared the Na Mugha sam-
ple to a sample from a basalt source at Leone on Tutuila, 
American Samoa and observed them to be petrographi-
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cally indistinguishable in thin section. The adze was also 
included in a study by Best et al. (1992) which used xrf to 
characterise basalt artefacts and geological samples from 
the Pacific. The geochemistry of the Makira adze grouped 
it with a number of other adzes that sourced to the Tataga 
Matau quarry at Leone, confirming the results of the pet-
rographic work (Best et al. 1992). The Makira adze is just 
one sample in a much larger study, and more investigation 
will need to be carried out to determine if there was in 
fact any link between Samoa and the Eastern Triangle, or 
if there were other sources for the stone that have not yet 
been considered.

hammer stones, nut crackers, sinkers

Many materials were used as hammer stones, nut crack-
ers and sinkers at the Su’ena site. Due to their similarity 
in form, and potential identification problems, these are 
presented together. The majority of these artefacts were 
found within Area 3, Zone C and towards the base of Zone 
B. Ten hammer stones were identified from the excava-
tion, most of which were catalogued as they were exca-
vated, although one chert example was retrieved in the 
laboratory sort (Figure 5.17). Although the author (rg) 
originally described these artefacts as hammer stones for 
working chert, he also acknowledged the possibility that 
some of them may have been used in the same fashion for 
processing Canarium nuts. Hammer stones were gener-

ally made of chert or volcanic stone pebbles, small cob-
bles or blocks, and most exhibit bruising at the ends, or 
over greater areas of the surface. Due to the small size of 
the adzes, it is not surprising that the size of some of the 
hammer stones is similarly small. The smallest examples, 
A-481, (41 × 22 mm), A-564 (39 × 29 mm) and A-399 (32 
× 24 mm), all exhibit a degree of bruising at their ends, 
while still maintaining a rounded shape. Larger examples 
include a chert cobble 109 mm long, with flake scaring 
and bruising at both ends (A-13), and a irregularly shaped 
meta-basalt cobble 127 mm in length that was broken at 
both ends (A-211).

Eighteen pebbles or small cobbles with flat facets or shal-
low grooving, with little obvious evidence of bruising are 
interpreted as line sinkers (Figure 5.18). These were most-
ly made of meta-basalt, although some were rendered in 
sandstone (A-536) and chert (A-531).

Two moderate sized cobbles, A-266 and A-380 have small 
basin-like depressions on their front and back, and similar 
depressions on their ends and sides (Figure 5.19). These 
are likely to have been anvil stones for processing Canar-
ium nut, and as both of their ends suggest, were possibly 
also used as hammer stones for the same task. Such arte-
facts are quite common throughout much of the Solomon 
Islands.

Figure 5.17. Examples of hammer stones recovered from the Su’ena excavations
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Figure 5.18. Examples of line sinkers recovered from the Su’ena excavations

Abraders

Thirty-four abraders made in a variety of materials were 
also recovered from Su’ena. During the excavation local 
residents working on the site provided the author (rg) 
with a number of translations and identifications of the 
materials. Most of the abraders were made of a light fine-

grained pumice (hau manumanu), although examples in 
black, coarse-grained pumice (hau sainipo), sandstone 
(hau mea), metamorphic rocks (hau kala) and meta-ba-
salt (hau maraua) were also present (Figure 5.20). Pum-
ice abraders took a variety of forms and do not seem to 
have been specifically shaped for their tasks. Some of the 
meta-basalt and metamorphic examples, however, appear 

Figure 5.19. Examples of anvil stones recovered from the Su’ena excavations
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Figure 5.20. Examples of pumice artefacts recovered from the Su’ena excavations

to have been shaped into more formal tools (e.g. A-506). 
In fact, few of the pumice examples show convincing signs 
of use and may have been collected as a source of abrasion 
powder used for smoothing wooden implements, a prac-
tice observed by Guppy (1887: 76). The pumice examples 
with clear use-patterning (e.g. A-52, A-398) exhibit a flat-
tened face or faces and were probably used to work wood 
or shell. Most pumice abraders were of a relatively small 
size, usually not exceeding 100 mm in length. The largest 
example was A-84, a large grinding stone of hard, black 
pumice with dimensions of 210 × 140 × 70 mm and with 
a use-wear depression on one surface. The black variety of 
pumice was denser than the light variety, and would have 
been more suitable for heavier tasks.
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A number of artefacts manufactured from shell and bone 
were recovered from Su’ena, as well as some European 
artefacts in glass and metal. Most of these were identi-
fied during excavation although a small number were re-
covered in the sieves. Several additional specimens were 
found during the laboratory sorting of faunal and lithic 
samples in the Otago Archaeology Laboratories. A body 
of material from the original excavations was accessioned 
into the Solomon Islands National Museum in the 1970s 
where it was mounted for display. Some of this material 
was later sent on loan to the author (rW) for further study 
at the University of Otago.

The first analysis of the non-lithic artefacts focussed on the 
personal ornaments and some of the smaller tool classes 
and was carried out at the University of Auckland by Mary 
Newman under the supervision of the author (rg) (New-
man 1975). Further work was carried out at the University 
of Otago by Walter. The personal ornaments include deco-
rated and undecorated shell arm rings, perforated animal 
teeth and cowrie shells, pendants, shell money units and 
shell inlay pieces. Found throughout the stratigraphic 
zones many of these items are directly comparable to eth-
nographically described pieces and provide, along with 
the chert assemblage, further insight into the nature and 
chronology of the Eastern Triangle culture area.

Newman’s work on the shell artefacts focused on the deco-
rative systems which she compared with museum speci-
mens and published examples of material culture from 
Arosi, Makira, Ulawa, Sa’a and Malaita. Her work contrib-
uted to the definition of the southeast Solomon Island art 
style that emerged from the writings of ethnographers 
such as Davenport (1962, 1968; 1971) Guppy (1887) Ivens 
(1927), Fox (1924) and Bernatzik (1936), and which was 
further developed in the work of the SSicHp team mem-
bers Sidney Mead (Mead 1973a) and Mick Kaschko (1976).

Shell arm rings

A total of 159 arm ring fragments were recovered from 
Su’ena. The majority were made of Trochus with a small 

number in Tridacna and Conus. Although no complete 
specimens were recovered, the original diameter of the 
rings was estimated using a rim chart. The rings ranged 
from 60 to 100 mm in diameter with a mean of 79.1 mm 
(Table 6.1). Trochus arm rings were usually flat and quad-
rangular in cross section and appear to have been pro-
duced in the same way as proposed for similar examples 
from the Admiralty Islands (Ohnemus 1998: 68–70). Indi-
vidual turns of the cone were broken off and then ground 
smooth, most likely with sandstone and water, or with a 
coral abrader. Bernatzik (1936: 50) observed that Trochus 
was relatively easy to work compared with Tridacna and 
Conus, which may account for the preference for Trochus 
as a material for ring manufacture.

In addition to broken portions of finished artefacts, a 
small number of worked portions of Trochus shell were 
identified that appear to have been in the process of being 
fashioned into arm rings.

Most of the arm ring fragments (n = 128) were undeco-
rated but 31 (20 %) of the Trochus examples contained 
decoration (Figure 6.1). Other than the presence of the 
designs, there was no apparent difference in form between 
the decorated and undecorated specimens. The decora-
tions consisted of fine incisions on the outer surface that 
were probably cut using a sharp flake of chert. Newman 
(1975) carried out an analysis of the design system drawing 
not only on the Su’ena specimens, but also on examples of 
decoration found on arm rings from the Eastern Triangle 
housed in the Auckland Institute and Museum and the 
Otago Museum in New Zealand (Table 6.2). The Newman 
system was based on a linguistic metaphor for design 
analysis which was influenced by the work of Mead (1973) 
on Lapita decoration. We follow the Newman system here 
with some modification, particularly of terminology.

the arm ring design system

The Newman (1975) model of arm ring design is based on 
the identification of a series of rules that govern the place-
ment of basic design elements to build up motifs within a 
design field. The principles of motif construction, and the 
rules governing their application to the ring surface are 

Chapter 6: Non-lithic Assemblages
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ID No. Area Material Zone Dia. Dec.

A-104 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 50 N
A-105 Area 3 Conus Zone A 35 N
A-124 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 100 N
A-132 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-140 Area 3 Trochus Surface – N
A-141 Area 3 Trochus Surface – N
A-147 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 60 Y
A-149 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 60 N
A-151 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 100 N
A-152 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-153 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-155 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-156 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 100 N
A-158 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-159 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 60 Y
A-160 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 60 Y
A-161 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 70 N
A-162 Area 3 Conus Zone C 50 N
A-167 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-168 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N

A-17
NW of 
Village

Trochus Surface 80 N

A-175 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 80 Y
A-176 Area 3 Trochus Zone A – N
A-177 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 90 N
A-185 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-198 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 90 N
A-205 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 80 Y
A-207 Area 3 Conus Zone A 50 N
A-210 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 70 Y
A-213 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 70 Y
A-217 Area 3 Conus Zone A 60 N
A-219 Area 3 Conus Zone A 60 N
A-224 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 80 N
A-225 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 80 N
A-227 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 80 Y
A-228 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 Y
A-229 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-230 Area 3 Trochus Zone B – N
A-231 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-232 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-233 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 90 Y
A-239 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-240 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 30 Y
A-241 Area 3 Conus Zone C 70 N
A-253 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 Y
A-255 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-256 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 Y
A-259 Area 3 Conus Zone B 70 N
A-262 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-263 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-264 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-267 Area 3 Trochus Zone B – N
A-268 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N

ID No. Area Material Zone Dia. Dec.

A-269 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 100 N
A-272 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-273 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-274 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-275 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 60 N
A-278 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-281 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 Y
A-283 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-287 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 100 Y
A-293 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-296 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-297 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-299 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-300 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 Y
A-302 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 Y
A-306 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-307 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-308 Area 3 Trochus Zone B – N
A-309 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 Y
A-310 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 Y
A-311 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 100 Y
A-312 Area 3 Tridacna Zone B 110 N
A-316 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-318 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-319 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-321 Area 3 Trochus Zone B – N
A-321 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-322 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-329 Area 3 Trochus Zone B – N
A-331 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-332 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-333 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-335 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-336 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-337 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 100 N
A-340 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-341 Area 3 Conus Zone B 40 N
A-344 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-345 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-347 Area 3 Trochus Zone B – N
A-352 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 100 N
A-361 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-367 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-368 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-368 Area 3 Trochus Zone B – Y
A-374 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-376 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-383 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-384 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-385 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-386 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 Y
A-388 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 70 N
A-389 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 Y
A-395 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 80 N

Table 6.1. Measurements of shell arm rings recovered from the Su’ena excavations (Dia = diameter in mm, Dec = decorated)
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ID No. Area Material Zone Dia. Dec.

A-396 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 N
A-397 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 100 N
A-401 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-402 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 90 Y
A-407 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 80 N
A-408 Area 3 Trochus Zone C – N
A-409 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 80 N
A-414 Area 3 Trochus Zone C – N
A-415 Area 3 Trochus Zone C – N
A-417 Area 3 Trochus Zone B 80 N
A-427 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 70 N
A-428 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 70 N
A-433 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 100 N
A-434 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 70 N
A-439 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 80 Y
A-440 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 60 N
A-447 Area 3 Conus Zone C 50 N
A-449 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 90 N
A-453 Area 3 Conus Zone C N
A-457 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 90 N
A-462 Area 3 Tridacna Zone C 130 N
A-470 Area 3 Trochus Zone C – N
A-472 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 50 Y
A-477 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 60 N
A-479 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 70 N
A-484 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 70 N
A-485 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 70 N
A-486 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 80 N
A-489 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 100 N
A-491 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 100 Y
A-499 Area 3 Trochus Zone C – N
A-509 Area 3 Trochus Zone C – N
A-510 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 100 N
A-511 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 80 N
A-513 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 90 N
A-518 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 90 N
A-519 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 70 N
A-520 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 60 N
A-529 Area 3 Tridacna Zone C 120 N
A-537 Area 3 Trochus Zone C – Y
A-538 Area 3 Trochus Zone C – N
A-552 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 90 N
A-553 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 70 Y
A-556 Area 3 Trochus Zone C – N
A-557 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 80 Y
A-558 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 70 N
A-561 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 80 N
A-562 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 100 N
A-567 Area 3 Trochus Zone C 80 N
A-97 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 80 N
A-98 Area 3 Trochus Zone A 80 N
– – Trochus – 80 Y

Table 6.1. Continued

Figure 6.1. Examples of decorated arm rings showing range 
of motifs

described below.

Definitions and terminology

Design-field. The portion of the arm ring which is deco-
rated. This is usually the entire outer face of the arm ring, 
although one ethnographic specimen from the Otago Mu-
seum (d29.5537) was observed with decoration on three 
faces.

Element. The element is the smallest unit of decoration 
and consists of an incised line in a particular orientation. 
The element is defined here simply for the purpose of con-
sistency, it is never used alone but always in systematic 
combinations which make up the motif.

Motif. A motif is defined as the basic unit of design. Each 
motif may be made up of several smaller elements but this 
combination of elements is systematically manipulated as 
a single unit. Motifs may be used singly, in repetition, or 
in combination with other motifs to create a design-unit 
or pattern. The full inventory of motifs found in the arm 
rings (both from Su’ena and the museum assemblages) is 
shown in Figure 6.2.

Design-unit. The overall design or pattern is built up by 
combining motifs. Sometimes a design is broken into two 
or more units which are separated by a gap. These design-
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units are identical and are made up of a repeated motif, 
sometimes with a zone-marker at each end.

Zone-marker. A particular motif which is used to mark off 
the end of a design-unit.

Design or pattern. The combination of motifs which deco-
rate the entire design field. This is either a combination of 
repeated motifs or repeated design-units. Newman identi-
fied 45 motifs (m1–45) overall, 23 of which were present on 
the ethnographic specimens, 32 which were present on the 
archaeological specimens from Su’ena, and 10 common to 
both assemblages (Table 6.2).

Rules governing the application of motifs to the design 
field

Three basic principles were adhered to in decorating the 
design field (Newman 1975: 21–22):

Symmetry. There was strong attention to symmetry when 
building up a design. Sometimes a single motif was re-
peated to create the entire design. This was more common 
in the ethnographic specimens while the prehistoric speci-
mens tended to use a combination of motifs in one arm 
ring (e.g. A-233 and A-491, Figure 6.1). When design-units 
were used they were used in combinations with gaps and 
zone-markers so that the entire design was symmetrical.

Formal completion. Each design or design-unit was for-
mally completed or closed using a zone-marker. Some-
times a straight line (m1, Figure 6.2) was used by itself, or 
repeated two or more times.

Space filling. The involved the incising of close parallel 
lines along the top and bottom edges of the design field 
as a form of space filling. This may have been a way of 
accentuating the motif, similar to blackening the space or 
removing material to create a design in relief; a technique 
used in carving and painting (Newman 1975: Fig 4).

Symbols and meaning

Some motifs or sets of motifs have associated cultural 
meanings and are found in other forms of art and mate-
rial culture, such as tattooing and wood carving.

The frigate bird. Representations of the frigate (or the bend 
or elbow in the bird’s wing) are one of the most common 
and recognisable motifs in the art of the region. There they 
appear in contexts that are often associated with the boni-
to and with initiation rites associated with the practice of 
catching bonito (Ivens 1927: 83–84). The frigate bird motif 
can be seen in motifs m7–m11.

The nut hoi ni elite. This lozenge shape is known as a hoi 
elite and represents the nut of the Terminalia catappa. It is 
a motif found tattooed on peoples foreheads throughout 
the southeast Solomon Islands (regardless of rank or gen-
der) (Ivens 1927: 83). This motif can be seen in m44.

Table 6.2. Motifs on the Museum and archaeological arm 
ring specimens

Motifs
Present on 
museum 

specimens

Present on 
prehistoric 
specimens 
from su’ena

Both

1 × × ×
2 ×
3 × × ×
4 ×
5 ×
6 × × ×
7 × × ×
8 × × ×
9 ×
10 × × ×
11 ×
12 ×
13 × × ×
14 ×
15 ×
16 ×
17 ×
18 ×
19 ×
20 ×
21 ×
22 × × ×
23 ×
24 ×
25 ×
26 ×
27 ×
28 ×
29 ×
30 ×
31 ×
32 ×
33 ×
34 ×
35 ×
36 ×
37 ×
38 ×
39 ×
40 ×
41 × × ×
42 × × ×
43 ×
44 ×
45 ×
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The snake. This is a single or double chevron thought to 
represent the snake and its movement. This can be seen in 
m11 and m13 (double chevron), m17 and m18 (single chev-

Figure 6.2. Chart of arm ring motifs based on Newman (1975)
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ron), and in various other forms such as m12, m19 and 
m31. A broken chevron is present in many of the motifs 
(e.g. m20–30).
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Variation in the application of design – Su’ena and the 
ethnographic collections

A comparison between the Su’ena rings and those in the 
museum collections demonstrates that they are part of a 
shared art tradition with common rules and principles 
governing the decorative system. It is reasonable to sup-
pose also, that the symbols and meaning of the motifs 
were also shared. But there are also differences between 
the Su’ena and the ethnographic examples that illustrate 
the historical development of the decorative system and, 
more importantly, of the symbolic and ideological systems 
from which the decorative system emerges.

First, we note subtle differences in the application of the 
three design principles identified (Newman 1975: 22). 
Space filling is present in the Su’ena assemblage (e.g. A-491, 
Figure 6.1) but the strict attention to symmetry observed 
in the ethnographic examples was not identified to the 
same extent in the archaeological collections. Newman 
(1975b: 22) also points out that only straight lines were 
used as zone markers on the Su’ena specimens when the 
motif changed (e.g. A-233, Figure 6.1).

There are also interesting differences in the selection of 
motifs. Frigate bird motifs are well represented in the eth-
nographic specimens but only two motifs (m7 and m10) 
appear in the earliest levels of the site (Table 6.3) (New-
man 1975: 24).

The lozenge motif (m44) is not present in the prehistoric 
specimens (Newman 1975: 24). The use of the chevron is 
also different between the Su’ena and museum specimens. 
The double line chevron which is very common in the 
ethnographic specimens, appears only once in the Su’ena 
collection, and this is from a stratigraphically late exam-
ple. The single line chevron appears much earlier in the 
sequence along with the broken chevron which occurs on 
70% of the prehistoric specimens but only on three eth-
nographic ones.

undecorated Tridacna and Conus rings

Three Tridacna rings were recovered which were simi-
lar in form to examples described by Ivens (1927) from 
Ulawa and Sa’a. One Su’ena example had a rounded quad-
rangular cross-section (A-529), and was identified by a lo-
cal informant as a momo rakerake (break ribs). Newman 
(1975a: 26) considered this to be the equivalent of Ivens’ 
momo lalamoa. This was described as being worn on the 
lower arms in combat and used to break the opponents 
ribs, although Iven’s examples had a more pronounced 
quadrangular cross-section than the Su’ena specimens. 
Two other Tridacna arm rings from the excavation (A-312, 
A-462) are consistent with the hato ime type described by 
Ivens as heavy arm rings flat on the top and with concave 
sides (1927: 393) (Figure 6.3). In total, 123 undecorated Tro-
chus arm rings were recovered (Figure 6.4). Many of these 
still exhibited the coloured exterior surface of the shell, 
suggesting that they were unfinished or were possibly un-
suitable for decoration.

Table 6.3. Motifs found on the Su’ena arm rings in Area 3 
sorted by stratigraphic zone

Motif Zone A Zone B Zone C

M1 2 2 2
M2      
M3 1  
M4      
M5 1 2  
M6 2  
M7 3 2
M8 1 1  
M9 1  
M10 1
M11      
M12      
M13 1  
M14      
M15      
M16      
M17      
M18      
M19 1 2 1
M20      
M21 3 4
M22 1
M23 3
M24 2  
M25 1  
M26 6 1
M27 3  
M28 1 1
M29 6  
M30 1 1  
M31 1
M32 1
M33 4 2
M34 1  
M35 4 2
M36      
M37 1  
M38 1  
M39 1  
M40 1 1  
M41 1
M42 1  
M43      
M44      
M45 1    

Frigate

Bird

Motifs

Eight undecorated Conus ring fragments were also recov-
ered. Although superficially similar to the Trochus arm 
rings most were too small to have been worn, expect per-
haps by small children Seven of these were around 10 mm 
thick with inner diameters, ranging from 17 to 48 mm 
(Table 6.1). Informants described these as mani la’o and 
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they were probably used as exchange valuables. Similar 
examples of shell rings of this size have been observed on 
a shell money necklace from Makira housed in the Otago 
Museum, although these examples are made of Trochus 
(Otago Museum specimen d.22.223, see White 2007: 245). 
Conus rings were most likely manufactured using the apex 
of the shells, which were ground into flat disks and then 
perforated (Kirch and Rosendahl 1973: 87).

Shell inlay

Shell inlay is used widely in the Eastern triangle as a deco-
rative element in wooden carvings. In fact, almost any type 
of wooden artefact in the Eastern Triangle was subject to 
this form of decoration (Newman 1975: 31). The 23 inlay 
pieces retrieved from the Su’ena excavation were made up 
of semi-circular pieces in Conus shell, plus a wide variety 
of forms rendered in Nautilus and pearl shell (Pinctada 
margaritifera) (Figure 6.5). The nautilus inlay includes cir-
cular, triangular and zoomorphic forms as well as some 
unfinished fragments. Eleven of the twelve circular pieces 
displayed incised designs which included simple notching 
around the outer edge, concentric circles, lines dividing 
the piece into four segments (quadratic division) and a 
combination of concentric circles and quadratic division. 
Newman compared these pieces with examples from the 
Fox collection at the Otago Museum and observed that ex-
cept for one example (Otago Museum specimen d.23.200) 
the Museum specimens were devoid of any decorative 
treatment other than notched edges.

Two triangular inlay pieces were found in Zone A of 
Area 3. Both examples have notching around their edges 
as the only form of decoration. Similar pieces have been 
observed on combs, ear plugs and weaponry specimens 

from Ulawa (Ivens 1927: 47, 82; Newman 1975: 31). The four 
zoomorphic inlay pieces represented birds (A-292 and 
476), a snake (A-326) and a fish (A-339). The largest inlay 
pieces are two broken Tridacna discs with concentric cir-
cles incised on the surface which were both retrieved from 
Zone C of Area 3.

pendants

Seven pendants or pendant fragments were recovered 
from the Su’ena excavations. Four of these were made of 
Tridacna and three of pearl shell. The Tridacna specimens 
included three decorated and one plain example and they 
were retrieved from Zone A (A-109,238) and Zone B (A-133, 
143) of Area 3. The decorated examples feature incised de-
signs, one of which represents the frigate bird (A-109) and 
another the kapakapaesu motif (Newman 1975: 22) (A-143; 
Figure 6.1, motif 41). The final decorated example has sim-
ple ringed borders (A-133) and was identified by local in-
formants as a pear-shaped arm disc (pe’u), although New-
man (1975a: 29) suggests that it may be a sunfish-shaped 
toggle for fastening a belt of shell money (see Newman 
1975: Plate 7). The fourth, plain example (A-235) is possibly 
a component of a kapkap, a Tridacna disc which would 
have been overlain with tortoise-shell fretwork (Newman 
1975: 26–27; Reichard 1933: 107).

The three pearl shell pendants from the assemblage were 
rectangular in form. One of these (A-295) was incised with 
a bird and a fish; probably a frigate bird and a shark. It 
was retrieved from Zone B of Area 3. The others are plain 
examples (A-474, A-560) retrieved from Zone C.

Shell money

Different components of shell money were catalogued 
during the Su’ena excavation (Figure 6.6). These included 
shell beads, shell connectors, teeth and Conus rings. The 
beads were exclusively manufactured from Conus and 
were up to 15 mm in diameter. Beads like these are the 
main component of shell money, which consist of lengths 
of beads strung together to make necklaces, belts, armlets, 
collars, wristlets and anklets. Teeth were frequently incor-
porated in these lengths and perforated examples of teeth, 
from humans, dogs, flying foxes (Pteropus tonganus) and 
porpoises were present in the assemblage. Sometimes sev-
eral parallel lengths of shell money strings were grouped 
together by perforated shell bars, which also divided these 
into sections (see Ivens 1927: Plate V). Newman suggests 
that four ‘oddly shaped’ shell artefacts (A-184, A-303, A-324, 
and A-442) are examples of these ‘spacers.’ Small shell arm 
rings such as the conus examples previously described, 
may also have been used as shell money pieces (White 
2007: 245).

other decorative artefacts

Three perforated cowrie shells were found that were prob-
ably part of a forehead necklace band known as talei pule. 
Newman (1975: 36) notes that cowrie was also used to 

Figure 6.3. Examples of Tridacna arm rings from the Su’ena 
excavations showing grooved cross sections
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Figure 6.4. Examples of undecorated Trochus arm rings illustrating the range of variation in size
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Figure 6.5. Examples of inlay pieces recovered from the Su’ena excavations

Figure 6.6. Examples of kastom money pieces recovered from the Su’ena excavations
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decorate the prows of canoes, and ethnographic sourc-
es record strings of cowries worn as decorations on the 
forehead, and larger examples worn below each knee to 
protect the wearer from evil influences (Fox 1924: 253; Iv-
ens 1927: 133). A unique artefact (A-68), catalogued as an 
ear-piece or net sinker was retrieved from Area 2. This is 
a circular coral item, 41 mm in diameter and perforated 
through the centre.

Shell graters and scrapers

Shell graters and scrapers are common tools throughout 
the Pacific, and the catalogued assemblage contained a 
number of these manufactured from pearl shell, Turbo, 
Lambis shell and Mactra (Figure 6.7). These would either 
have been mounted on stools, or hand held and used to 
scrape coconut or other foods or fibres. A number of frag-
ments of grater were also recovered, including some that 
appear to have been reworked. Some of the artefacts ex-
hibit notching on their sides, or at the tip, making them 
similar in form to the pearl shell coconut graters that are 
quite common in the Pacific (Hedley 1900: 263–264; Hi-
roa 1932, 1944). Some more robust examples manufactured 
from the body whorl of Lambis and portions of Tridacna 
were also present. These have a more pronounced concave 
face than the majority of the pearl shell examples due to 
the natural shape of the shell.

Ivens (1927: 20, 379, 383) reported that ‘cockles’ (probably 
Mactra cuneata) were used to remove the charred skin of 
the yam, taro or breadfruit after it had been roasted over 
hot coals, for the processing of rattan cane for making red 

dye and as tweezers for the removal of facial hair. Seven 
Mactra were catalogued by the author (rg) during excava-
tion, one of which (A-494) exhibits decorative markings 
and perforation at the hinge.

fishing gear

Fishing gear retrieved from Su’ena consists of lures and a 
few hook fragments (Table 6.4). Kaschko (1976a: 193–198) 
identified six fishhook types used on Uki at the time of 
the SSicHp work of which three are represented in the 
excavated assemblage.

A-165, is equivalent to a form known as pasa. It is a pearl 
shell lure manufactured to resemble a small bait-fish and 
was used when trolling for bonito. A-165 was found on 
the surface of the site at the northwest end of the village 
and is of relatively recent manufacture since one of its eye 
sockets was set with a European bead. Although made of 
pearl shell Kaschko (1976: 193) reports that pasa were more 
usually made from either helmet shell or Tridacna and 
were furnished with a turtle shell hook.

Two broken fishhooks A-430 and A-475, are parts of toheo, 
a small V-shaped hook (see Chapter 4, also Kaschko 1976: 
Fig. 55-A). These specimens were produced from pearl 
shell but Kaschko (1976: 196, 198) says they were also com-
monly produced in Turbo marmoratus, Trochus and an 
unidentified freshwater bivalve found on Makira.

Two intact Hahara’a parts of the two-piece ta’i hinou 
casting lure were recovered (A-115 and A-195). Hahara’a 

Figure 6.7. Examples of graters recovered from the Su’ena excavations
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were generally produced from Turbo, pearl shell, Cassis 
or Cypraecassis and provided with a turtle-shell hook 
(Kaschko 1976: 196). A-115 is manufactured from Trochus 
and A-195 from pearl shell. The latter is shaped to resemble 
a fish and exhibits decorative incision on either side, and 

was retrieved from Zone A in Area 3. A-195 was left plain, 
and was retrieved from Zone B.

Eight large cowrie were found in the upper layers of Area 
1, which are interpreted as net sinkers. These ranged from 
63 to 85 mm in length, and are broken on their dorsal 
sides, exposing the interior. These were most likely used 
as a source of food before being modified for use as net 
weights.

Shell adzes

In the Pacific shell adzes are generally found in places 
where suitable stone alternatives are unavailable. The 
most common shell for adze manufacture is Tridacna but 
adzes were also made in Terebra, Mitra, Cassis, Lambis 
and Conus (Kirch and Rosendahl 1973: 68; Kirch and Yen 
1982: 206–232; Leach and Davidson 2008: 305–307). Four 
artefacts were catalogued from the excavation as Tridacna 
shell adzes in different stages of completeness (Figure 6.8). 
A-527 is a heavy example with a lenticular cross-section, 
truncated on one side and with a blunted cutting edge. 
The front profile of the adze is relatively straight, with the 
cutting edge only slightly wider than the butt. It appears 
that some attempt may have been made to resharpen this 
through flaking, although this task was never completed. 
A-19 was catalogued in the field by the author (rg) as a 

Table 6.4. Fishing gear recovered from the Su’ena excavations

Artefact No. Type Location Depth

A-16 Net Weight Area 1 Surface
A-20 Net Weight Area 1 Layer 1
A-32 Net Weight Area 1 Layer 1
A-39 Net Weight Area 1 Layer 1
A-59 Net Weight Area 1 Layer 1
A-62 Net Weight Area 2 Layer 2
A-65 Net Weight Area 1 Layer 2
A-67 Net Weight Area 1 Layer 1
A-115 Hahara’a Area 3 Zone B
A-165 Pasa NW of Village Surface
A-195 Hahara’a Area 3 Zone A
A-328 Possible Lure Area 3 Zone B
A-403 Possible Lure Area 3 Zone C
A-430 Toheo Area 3 Zone C
A-454 Possible Lure Area 3 Zone C
A-475 Toheo Area 3 Zone C

Figure 6.8. Examples of shell adzes recovered from the Su’ena excavations
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shell adze blank, and exhibits the initial signs of shaping, 
although there is evidence of a cutting edge. Two exam-
ples of broken adzes were also recovered. A-69 was the 
mid-portion of an adze, broken at the butt and lacking a 
cutting edge. This example was markedly different in form 
to A-527 which was smaller, with an oval cross-section 
and tapered from the cutting edge towards the butt. A-522 
was a smaller, thin example missing a cutting edge. This 
artefact may have been a similar example to the ‘micro’ 
Tridacna adzes described from excavations on Taumako, 
believed to have been used for minor decorative carving 
tasks (Leach and Davidson 2008: 306–607). Evidence from 
Tikopia suggests that Tridacna adzes of these types were 
constructed through unidirectional flaking followed by 
grinding (Kirch and Yen 1982: 210). It is unclear whether 
these tools were manufactured at Su’ena or imported.

coral and shell pounders

Three artefacts resembling pounders were present; one 
complete and two fragmentary (Figure 6.9). The intact 
example was a coral pounder with a length of 170 mm 
(A-400) and an irregularly rounded cross-section 60 mm 
wide at its widest point. One end contains a slight depres-
sion, possibly resulting from cracking nuts, the other end 
features a partially flattened surface, suggesting it may also 
have been used as an abrader. The two fragmentary exam-
ples were manufactured from coral (A-6) and Tridacna (A-
30). The coral example is much like A-400 in appearance, 
with a similar although smaller depression in its intact end 
and a maximum diameter of 43 mm. The Tridacna exam-
ple is likely to be a hammer stone, as it contains evidence 
of bruising at its intact end. This end is slightly tapered 
from the widest part of its cross-section which measures 
35 mm.

Figure 6.9. Examples of pounders recovered from the Su’ena excavations
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Bone needles

Five bone needles were catalogued from the excavation, 
and a further five examples were found during the labo-
ratory investigation of the faunal assemblage. Three of 
the catalogued examples are completely intact, while the 
others retrieved from the faunal sample are broken and 
comprise one distal section, one proximal section, and 
three mid-section fragments (Figure 6.10). Newman iden-
tified three catalogued examples as being made of flying 
fox bone. Needles made of flying fox bone were used for 
un-pigmented (segesege) tattooing (Mead 1973: 30), while 
frigate bird or seagull bones were used for pigmented tat-
tooing (Kuper 1926: 2; Mead 1973: 32). One of the needles 
(A-236) is flatter than the others and may have been used 
as an awl.

european artefacts

European artefacts were found in the upper layers of the 
site. Glass fragments were the most common European 
item, followed by pieces of rusted metal, ceramics and 
fragments of slate and tile. Much of the glass and metal 
was very fragmented and unable to be identified. A small 
number of the historic artefacts appear to date to the mid 
to late nineteenth century when European trade goods 
first started to circulate but many are twentieth century in 
origin. Appendix E contains a full list of European items 
recovered from the excavation units. 

Glass

Just over 1.9 kilograms of glass was retrieved from the 
Su’ena excavations. This was almost exclusively bottle 
fragments, which were mostly non-diagnostic examples, 
although some more complete base fragments were iden-
tified. A variety of colours were present, including brown, 
clear, green, light and dark olive, and aqua green. Although 
bottle glass was by far the most common form of glass at 
Su’ena, some smaller, thin walled flat examples were also 
present that were probably fragments of window glass.

A number of base fragments can be attributed to specific 
makers and assigned to a probable date range (Figure 
6.11). Four makers marks were able to be identified; Hazel 
Glass Co. (Wheeling, West Virginia), The Illinois Glass Co. 
(Alton, Illinois) the Australian Glass Manufacturing Co. 
(Toulouse 1971: 239, 264, 563) and one bottle fragment with 
raised text identified it as being produced by the ‘N.S.W 
Bottle Company Ltd.’ The Illinois Glass Co., bottle was 
produced in the period 1916 to 1929, when this particular 
mark (Figure 6.11) was in use. The Hazel Glass Company 
mark was in use from 1920–1964. One brown glass frag-
ment displayed the letters ‘NdoN’ (presumably loNdoN), 
although this was unable to be identified to a specific 
manufacturer. The remaining identifiable bottles were all 
Australian in make. The N.S.W. Bottle Company Ltd. was 
founded in 1916, and the one example able to be identified 
to this company could have been made any time between 

Figure 6.10. Examples of bone needles recovered from the Su’ena excavations
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then and the 1970s. Three base fragments exhibited the 
makers mark from the Australian Glass Manufacturing Co, 
which was registered as a company in 1922. One of these 
fragments displays the date 1964.

Examples of apparently flaked glass were noted in the field 
and recorded in the author’s (rg’s) field books (Appendix 
C). Further examples of bottle glass fragments which ap-
pear to have been worked into cutting or scraping tools 
using percussion flaking methods were found in the labo-

ratory (Figure 6.12). Ivens (1927: 81) noted that glass had 
replaced flint for shaving hair from children’s heads and it 
is likely that glass was also employed for tasks of a similar 
nature, perhaps even replacing chert in some instances.

Metal

The metal retrieved from the Su’ena excavation was main-
ly non-diagnostic rusted fragments, weighing around 1.5 
kilograms in total. A few items were able to be identified 
and these included pieces of tin cans, nails and bottle caps.

Ceramics

Four ceramic fragments of what were probably storage 
vessels were retrieved from the excavation. In addition 
eight clay tobacco pipe stem and bowl fragments were 
collected from around the site, mostly from Areas 1 and 3. 
The examples with identifiable designs were all the same 
type, a galleon on one side and an anchor on the reverse. 
Although this design was unable to be traced to a specific 
maker, one stem fragment exhibited the text ‘ScoTlANd,’ 
and this was probably the origin for all these pipes.

G
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Figure 6.12. Examples of flaked bottle glass recovered from the Su’ena excavation

Figure 6.11. Examples of makers marks identified on bottles 
recovered from the Su’ena excavations
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The southeast Solomon Island Culture History Pro-
gramme was one of the first multi-disciplinary, multi-in-
stitutional archaeology programmes carried out in island 
Melanesia. It embraced large questions of prehistory con-
cerning such matters as the relationship between Austro-
nesian and Non-Austronesian colonisation, the settlement 
of the Polynesian Outliers and the historical relationship 
between island Melanesia and west Polynesia. In the forty 
years since the commencement of fieldwork much has 
changed in the archaeology of the region. Many of the cul-
ture history questions have been answered and the current 
synthesis of Remote Oceanic prehistory builds on a foun-
dation that was strongly supported by the SSicHp work.

Against the backdrop of the broad-reaching culture histo-
ry agendas, the Su’ena research was designed as a detailed 
case study of a late prehistoric Solomon Island commu-
nity. Its role was to develop an historical understanding 
of ecological adaptation on Uki Island, and to add a time 
dimension to the rich ethnographic record of the East-
ern Triangle through a comparative analysis of material 
culture, and an investigation of exchange systems. In this 
chapter we briefly review the Su’ena archaeological se-
quence with special reference the ecology of subsistence 
practices and the material culture record. We then look at 
the Eastern Triangle culture area through the lens of the 
Su’ena investigations.

the Su’enA Site

Su’ena attracted the attention of the investigators because 
of the deep archaeological deposits and because, located 
600 m inland, Su’ena was thought to represent a settle-
ment pattern predating recent coastal uplift. When the 
radiocarbon dates were returned the site turned out to 
be not quite as old as the investigators had anticipated. It 
now appears unlikely that coastlines have changed dra-
matically since it was first occupied. In other words, it is 
probable that Su’ena has always been an inland village.

When Su’ena was visited by Guppy in 1883 it was the larg-
est village on the island. This was still the case at the time 
of the SScHip surveys and remains so today. Part of the 
reason for this continuity is undoubtedly the location. 

Su’ena is situated on the site of a quality freshwater source 
and the low-lying land between the site and the sea is a 
patchwork of sandy loam and swamp soils ideal for gar-
dening. There is continuity too in the basic layout of the 
village. Little has changed in the last 130 years; the open 
courtyard onto which the houses faced is mirrored in the 
modern layout, although the church now dominates and 
the open space has been expanded to become a playing 
field. The archaeological deposits at Su’ena consist mainly 
of a dump of domestic waste that accumulated behind 
the living zone. A similar process of rubbish disposal was 
being practiced during the 1970s when the SSHip team 
observed householders sweeping waste into baskets and 
dumping it onto a communal refuse pile behind the hous-
es. Given its status as a rubbish deposit it is not surprising 
that the Su’ena site did not reveal a record of structural fea-
tures such as postholes, fireplaces and activity zones that 
would allow the investigators to reconstruct the spatial 
patterning of village life. Nevertheless the site was rich in 
faunal remains and material culture and when viewed in 
parallel with the ethnographic record elements of Su’ena 
life ways can be inferred.

Subsistence economy

The faunal analysis summarised in Chapter 4 paints a 
picture of a community that ranged widely in its subsist-
ence practices and employed a complex set of exploita-
tion strategies. Although Su’ena is described as an inland 
village, six hundred meters poses little barrier to regular 
movement between the habitation zone and the sea and 
the Su’ena inhabitants relied heavily on maritime resourc-
es. Furthermore, they gathered these resources from the 
full range of marine zones available to them. The outer 
pelagic zone was being fished for bonito, probably using 
a similar technology in the form of hooks and canoes, to 
that observed in the early twentieth century. The inshore 
zones were exploited using hooks, nets and other means 
to catch small reef fish, especially parrot fish, and inverte-
brates were taken from all available micro-environments 
on the reef and elsewhere on the littoral zone.

The community kept pigs and dogs, and may have had do-
mestic fowl also. Yet forest hunting remained an important 

Chapter 7: Conclusion
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part of the economy for the duration of the occupation.

The Su’ena assemblage suggests high levels of continuity 
in subsistence practices through time, with some slight 
evidence for specific changes that might relate to ecologi-
cal impacts caused by predation pressures. This shows up 
most clearly in the shell assemblage where there is evi-
dence for an increase in the exploitation range through 
time stemming, perhaps, from a decline in the biomass of 
the closer, inshore zones. The mean size of Turbo opercular 
drops significantly through time and this is very likely to 
reflect predation pressure. On the other hand, there is no 
evidence at all for any impact on terrestrial species, cuscus 
and fruit bat, which remain important throughout the oc-
cupation. The only marked change in the terrestrial com-
ponent of the economy is a possible decline in the use of 
pig. This is not statistically significant but is worth noting 
since pig is known to drop out of sequences elsewhere in 
the Pacific including in the Solomon Islands (e.g. Tiko-
pia [Kirch and Yen 1982]). Also interesting is the apparent 
presence of a larger rat, which we take to be Rattus prae-
tor, in all three Zones. This adds to the earlier record from 
Tikopia and the Reef-Santa Cruz islands and helps define 
an earlier, wider distribution of this species (see also White 
et al. 2000).

Although the faunal analysis, especially in combination 
with the evidence of material culture, provides us with a 
useful and comprehensive model of economic strategies 
over a 500 year period in Su’ena village, we need to raise 
a few cautions. The fieldwork took place during a forma-
tive period when modern, scientific and well-funded field 
programmes were just commencing in the Pacific. As such, 
several field strategies that are common today were not 
then necessarily practiced. In the course of the labora-
tory analysis we were struck by the robust nature of the 
faunas and this is reflected too in the high mNe to NiSp 
ratios reported in the mammal, bird and reptile sections 
of Chapter 4. We also note the paucity of small bird and 
fish specimens. It appears likely that this results from the 
fact that most of the faunal remains were recovered di-
rectly from the screened sample. This introduces a bias 
in that it requires the field team to recognise and recover 
all the specimens by hand in the field – which is difficult 
and time consuming. Today we would expect the screened 
fraction to be brought back to the laboratories intact, and 
for representative unscreened bulk samples to be available 
for later analysis. The fact that this was not done at Su’ena 
may mean that the smaller bird, fish and possibly reptile 
remains are under-represented in the assemblage.

material culture

Chert dominated the Su’ena stone assemble and was used 
as a raw material for adze making and for the production 
of drill points and a small range of specialised and unspe-
cialised flake tool types. Chert is a more brittle material 
than other adze-stone and frequent repair and refurbish-
ment of the adzes would also have been required, an activ-
ity that is well represented in the Su’ena assemblage. The 

adzes were made of river cobbles, and from large flakes 
made on angular tabs extracted from non-river bed sourc-
es on Ulawa and Malaita. Cobble fragments were found 
amongst the lithic remains showing that at least some of 
the chert was arriving on Uki in raw form. Su’ena is un-
matched for the sheer abundance of adze making debitage 
and we consider it very likely that the site was a centre 
for adze manufacture and redistribution within the East-
ern Triangle. There is no indication in the archaeologi-
cal record for any fluctuation in the availability of chert 
through time. Instead, the chert assemblage provides good 
evidence for the stability and economic significance of the 
communication and exchange networks that traversed the 
Eastern Triangle over the last 500 years of prehistory.

In addition to chert tools, ground adzes and chisels of 
meta-basalt and other metamorphic rock were also used 
at Su’ena. Although earlier scholars assumed that these 
came into use later than chert adzes, it is clear that they 
were used concurrently from the earliest phase of occu-
pation. The sources of the raw material are unidentified, 
but the artefacts were probably obtained as finished forms 
through irregular trade from outside the Eastern Triangle. 
Local informants quizzed by early visitors were unable to 
account for the origins of meta-basalt tools confirming the 
view that if they were obtained from outside the region, 
trade contacts were irregular and had probably ceased by 
the late nineteenth century.

Ethnographic works from the Eastern Triangle describe 
a rich array of personal ornaments and other decora-
tive items, some of which were used as forms of kastom 
money. The Su’ena site produced a diverse assemblage of 
such items in all three stratigraphic zones. This includes 
shell arm rings in both decorated and undecorated forms, 
necklace units of animal teeth and cowrie shells, kastom 
money units and shell inlay pieces for use in carved wood-
en objects including, perhaps, canoes. We also note that 
several possible tattooing implements were also recovered. 
Many of the ornaments, kastom money units and decora-
tive items have direct counterparts in the ethnographic 
record and in museum collection. This includes some of 
the most characteristic motifs of the southeast Solomon 
Islands such as the frigate bird which was found as an arm 
band decoration in the earliest layers at Su’ena. But the 
ornamentation and decorative systems have not remained 
static. Only two of the motifs that are most strongly as-
sociated with the art and symbolism of the bonito cults 
are present in the early period suggesting that while these 
symbols have great time depth, there has also been change 
in their role and significance through time. Other changes 
were noted over time in the application of design princi-
ples and the selection of motifs within the arm ring as-
semblage.

the eastern triangle culture area

The Austronesian colonisation of island Melanesia was fa-
cilitated by the development of interaction and exchange 
networks and one of the aims of the SSicHp project was 
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to understand this process in relation to Lapita expansion 
by using the Su’ena exchange data to support a model for 
Lapita interaction. One of the limitations of this agenda 
is that while it is relatively easy to document connections 
between prehistoric communities via the archaeological 
record of importation, it is more difficult to understand 
the social dimension of those connections. This is where 
the ethnographic component of the SSicHp programme 
contributed. As we have argued in this work, one of the 
most useful ways of understanding the relationship be-
tween prehistoric interaction and its role in social change 
in island Melanesia is through the ethnographic study of 
culture areas. A culture area is a region of dynamic social 
interaction that results in a montage of shared ideas, prac-
tices, material culture and symbols. Culture areas are not 
residues of history, they are created and change over time 
through situations of active social engagement. In this 
study we have modelled this process using the metaphor 
of the net, where the vertical strands represent cultural tra-
ditions and the horizontal strands represent their modes 
of transmission.

Following the work of Mead (1977) we have described the 
Eastern Triangle culture area in terms of traits and tradi-
tions that span the region in various guises (the vertical 
strands of the net) plus the mechanisms of social inter-
course that draw the disparate communities into active 
social networks (the horizontal strands of the net). Using 
metaphors to model archaeological and social phenomena 
is always problematic and the net model is no exception. 
In nets, the vertical and horizontal strands represent sepa-
rate and discrete threads, but this is not necessarily true 
when we talk about culture areas, where the distinction 
can become blurred and indistinct. In the complex social 
environment of the Eastern Triangle traditions and their 
modes of transmission are often entangled and impossible 
to resolve as separate strands. Malaoho cult practices and 
marriage rituals, for example, are cultural traditions but at 
the same time their performance involves exchanges and 
staged encounters that serve as mechanisms of cultural 
transmission in their own right. Models, however, are in-
tended as simplified versions of reality and in Chapter 2 
we listed some of the traditions that define the Eastern 
Triangle culture area as if they were discrete from the 
mechanisms of their spatial and temporal transmission. 
In doing this we relied on the rich ethnographic accounts 
which document the complexity, diversity and scale of 
social entanglements in the Eastern Triangle. The Su’ena 
record adds time depth to this account and shows that 
some traditions and practices have a long and relatively 
stable history, others have undergone change, while some 
have disappeared altogether. Not all of the ethnographi-
cally recorded traditions of the Eastern Triangle will be 
directly visible in the archaeological record. Language 
and social organisation leave no direct trace although 
the sub-grouping of the Cristobal-Malaitan branch of the 
Oceanic language family certainly implies a core thread 
of linguistic continuity in an environment of regular so-
cial interaction across and between language boundaries. 
Other traditions such as woodworking, tattooing, segesege 

and cicatrisation are all arts rendered in media that are 
unlikely to survive, although they may well be indirectly 
inferred through the presence of certain artefact forms. 
Similarly some traditions well represented in the archaeo-
logical record were no longer practiced at the time of the 
first written descriptions of Eastern Triangle life.

Archaeological traditions of the Eastern Triangle

The most highly visible and distinctive traditions of the 
Eastern Triangle are those associated with the ritual fish-
ing of bonito. At certain seasons schools of bonito arrive 
offshore to feed on bait-fish. The schools are sometimes 
vast and when they feed the seas become a boiling mass 
of fish. The fishermen track the flocks of birds which cir-
cle above the schools waiting for the fish to rise to feed. 
When they do, the birds swoop and plunge into the sea 
to retrieve fragments of fish cast aside during the bonito 
feeding. When the fishermen see the birds dive they know 
the bonito are feeding and if they can then place their ca-
noes amongst the school they can expect to catch large 
numbers of fish over a period of a few minutes before the 
school breaks up to reform again somewhere else. Fishing 
is not just an economic activity, the thrills and images of 
the bonito hunt have inspired the development of male 
cults, and the symbolism of bonito fishing permeates the 
artwork and ritual life of the Eastern Triangle.

Direct evidence for the fishing of bonito is sparse in the 
archaeological record. Several devices associated with bo-
nito fishing were recovered, but only a single Scombridae 
sp. bone was found in Zone C. There was also no direct 
evidence for the presence of the male bonito cults, such 
as the Malaoho. One possible indicator of such activities 
might be the foundations of large canoe houses which 
were the physical focus of the male cults. Such structures 
have been tentatively identified in the archaeological re-
cord at Santa Ana and elsewhere in the Eastern Triangle 
record (Swadling 1976) but Su’ena is too far inland to have 
supported canoe houses. Yet, although direct lines of evi-
dence for ritual fishing and associated cult practices were 
not identified in the Su’ena record, many of the symbols 
and images associated with these practices were. Stylised 
motifs of the bonito, and of the swooping frigate bird were 
found on armbands from the earliest period of occupa-
tion, and in a variety of other media throughout the Su’ena 
sequence. These were often associated with motifs repre-
sentative of sharks and swordfish – all powerful symbols 
of the bonito hunt. According to the symbolic record then, 
rituals and symbolism relating to the fishing of bonito may 
go back at least 500 years to the beginning of the Su’ena 
sequence.

Other symbols and motifs found in the archaeological as-
semblages from Su’ena have direct equivalents in the eth-
nographic record. These include the hoi elite motif and 
the double chevronned image of the snake both of which 
occur in segesege and tattooing, as well as in incised de-
signs on shell arm bands from both the ethnographic and 
the archaeological collections. Comparing the decorated 
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Su’ena forms with ethnographic examples shows that they 
are all part of a shared art tradition with common rules 
and principles, although the nature and application of the 
rules changed over the centuries. Other art forms that are 
part of this shared tradition include tattooing which, al-
though not directly represented in the Su’ena record, is 
inferred by the presence of tattooing chisels or segesege 
tools. Shell inlay which is one of the hallmarks of recent 
Solomon Island carving traditions, was also practiced 
from the earliest occupation phase at Su’ena.

One of the most well represented material culture tradi-
tions in the archaeological record is adze manufacture. 
The adzes found in the Su’ena excavations are part of a 
chert tool complex that spanned the Eastern Triangle 
(Ross 1970; Ward 1976; Ward and Smith 1974). Adze mak-
ing was carried out at Su’ena for the full duration of occu-
pation with little evidence for change in adze form, tech-
nologies of production, or selection of stone. Adze making 
fell into decline with the introduction of steel tools but the 
technology of flaking continued into the historic period 
where it was used to work cutting edges onto fragments 
of bottle glass.

The Eastern Triangle culture area is a product of interac-
tion and in Chapter 2 we surveyed the various kinds of 
interaction that took place between Eastern Triangle com-
munities. In subsequent chapters we showed that some of 
these practices were also represented in the archaeological 
record from Su’ena. Trade and exchange was implied by 
the presence of cherts from Ulawa and Malaita in all levels 
of the site. Other exchange practices included the move-
ment of kastom money and other shell valuables, and the 
occasional acquisition of mata-basalt tools from outside 
the Eastern Triangle. The movement of shell valuables was 
likely to have been associated with marriage rituals, com-
pensation payments or commodity transactions similar 
to those that drew distant communities together in the 
post-historic period. We may not be able to discern these 
practices directly, but the archaeology of Su’ena demon-
strates clearly that for at least 500 years a network of regu-
lar interaction linked Uki to other communities within the 
Eastern Triangle.

commentS And concluSionS

The Su’ena archaeology project has sat apart from the other 
SSicHp achievements receiving little attention from ar-
chaeologists over the last forty years. Partly, of course, this 
is because it has never been fully reported in the archaeo-
logical literature. But another reason is simply because 
the attentions of archaeologists moved quickly away from 
the core agendas that underlay the Su’ena project. Ironi-
cally, this was largely due to the influence of other SSi-
cHp achievements such as the Tikopia work of Kirch and 
Yen (1982), and the excavations at Se-rf-2 (Green 1976c; 
Sheppard and Green 1991). In fact, the Su’ena project made 
some pioneering methodological contributions and ad-
vances that were never explicitly followed up on, but are 
worthy now of revisiting. First we note the interest in late 

prehistory. Su’ena was excavated in order to provide time 
depth to the rich ethnographic record of the southeast 
Solomon Islands. Since those excavations, the late period 
of island Melanesian prehistory has received very little at-
tention. Instead, the focus shifted to the Pleistocene record 
and to the archaeology of Lapita (Walter and Sheppard 
2006: 139) and as a result the prehistory of the last thou-
sand years is virtually unknown in most parts of island 
Melanesia (Kirch 2000: 164). This is a serious deficiency 
since the last thousand years saw the development of the 
extraordinary linguistic and cultural diversity that charac-
terises Melanesia today, and which, to many anthropolo-
gists, makes Melanesia the ‘…foundational scene of ‘real’ 
anthropology’ (Lederman 1998: 429). The second issue 
we note is the interest in a multi-disciplinary approach 
combining archaeology and ethnography. As a director, 
Green was interested in developing a direct historical ap-
proach with two specific objectives. The first was to draw 
on the ethnographic fieldwork of Sydney Mead in Star 
Harbour and of Mick Kaschko on Uki in order to aid the 
interpretation of the archaeological record. The second 
was to draw the archaeological and ethnographic accounts 
together and to use the results to build models for early 
Lapita interaction and colonisation. Partly as a result of 
the SSicHp work in the Reef-Santa Cruz Islands, archae-
ologists were becoming aware at the time that the Austro-
nesian colonisation of Melanesia was accompanied, if not 
facilitated, by the development of exchange systems and 
regional interaction spheres. The archaeological definition 
of these is necessarily limited by the fragmentary nature 
of our archaeological data sets but clear parallels abound 
in the ethnographic literature of modern and recent Mela-
nesian culture areas. Not only do these provide analogi-
cal models, in many cases their relationship to Lapita and 
post-Lapita social networks is historically direct. Today, 
multi-disciplinary archaeology projects are the norm in 
Oceania, but such projects rarely include, as SSicHp did, 
ethnographers, anthropologists or linguists. A return to 
an interest in the archaeology of recent prehistory will re-
quire such engagement.

In this volume we have been conscious of the agendas 
and objectives of the original SSicHp programme and 
have addressed some of them by using the Su’ena results 
to inform an historical discussion of the Eastern Triangle 
culture area. Criticisms have been raised about the use of 
the culture area concept in Melanesian anthropology; to 
the post-modern anthropologist culture areas may sim-
ply be the creation of Western discourse, artefacts of our 
particular cultural biases and assumptions (Clifford and 
Marcus 1986). But in Melanesian anthropology culture 
area studies have typically been situated within topically 
focused works directed towards discipline-wide issues and 
are ‘…less simply about areas than about culture theories’ 
(Lederman 1998: 431).  According to Lederman ‘culture 
area discourses remain one of the valuable sociable con-
texts in which anthropological research is accomplished…’ 
(Lederman 1998: 442, see also 438). We believe that this 
is equally true of archaeology; the richness and diversity 
of cultural and symbolic expression in Melanesia is not 
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a product of cultural evolution and divergence in isola-
tion, but has arisen though processes of active encounter. 
If archaeologists are to contribute a time dimension to the 
study of this diversity an understanding of the complexity 
of interaction processes will be essential. There is already 
a focus, in Melanesian archaeology, on trade and exchange 
and its role in colonisation and culture change. But, as we 
have argued above, this is too narrow a focus; it is not that 
trade and exchange practices were not important, it is sim-
ply that they represent only one strand within a network of 
socially significant encounters. We believe that the ethnog-
raphy of Melanesian culture areas provides the most useful 
place to seek models for Lapita and post-Lapita interac-
tion in Oceania, and sites like Su’ena with their ability to 
add time depth to culture areas studies are crucial. Further, 
we would argue that archaeologists working on culture 
area studies, whether as a means of modelling Austrone-
sian colonisation practices or as a tool for understanding 
the origins of contemporary patterns of cultural diversity 
in island Melanesia, will require an approach of the sort 
pioneered by the Su’ena and SSicHp teams, that draws on 
ethnography, oral tradition and archaeology.
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Family - Element Left Right n/a Total
Acanthuridae

First Dorsal Spine 1 1
Balistidae

Premaxilla 2 2
Scale 1 1

Belonidae
Dentary 3 1 4

Carangidae
Articular 1 1 2
Dentary 2 1 3
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf 1 1
Pharyngeal Plate - Sup 1 1

Congridae
Dentary 1 1 2

Kyphosidae
Dentary 1 1

Labridae
Articular 3 1 4
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf 5 5
Pharyngeal Plate - Sup 1 1
Premaxilla 1 1 2
Quadrate 1 2 3

Lethrinidae
Articular 2 2 4
Dentary 9 5 14
Maxilla 1 1 2
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf 1 1
Premaxilla 6 15 21
Quadrate 1 2 3
Tooth 1 1

Lutjanidae
Articular 2 2 4
Dentary 3 3
Maxilla 2 2
Premaxilla 3 3
Quadrate 1 1

APPENdIx A:
list of identified fish taxa from Area C

Appendix A1. Fishbone Identifications (NISP) from Area C, Zone A

Family - Element Left Right n/a Total

Scaridae
Dentary 6 8 14
Maxilla 1 1 2
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf 15 15
Pharyngeal Plate - Sup 12 8 20
Post-temporal 1 1 2
Premaxilla 4 6 10
Quadrate 1 2 3

Serranidae
Articular 3 1 4
Dentary 4 1 5
Maxilla 1 1 2

Sphyraenidae
Premaxilla 1 1

Unidentified
Articular 2 2 4
Dentary 5 8 1 14
Dorsal Spine 1 1
Epihyal 1 1
First Dorsal Spine 1 1
Hyomandibular 9 3 1 13
Hypural 3 3
Maxilla 3 2 5
Opercular 4 1 5
Palatine 2 1 3
Parasphenoid 3 3
Post-temporal 2 2
Preopercular 3 2 5
Pterygiophore 3 3
Scapula 1 1
Spines and rays 107 107
Supracleithrum 1 1
Unidentified A 538 538
Unidentified B 34 34
Vertebra 385 385

Grand Total 104 89 1106 1299
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Family - Element Left Right n/a Total

Acanthuridae
First Dorsal Spine 12 12

Balistidae
Dentary 1 1
First Dorsal Spine 3 3
Premaxilla 2 2 4
Quadrate 2 2
Scale 11 11

Belonidae
Dentary 5 9 8 22
Pharyngeal Plate - Sup 1 1

Bothidae
Articular 1 1

Carangidae
Articular 4 4
Dentary 1 1 2
Maxilla 1 3 4
Premaxilla 1 1
Quadrate 1 1 2

Congridae
Dentary 4 2 6
Premaxilla 1 1

Holocentridae
Dentary 1 1

Kyphosidae
Dentary 1 1

Labridae
Articular 1 5 6
Dentary 1 1 2
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf 10 10
Premaxilla 2 2
Quadrate 2 3 5

Lethrinidae
Articular 8 4 12
Dentary 14 12 26
Maxilla 1 1 2
Premaxilla 16 12 28
Quadrate 2 2
Tooth 2 2

Lutjanidae
Articular 1 4 5
Dentary 3 6 9
Maxilla 1 2 3
Premaxilla 3 3
Quadrate 4 1 5

Appendix A2. Fishbone Identifications (NISP) from Area C, Zone b

Family - Element Left Right n/a Total

Muraenidae
Dentary 1 1

Pomacentridae
Dentary 1 1

Scaridae
Dentary 13 13 26
Maxilla 3 4 7
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf 35 35
Pharyngeal Plate - Sup 22 19 1 42
Post-temporal 2 2 4
Premaxilla 14 12 26
Quadrate 3 7 10

Serranidae
Articular 1 1 2
Dentary 2 5 7
Maxilla 1 1 2
Pharyngeal Plate - Sup 1 1
Premaxilla 2 2 4

Siganidae
Premaxilla 1 1

Unidentified
Articular 1 2 1 4
Ceratohyal 2 2
Coracoid 1 1
Dentary 12 10 3 25
Epihyal 1 1
First Dorsal Spine 2 2
Hyomandibular 3 5 8
Hypural 1 1
Maxilla 3 5 8
Opercular 3 1 4
Palatine 1 1
Parasphenoid 8 8
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf 3 3
Pharyngeal Plate - Sup 4 4
Post-temporal 2 2
Premaxilla 1 1
Preopercular 3 5 8
Pterygiophore 6 6
Quadrate 2 2
Scapula 1 1 1 3
Spines and rays 264 264
Unidentified A 1261 1261
Unidentified B 115 115
Vertebra 1081 1081
Vomer 1 1

Grand Total 170 176 2840 3186
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Family - Element Left Right n/a Total

Acanthuridae
Dentary 1 1
First Dorsal Spine 16 16

Balistidae
Articular 1 1
Dentary 2 1 3
First Dorsal Spine 1 1
Quadrate 1 1
Scale 7 7

Belonidae
Dentary 3 10 13
Carangidae
Articular 1 1
Maxilla 1 3 4
Pharyngeal Plate - Sup 1 2 3
Quadrate 2 2

Congridae
Dentary 1 1
Kyphosidae
Dentary 1 1

Labridae
Articular 3 1 4
Dentary 2 2
Maxilla 1 2 3
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf 5 5
Premaxilla 2 2
Quadrate 3 3

Lethrinidae
Articular 7 6 13
Dentary 15 13 28
Maxilla 8 8
Premaxilla 20 15 35
Quadrate 2 2
Tooth 4 4

Lutjanidae
Articular 3 3

Dentary 9 9 18
Maxilla 2 2
Premaxilla 4 4
Quadrate 3 3 6

Mullidae
Articular 1 1

Appendix A3. Fishbone Identifications (NISP) from Area C, Zone C

Family - Element Left Right n/a Total

Muraenidae
Dentary 1 1

Scaridae
Dentary 16 10 26
Maxilla 4 7 11
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf 42 42
Pharyngeal Plate - Sup 31 20 51
Post-temporal 2 1 3
Premaxilla 10 18 28
Quadrate 3 3

Scombridae
Articular 1 1

Serranidae
Articular 2 2 4
Dentary 3 3 6
Maxilla 1 1
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf 1 1
Premaxilla 2 1 3
Quadrate 1 1 2
Siganidae
Dentary 1 1

Unidentified
Articular 3 3
Dentary 11 7 2 20
Dorsal Spine 6 6
Hyomandibular 7 4 11
Hypural 1 1
Maxilla 1 6 7
Opercular 7 3 10
Palatine 1 2 3
Parasphenoid 8 8
Pharyngeal Plate - Inf 1 1
Pharyngeal Plate - Sup 3 3
Post-temporal 2 2
Premaxilla 1 1
Preopercular 2 5 7
Pterygiophore 6 6
Spines and rays 224 224
Supracleithrum 1 1
Unidentified A 903 903
Unidentified B 67 67
Vertebra 1052 1052
Vomer 1 1

Grand Total 180 185 2354 2719
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APPENdIx b:
list of identified shellfish taxa from Su’ena

Family Genus Species MNI
Strombidae Strombus gibberulus 8
    labiatus 1
    lentiginosus 10
    luhuanus 356
    mutabilis 3
  Lambis chiragra 4
    lambis 20
    sp. 4
    truncata 1
Conidae Conus catus 1
    distans 2
    ebraeus 1
    imperialis 8
    leopardus 20
    litteratus 79
    lividus 1
    marchionatus 6
    miles 75
    miliaris 2
    rattus 1
    sp. 176
    virgo 4
Turbinidae Turbo argyrostoma 19
    chrysostomus 5
    crassus 70
    marmoratus 27
    petholatus 8
    setosus 6
    sp. 232
  Angaria delphinius 1
Trochidae Trochus histrio 2
    maculatus 7
    niloticus 146
    sp. 87
  Tectus fenestratus 3
    pyramis 1
Neritidae Nerita albicilla 2
    costata 8
    plicata 72
    polita 26
    sp. 2
    undata 97
Tridacnidae Tridacna gigas 6
    maxima 72
    sp. 9
    squamosa 30
  Hippopus hippopus 8

Appendix B1. Shellfish Identifications (mNI) from Area A

Family Genus Species MNI
Cypraeidae Cypraea arabica 27
    caputserpentis 4
    lynx 2
    mauritiana 6
    moneta 3
    sp. 15
    talpa 1
    tigris 33
Psammobiidae Asaphis violascens 74
Turbinellidae Vasum ceramicum 25
    sp. 5
    turbinellus 43
Cerithiidae Terebralia palustris 10
  Rhinoclavis fasciata 8
  Cerithium echinatum 1
    nodulosum 42
Muricidae Thais aculeata 7
    armigera 19
    sp. 5
    tuberosa 1
  Morula sp. 1
  Drupa morum 16
    ricinus 1
    sp. 8
Fasciolariidae Pleuroploca trapezium 1
  Peristernia fastigium 1
  Latriolagena smaragdula 7
  Latirus sp. 2
  Fusinus undatus 13
  Fasciolaria sp. 9
Bursidae Bursa bufonia 6
    margaritula 1
    sp. 11
Littorinidae Tectarius tectumpersicum 10
Veneridae Periglypta puerpera 1
    reticulata 3
    sp. 1
  Gafrarium pectinatum 2
    sp. 1
    tumidum 1
Naticidae Natica sp. 9
Arcidae Arca sp. 1
  Anadara antiquata 5
Corbiculidae Geloina batissa 6
Olividae Oliva sp. 5
Cardiidae Trachycardium sp. 3
  Fragum fragum 1
    unedo 1
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Family Genus Species MNI
Mesodesmatidae Atactodea striata 4
Terebridae Terebra maculata 4
Nassariidae Nassarius albescens 1
    concinnus 1
    crematus 1
    distortus 1
Cassidae Cassis cornuta 1
    sp. 1
Nautilidae Nautilus macrophallus 1
Spondylidae Spondylus squamosus 1
Planaxidae Planaxis sulcatus 1
Mitridae Mitra mitra 1
Chamidae Chama pacifica 1
Capulidae Capulus sp. 1
Columbellidae Pyrene sp. 1
Buccinidae Cantharus sp. 1

Grand Total     2209

Appendix B2. Shellfish Identifications (mNI) from Area b

Family Genus Species MNI
Turbinidae Turbo argyrostoma 30
    chrysostomus 11
    crassus 171
    marmoratus 19
    petholatus 5
    setosus 6
    sp. 140
  Astraea sp. 1
  Angaria delphinius 1
Neritidae Puperita reticulata 1
  Nerita albicilla 1
    costata 6
    plicata 175
    polita 34
    sp. 1
    undata 121
Trochidae Trochus maculatus 23
    niloticus 101
    sp. 71
  Tectus fenestratus 6
    pyramis 2
Conidae Conus auratus 1
    ebraeus 1
    imperialis 1
    leopardus 13
    litteratus 54
    marmoreus 1
    miles 60
    sp. 71
    tessellatus 1

Family Genus Species MNI
Psammobiidae Gari squamosa 2
  Asaphis violascens 103
Strombidae Strombus gibberulus 1
    luhuanus 62
    mutabilis 1
  Lambis chiragra 1
    lambis 5
    sp. 9
    truncata 2
Turbinellidae Vasum ceramicum 34
    sp. 12
    turbinellus 31
Cypraeidae Cypraea arabica 15
    caputserpentis 5
    cernica 4
    moneta 3
    sp. 19
    tigris 22
Muricidae Thais aculeata 15
    armigera 31
    sp. 4
  Drupa ricinus 6
    rubusidaeus 1
    sp. 9
Tridacnidae Tridacna maxima 24
    sp. 23
    squamosa 9
  Hippopus hippopus 4
Littorinidae Tectarius grandinatus 4
    tectumpersicum 37

Appendix B1. Continued
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Family Genus Species MNI
Cerithiidae Terebralia palustris 8
    sp. 1
  Rhinoclavis fasciata 6
    sinense 1
    vertigas 2
  Cerithium nodulosum 16
    sp. 2
Fasciolariidae Pleuroploca trapezium 8
  Latriolagena smaragdula 9
  Latirus sp. 1
  Fusinus undatus 5
  Fasciolaria sp. 12
Arcidae Barbatia sp. 2
  Arca sp. 15
  Anadara antiquata 3
    sp. 2
Veneridae Periglypta puerpera 1
    reticulata 6
    sp. 3
  Lioconcha sp. 1
  Gafrarium pectinatum 2
    sp. 2
    tumidum 4
Bursidae Bursa bubo 2
    bufonia 15
    sp. 2
Naticidae Polinices sp. 1
  Natica sp. 15
Mesodesmatidae Atactodea striata 15

Cardiidae
Trachycar-
dium

sp. 2

  Fragum fragum 3
    unedo 1
  Cardium sp. 4
Corbiculidae Geloina batissa 9
Lucinidae Codakia sp. 2
  Anodontia edentula 1
Spondylidae Spondylus sp. 3
Mitridae Mitra mitra 2
Buccinidae Cantharus sp. 2
Chamidae Chama sp. 2
Cassidae Cassis cornuta 1
Olividae Oliva sp. 1
Bullidae Bulla sp. 1
Tonnidae Tonna sp. 1
Patellidae Cellana sp. 1

Grand Total     1825

Appendix B2. Continued
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Appendix B3. Shellfish Identifications (mNI) from Area C

Family Genus Species Zone A Zone B Zone C Total
Turbinidae Turbo argyrostoma 84 72 26 182
    chrysostomus 84 86 48 218
    crassus 405 306 152 863
    marmoratus 38 68 27 133
    petholatus 9 20 20 49
    setosus 41 23 10 74
    sp. 872 775 611 2258
  Astraea sp. 1 1
  Angaria delphinius 3 1 4
Neritidae Puperita sp. 1 1
  Nerita albicilla 9 12 3 24
    costata 33 64 44 141
    plicata 204 341 263 808
    polita 199 236 174 609
    reticulata 1 1
    sp. 5 5 4 14
    undata 641 828 504 1973
Conidae Conus auratus 1 1
    bandanus 7 3 3 13
    capitaneus 4 4
    catus 12 1 4 17
    chaldeus 1 1
    coronatus 6 1 3 10
    distans 16 5 7 28
    ebraeus 4 5 7 16
    eburneus 2 2 4
    emaciatus 1 1 2
    episcopus 2 2
    flavidus 22 13 4 39
    frigidus 1 1
    generalis 1 1
    geographus 2 2
    imperialis 34 18 8 60
    leopardus 87 55 23 165
    litteratus 473 260 157 890
    lividus 33 16 7 56
    magus 1 1
    marchionatus 2 1 3
    marmoreus 7 1 2 10
    miles 349 242 166 757
    miliaris 6 6
    namocanus 20 5 5 30
    pertusus 1 1
    rattus 1 1 2
    regius 1 1 2
    sp. 116 101 60 277
    striatellus 1 1
    striatus 3 2 5
    tessellatus 7 7
    textile 1 1
    tulipa 1 1
    vexillum 3 1 1 5
    virgo 138 82 32 252
    vitulinus 21 7 1 29
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Family Genus Species Zone A Zone B Zone C Total
Trochidae Trochus histrio 81 68 53 202
    maculatus 125 89 52 266
    niloticus 241 241 139 621
    sp. 528 327 121 976
  Tectus fenestratus 7 9 2 18
    pyramis 19 5 1 25
Strombidae Strombus gibberulus 14 39 33 86
    labiatus 4 3 7
    lentiginosus 20 13 7 40
    luhuanus 651 418 190 1259
    maculatus 2 1 1 4
    mutabilis 2 4 3 9
    sp. 1 1
  Lambis chiragra 6 1 2 9
    lambis 45 22 11 78
    millepeda 2 2
    scorpius 1 1
    sp. 24 7 10 41
    truncata 9 11 20
Psammobiidae Gari sp. 6 6 3 15
    squamosa 5 5
  Asaphis violascens 529 304 282 1115
Turbinellidae Vasum ceramicum 199 74 53 326
    sp. 34 32 16 82
    turbinellus 231 108 49 388
Muricidae Thais sp. 1 1
    aculeata 68 24 16 108
    armigera 63 37 43 143
    sp. 66 34 34 134
    tuberosa 43 17 12 72
  Purpura persica 1 1
  Pinaxia sp. 1 1
  Nassa sp. 3 1 1 5
  Morula sp. 3 4 1 8
  Drupa grossularia 2 1 1 4
    morum 92 33 47 172
    ochrostoma 2 2
    ricinus 1 2 2 5
    rubusidaeus 1 1 2
    sp. 51 29 21 101
  Chicoreus denudatus 1 1
    sp. 1 1
Cerithiidae Terebralia palustris 26 36 21 83
    sp. 1 1
  Rhinoclavis argus 1 2 3
    asper 7 11 3 21
    fasciata 23 30 12 65
    sinese 1 1
    sp. 1 2 2 5
  Pyrazus ebeninus 1 1
  Pseudovertagus aluco 2 2
  Cerithium columna 1 1
    nodulosum 209 202 120 531
    sp. 6 15 10 31

Appendix B3. Continued
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Family Genus Species Zone A Zone B Zone C Total
Cypraeidae Cypraea annulus 1 1
    arabica 140 76 45 261
    argus 1 1
    caputserpentis 37 11 10 58
    cernica 2 2
    cylindrica 1 1
    felina 1 1
    fimbriata 1 1
    isabella 4 1 5
    leviathan 1 1
    lynx 8 3 11
    maculifera 1 1
    mauritiana 4 14 9 27
    moneta 12 10 14 36
    obrelata 1 1
    schildeorum 1 1
    sp. 13 12 11 36
    talpa 4 1 5
    testudinaria 3 1 4
    tigris 104 41 38 183
Tridacnidae Tridacna gigas 12 11 6 29
    maxima 172 163 93 428
    sp. 10 20 10 40
    squamosa 23 26 27 76
  Hippopus hippopus 3 9 14 26
Fasciolariidae Pleuroploca filamentosa 1 1
    trapezium 5 1 6
  Peristernia sp. 4 4 7 15
  Latriolagena smaragdula 60 24 35 119
  Latirus sanguifluus 1 1
    smargdula 2 3 5
    sp. 2 3 5 10
    squamosus 1 1
  Fusinus undatus 86 53 32 171
  Fasciolaria sp. 8 7 6 21
Littorinidae Tectarius grandinatus 1 2 3
    pagodus 2 2 4
    sp. 3 3
    tectumpersicum 66 158 98 322
Veneridae Pitar sp. 1 1
  Periglypta puerpera 12 20 7 39
    reticulata 19 12 12 43
    sp. 2 2 1 5
  Lioconcha ornata 1 1
    sp. 2 3 3 8
  Gafrarium divaricatum 2 2
    pectinatum 11 28 11 50
    sp. 2 5 4 11
    tumidum 12 24 13 49
Bursidae Bursa bubo 1 1
    bufonia 43 41 38 122
    granularis 1 1
    margaritula 4 3 7
    sp. 14 35 23 72
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Family Genus Species Zone A Zone B Zone C Total
Naticidae Polinices melanostomus 3 3 6 12
    sp. 6 15 7 28
  Natica sp 2 2
    sp, 1 1
    sp. 47 88 25 160
Mesodesmatidae Atactodea striata 43 63 46 152
Cardiidae Trachycardium enode 4 5 9
    sp. 11 5 4 20
  Fragum sp. 12 13 16 41
    unedo 17 15 13 45
  Clinocardium californiense 1 1
  Cardium sp 1 1
    sp. 13 9 4 26
Corbiculidae Geloina batissa 21 25 14 60
Pteriidae Pinctada sp. 20 18 10 48
Arcidae Barbatia sp 1 1
  Arca sp. 10 10 8 28
  Anadara antiquata 2 3 2 7
Chamidae Chama pacifica 3 4 1 8
    sp. 6 11 2 19
Cymatiidae Cymatium lotorium 2 2 4
    muricinum 1 1
    sinense 2 2
    sp. 6 1 4 11
  Charonia sp. 1 1
Lucinidae Codakia punctata 1 1
    sp. 1 1 2
    tigerina 1 1
  Anodontia edentula 5 7 1 13
Mitridae Mitra mitra 10 1 2 13
    sp. 3 3
Nautilidae Nautilus macromphalus 1 1 2
    macrophallus 1 1
    sp 1 1
    sp. 6 3 2 11
Columbellidae Pyrene sp. 2 9 4 15
Nassariidae Nassarius concinnus 1 1
    distortus 3 1 2 6
    horridus 1 1 2
    sp. 2 2 1 5
Spondylidae Spondylus sp. 1 1 2
    squamosus 5 3 2 10
Planaxidae Planaxis sp. 2 2 1 5
    sulcatus 1 5 6
Acmaeidae Patelloida saccharina 1 3 3 7
    sp. 1 1
Cassidae Cassis cornuta 2 2 1 5
    sp. 1 1
  Casmaria sp. 1 1
Patellidae Patella sp. 2 1 1 4
  Cellana sp. 1 2 3
Turridae Turrid sp. 1 5 6
Tellinidae Tellina sp. 2 2 4
    staurella 1 1 2
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Family Genus Species Zone A Zone B Zone C Total
Haliotidae Haliotis varia 6 6
Bullidae Bulla sp. 5 5
Capulidae Capulus danielli 1 2 3
    sp. 1 1
Harpidae Harpa amouretta 1 1
    sp. 1 1 2
Olividae Oliva sidelia 1 1
    sp. 1 1 2
Buccinidae Cantharus sp. 3 3
Terebridae Terebra dimidiata 1 1
    maculata 1 1 2
Siphonariidae Siphonaria sp. 2 2
Mytilidae Lithophaga sp. 1 1 2
Tonnidae Tonna sp. 2 2
Atyidae Atys cylindricus 1 1
Carditidae Cardita variegata 1 1
Isognomonidae Isognomon sp. 1 1
Fissurellidae Diodora sp. 1 1
Ovulidae Calpurnus verrucosus 1 1
Ostreidae Hyotissda hyotis 1 1

Total 8659 7128 4561 20348
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ID Area Location Depth (cm) Type Material Notes
A-1 Area 1 O-57 Surface Stone adze head Chalcedony – white patina
A-1a Along Track 

from Su’ena 
on other side 
of river on 
way to Tarau

Mound 
Feature 2

Surface Flat shell Adze Tridacna shell

A-2 Area 1 O-56 Surface Stone adze head Chalcedony – rose quartz, 
no patina

hau nati but used for 
o’ila

A-2a Along Track 
from Su’ena 
on other side 
of river on 
way to Tarau

Mound 
Feature 2

Surface Pendant? Pearl shell Broken

A-3 Area 1 Q-55 Surface Hammerstone Basalt stone hau maraua (also type of 
oven stone). Size: 4 cm 
in diameter

A-4 Area 1 O-58 Surface Hammerstone or 
nut cracker

Chalcedony – white patina

A-5 Area 1 Q-56 Surface ‘heart’ shaped plaque Thick Tridacna shell
A-6 Area 1 U-56 Surface Hammerstone Large piece of branch coral Size: 7.5 cm long and 

4 cm diameter
A-7 Area 1 O-44 Surface Stone adze Chalcedony – tan patina
A-8 Area 1 S-53 Surface Coconut scraper Lambis lambis shell – 

spider conch
Called ute mamae (no 
teeth)

A-9 Area 1 U-56 Surface Coconut grater with 
teeth – ule nanga 
puina

Lambis shell sp. Size: 11.5 cm in length

A-10 Area 1 Q-52 Surface Pumice abrader - hard 
material – rough – 
hau sinipo

Black coarse hard vesicular 
basalt

(sainipo = heart of pig)

A-11 Area 1 U-56 Surface Metal rod Rusting iron 1.5 cm diameter
A-12 Area 1 U-56 Surface Metal rod Rusting iron
A-13 Area 1 X-45 Surface Nut cracker – hau 

puputa
Chalcedony – rose 
coloured

A-14 Area 1 X-45 Surface Side of deep iron pot Heavy rusting iron
A-15 Area 1 X-45 Surface Base of iron pot Heavy rusting iron
A-16 Area 1 O-56 Surface Broken cowrie shell – 

net weight
Cowrie shell talani pule ani ha’a 

totohoro ha’o net (line 
cowrie ?? shell sink ?? 
net)

A-17 NW of Village NW of Village Surface Arm ring – broken half Trochus
A-18 NW of Village NW of Village Surface Pepe stem – white Baked porcelain clay
A-19 Area 1 O-54 0–10 Blank for shell adze or 

similar implement
Tridacna shell

A-20 Area 1 O-54 0–10 Cowrie – probable net 
weight

Cowrie shell with top 
reworked

A-21 Area 1 O-54 0–10 Pumice abrader, hau 
manumanu

Light fine-grained pumice

A-22 Area 1 O-52 0–10 Base of bowl and stem 
– clay pipe

Baked porcelain clay

A-23 Area 1 O-53 0–10 Broken adze – cutting 
edge missing

Chalcedony – white patina

A-24 Area 1 O-54 0–10 Adze, small size Chalcedony – white, fire 
cracked

APPENdIx C:
Artefacts recorded during excavation as described in Roger Green’s field notebook: 

Field catalogue of artefacts recovered during the Su’ena excavations.
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ID Area Location Depth (cm) Type Material Notes
A-25 Area 1 O-50 Surface Flat abrader, broken – 

hau mea
Sandstone – fine grained

A-26 Area 1 Q-57 0–10 Pumice abrader Pumice – hau manu manu
A-27 Area 1 Q-55 0–10 Poll end of adze Chalcedony – white patina
A-28 Area 1 O-55 0–10 Worked flake tool Chalcedony, pink with thin 

white patina
A-29 Area 1 N-52 0–10 Poll of adze Chalcedony – white
A-30 Area 1 N-52 0–10 Pounder or hammer-

stone - uwo ni ima
Giant calm – Tridacna 
maxima

Pounder of shell of the 
Tridacna

A-31 Area 1 N-51 0–10 Small piece clay pipe 
stem

Baked porcelain clay

A-32 Area 1 O-55 10–20 Net weight – pule Cowrie shell
A-33 Area 1 N-54 10–20 Half la’o – conus shell 

disc – half circle piece
Cone shell la’o

A-34 Area 1 O-58 0–10 Piece shell money – 
large, conus type

Conus – ??

A-35 Area 1 O-58 0–10 Drill or pointed gouge Chalcedony – light white 
patina

A-36 Area 1 O-58 0–10 Blade end of stone 
adze

Dolerite – basalt?

A-37 Area 1 O-58 0–10 Flake blade - punch 
or drill

Chalcedony – tan with 
light white patina

A-38 Area 1 O-58 0–10 Poll end of adze White chalcedony
A-39 Area 1 O-58 0–10 Net sinker– top 

broken out
Cowrie shell

A-40 Area 1 M-57 Surface Broken adze - cutting 
edge damaged

Tan chalcedony – white 
patina

A-41 Area 1 R-54 0–10 partial bowl and stem 
of clay pipe

Baked porcelain clay

A-42 Area 1 Q-55 0–10 Stone adze, complete Basalt
A-43 Area 1 Q-55 0–10 Central section adze Chalcedony
A-44 Area 1 Q-55 0–10 Complete small adze Chalcedony Length 42 mm
A-45 Area 1 Q-55 0–10 Half ground conus 

disc
Conus shell (la’o)

A-46 Area 1 R-54 10–20 Worked flake – large 
size

Chalcedony

A-47 Area 1 Q-55 10–20 Stone adze – poll 
broken, cutting edge 
bruised, flat sides

Basalt or metamorphic 
grey-green colour

A-48 Area 1 O-57 10–20 Line sinker – for 
simple fishhook on 
shell line – so’olupu

Grey-black basalt

A-49 Area 1 O-52 0–10 Blank for adze Chalcedony – tan little 
patina

A-50 Area 1 O-52 0–10 Small adze White chalcedony
A-51 Area 1 O-51 0–10 Side of bowl of clay 

pipe with ships sails
Baked porcelain clay

A-52 Area 1 O-51 0–10 Pumice abrader Pumice – fine grained
A-53 Area 1 O-57 0–10 Drill Tan chalcedony with white 

patina
A-54 Area 1 O-57 0–10 Adze or scraper Rose chalcedony, light 

patina
A-55 Area 1 O-57 0–10 Pipe stem Baked porcelain clay
A-56 Area 2 N-47 0–10 Adze, small one Chalcedony (nati)
A-57 Area 1 Q-52 0–10 Shell ring for child, 

called Kome
Probably made of la’o – 
conus

A-58 Area 1 Q-52 0–10 Pumiec abrader – fine 
grained type

Pumice hau manu manu
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ID Area Location Depth (cm) Type Material Notes
A-59 Area 1 R-52 0–10 Net sinker (?) Heavy cowrie shell
A-60 Area 1 R-52 0–10 Sinker, bob for flying 

fish uwo
Heavy dense basalt

A-61 Area 2 N-47 10–20 Thin flake adze Chalcedony
A-62 Area 2 N-47 20–30 Net weight (?) Cowrie with top broken 

out
A-63 Area 2 N-44 0–10 Chalcedony adze - 

complete
Chalcedony – White tan 
patina

A-64 Area 1 R-51 0–10 Pearl shell coconut 
greater or yam peeler 
(less likely)

Pearl shell – black lipped

A-65 Area 1 Q-52 0–10 Net weight (?) Cowrie with top broken 
out

A-66 Area 3 RR-53 Surface Very tiny adze Probable metamorphic Flat bevel on the back
A-67 Area 1 Q-54 10–20 Net weight (?) Cowrie with top broken 

out
A-68 Area 2 N-44 10–20 Ear piece (?) Coral No - other men say 

weight uwo
A-69 Area 2 N-41 0–10 Central portion of 

shell tool - probably 
adze

Tridacna maxima

A-70 Area 2 N-41 0–10 Poll end of adze White chalcedony
A-71 Area 2 N-41 0–10 Net or line weight - or 

hammer stone? 
Chalcedony (?) Flattened based pebble 

with sides also flattened 
all around

A-72 Area 1 Q-51 10–20 Small adze Tan to rosy chalcedony – 
white patina

A-73 Area 1 Q-51 0–10 Small adze - a section Pink-tan chalcedony
A-74 Area 1 Q-51 0–10 hau sai ni po flat half 

disc abrader
Black vesicular basalt

A-75 Area 3 N-44 20–30 Battered basalt adze 
at poll and cutting 
edge

Dolerite basalt?

A-76 Area 3 XX-48 Surface Large core tool Tan chalcedony
A-77 Area 3 XX-48 Surface Cortex flake off 

boulder
Red to tan chalcedony

A-78 Area 3 QQ-44 Surface Flake Tan chalcedony
A-79 Area 3 QQ-44 Surface Flake White chalcedony
A-80 Area 3 QQ-44 Surface Flake Black chalcedony
A-81 Area 3 WW-48 Surface Flake Grey chalcedony
A-82 Area 3 WW-48 Surface Flake White chalcedony
A-83 Area 3 SS-48 Surface Basalt abrader (?) Rough very coarse ve-

sicular
8 × 7 × 6 cm, no obvious 
sign of use - manuport

A-84 Area 3 RR-47 Surface Large abrader or 
grinder

Fine vesicular basalt block

A-85 Area 1 Q-51 0–10 Broken cowrie shell pule – cowrie shell The workmen do not 
know the use of this 
shell, but think the 
breaks are natural

A-86 Area 2 N-35 0–15 Broken rock - maybe 
something - a manu-
port

Basalt stone with white 
material attached

A-87 Area 2 N-35 10–20 Pipe stem tip Baked porcelain clay
A-88 Area 2 N-35 10–20 Pumice abrader Hau manu manu, fine tan 

pumice
A-89 Area 2 N-38 20–30 Abrader - irregular 

shape
Hau manu manu pumice 6 cm long × 5 cm

A-90 Area 2 N-44 30–40 Abrader Hau manu manu pumice 3.5 × 3.5 size
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ID Area Location Depth (cm) Type Material Notes
A-91 Area 2 N-35 20–30 Small adze Pink chalcedony
A-92 Area 3 SS-45 Surface Long piece of clay 

pipe stem
Baked porcelain clay 6 cm long

A-93 Area 3 VV-45 Surface Broken adze, cutting 
edge gone

White chalcedony

A-94 Area 3 SS-45 Surface Flake knife Tan chalcedony with light 
patina

A-95 Area 3 WW-46 30–40 Round flat disc with 
decoration carved in it

A-96 Area 3 VV-45 40–50 Disc placed at end of 
cross-chest money 
belt where it is tied 
together

Chambered nautilus shell

A-97 Area 3 SS-45 40–50 Arm ring broken piece Trochus hato one hato tetare group - 
parohi hato

A-98 Area 3 SS-45 25–40 Arm ring broken piece Trochus
A-99 Area 3 SS-45 25–40 Small adze Pink to black chalcedony
A-100 Area 3 SS-46 50–60 Small adze Tan chalcedony
A-101 Area 3 SS-46 50–60 Small adze Pink to tan chalcedony
A-102 Area 3 TT-46 0–10 Bowl of clay pipe, 

with sailing ship and 
anchor

Baked porcelain clay

A-103 Area 3 SS-4? 30–45 Weight for fishing bob 
- uwo

Heavy igneous rock

A-104 Area 3 TT-46 50–60 Broken piece of arm 
ring with groove 
kome

Conus  shell la’u

A-105 Area 3 TT-46 3rd level, 
30–50 or 55

Broken piece of arm 
ring (?) kome

Conus shell

A-106 Area 3 TT-46 3rd level, 
30–50 or 55

? Pearl shell

A-107 Area 3 TT-46 3rd level, 
30–50 or 55

partially completed 
ring

Conus

A-108 Area 3 TT-45 3rd level, 
30–50 or 55

Adze, patina very 
worn

Stone probably basalt

A-109 Area 3 SS-45 50–60 Upper arm pendant, 
broken piece with 
firgate bird on it

ima great clam headpiece rorotara 
matu with kaula

A-110 Area 3 WW-45 10–20 Hammerstone Basalt 5 cm diameter
A-111 Area 3 WW-45 10–20 Adze - small Chalcedony
A-112 Area 3 WW-45 10–20 Flake knife (?) Chalcedony
A-113 Area 3 WW-46 10–20 Round stone - float 

bob weight uwo
Heavy basalt stone 3 cm diameter

A-114 Area 3 VV-46 10–20 Cut piece pearl shell - 
triangular shape

Pearl Shell

A-115 Area 3 SS-46 7th Level 60 
or 65 to 70 

or 75

Piece that forms lure 
tied along back of 
fishhook called haha 
ra’a

Trochus Lure of two piece fish 
hook. Lure called haha 
ra’a goes with turtle 
shell hook, whole thing 
called ta’i hinou

A-116 Area 3 VV-46 10–20 so’olupu - line sinker Small basalt pebble with 
line incised around it

Pebble size 1.5 cm

A-117 Area 3 VV-46 10–20 Worked piece of pearl 
shell

Pearl shell flake

A-118 Area 3 VV-46 10–20 Broken piece of arm 
ring with design on it

hato – Trochus shell

A-119 Area 3 VV-46 40–50 Cut piece pearl shell - 
triangular shape

Pearl Shell
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ID Area Location Depth (cm) Type Material Notes
A-120 Area 3 VV-46 40–50 Flake knife Chalcedony
A-121 Area 3 SS-49 11th Level 

90–100
Small flat disc - used 
in decoration of bowls 
etc. Uno reo reo

Nautilus shell reo reo

A-122 Area 3 VV-46 0–10 Abrader - irre-
cular shape but with 
grooves

hau manu manu – fine tan 
pumice

A-123 Area 3 VV-45 10–20 Abrader - irregular 
shape

Fine pumice – hau manu 
manu

A-124 Area 3 TT-49 0–10 Piece of arm ring Trochus
A-125 Area 3 VV-45 40–50 Pumice abrader hau manu manu – tan 

pumice
2 cm diameter

A-126 Area 3 VV-45 40–50 Piece of worked pearl 
shell

Pearl shell

A-127 Area 3 VV-45 25–30 Natural pebbe of adze 
material, probably a 
sinker

Metamorphic or basalt – 
greenish grey

A-128 Area 3 VV-45 25–30 Piece of pumice - 
abrader (?)

Black fine grade pumice

A-129 Area 3 VV-45 50–60 Adze - made on a 
flake

Burned chalcedony, 
cracked, white patina

A-130 Area 3 TT-49 30–40 Worked piece of 
Nautilus

reo reo – Nautilus – thick 
piece

A-131 Area 3 TT-49 30–40 Cut piece shell - arrow 
shape

Nautilus

A-132 Area 3 VV-46 70–80 Arm ring - plain, bro-
ken piece

Trochus

A-133 Area 3 TT-49 10–20 Arm disc - on outer 
arm for decoration - 
called pe’u

ima giant clam – Tridacna

A-134 Area 3 TT-49 10–20 Tiny adze made on 
flake

Chalcedony

A-135 Area 3 SS-44 13th Level, 
110–120

Pendant at end 
of strings on shell 
money, earrings etc.

Pearl shell

A-136 Area 3 VV-45 60–70 Piece of arm ring - 
decorated

Trochus

A-137 Area 3 VV-45 60–70 Abrader with one flat 
surface

Fine tan pumice Large - 5 × 6 cm

A-138 Area 3 TT-49 50–60 Abrader - flat thin 
piece

Tan to grey fine pumice 6 × 3 ×1 cm

A-139 Area 3 TT-49 10th Level, 
80–90

Pearl shell grater - 
broken, end with 
teeth

Pearl shell

A-140 Area 3 SS-48 Surface Broken piece of arm 
ring

Trochus

A-141 Area 3 SS-48 Surface Broken piece of arm 
ring

Trochus

A-142 Area 3 VV-45 80–90 Scraper Pearl Shell
A-143 Area 3 WW-45 80–90 Piece from a rorotara ima – Tridacna maxima
A-144 Area 3 SS-49 40–50 Pointed piece - bro-

ken off
Probably Tridacna shell

A-145 Area 3 SS-49 40–50 Worked pearl shell 
piece

Pearl shell

A-146 Area 3 SS-49 30–40 Shell drill la’o, cone shell
A-147 Area 3 TT-49 110–120 Broken piece of arm 

ring
Trochus Incised pattern on outer 

edge
A-148 Area 3 TT-49 110–120 Broken piece of arm 

ring
Trochus
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ID Area Location Depth (cm) Type Material Notes
A-149 Area 3 TT-49 110–120 Broken piece of arm 

ring
Trochus

A-150 Area 3 TT-49 110–120 Worked shell piece, 
broken

Trochus

A-151 Area 3 WW-46 80–90 Broken piece of arm 
band

Trochus

A-152 Area 3 SS-49 70–80 Broken piece of arm 
ring

Trochus

A-153 Area 3 TT-49 80–90 Broken piece of arm 
ring

Trochus

A-154 Area 3 SS-49 60–70 Net sinker (?) Cowrie shell with top 
broken out

A-155 Area 3 SS-49 100–110 Broken arm ring Trochus
A-156 Area 3 SS-49 100–110 Broken arm ring Trochus
A-157 Area 3 WW-45 70–80 Pearl shell cut out 

- probably broken 
scraper

Pearl shell

A-158 Area 3 TT-49 100–110 Broken piece of arm 
ring

Trochus

A-159 Area 3 TT-45 60–70 Piece of arm ring, 
incised on outer edge

Trochus

A-160 Area 3 TT-45 60–70 Piece of arm ring, 
incised on outer edge

Trochus

A-161 Area 3 SS-49 130–140 Piece of arm ring Trochus
A-162 Area 3 SS-49 130–140 Shell ring piece 

kokome
Cone shell

A-163 Area 3 SS-49 50–60 Small adze Chalcedony
A-164 NW of Area 3 NW of Area 3 Surface Small pointed ended 

pebble of clam shell 
pealr kale ni ima

ima – Tridacna shell Kale - child of ima

A-165 NW of site NW of site Surface pasa - bonito hook for 
trolling

Pearl shell – probably gold 
lipped type

A-166 Area 3 WW-45 10th level, 
90–100

Pendant of a tooth 
wawa

Tooth of flying fox or 
sawalo

A-167 Area 3 SS-45 60–70 Broken piece of arm 
ring

Trochus

A-168 Area 3 SS-45 60–70 Broken piece of arm 
ring

Trochus

A-169 Area 3 TT-46 60–70 or 75 Arm band piece, 
incised

Trochus

A-170 Area 3 TT-46 60–70 or 75 Pumice file Trochus
A-171 Area 3 TT-46 60–70 or 75 Cone shell, probably 

bead
Cone shell

A-172 Area 3 SS-48 110–120 Grater end of coconut 
grater with teeth

Pearl shell

A-173 Area 3 SS-49 0–5 reo reo shell put in 
wood, sitck or bowl

reo reo – Nautilus

A-174 Area 3 SS-50 31 Arm ring with decora-
tion on outer edge

hato – Trochus shell

A-175 Area 3 UU-45 10–20 Arm ring Trochus – hato
A-176 Area 3 UU-45 10–20 Arm ring Trochus – hato
A-177 Area 3 UU-45 10–20 Arm ring Trochus – hato
A-178 Area 3 UU-46 1st level, 

0–10
Bottle glass frag Brown glass

A-179 Area 3 UU-45 3rd level, 
20–30

Shell money White shell

A-180 Area 3 UU-46 20–30 Blank for stone too - 
adze?

Chalcedony
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ID Area Location Depth (cm) Type Material Notes
A-181 Area 3 RR-46 0–14 Bottle glass piece Green glass
A-182 Area 3 RR-45 0–8 Bottle glass flake - 

used
Brown thick glass

A-183 Area 3 RR-45 0–8 Metal fragment Iron
A-184 Area 3 NO DATA 40–50 End of shell money for 

bride price ??
Conus shell

A-185 Area 3 UU-46 7th level, 
60–70

Arm ring - 3 broken 
pieces

Trochus

A-186 Area 3 RR-46 3rd level, 
28–30 to 

38–40

Bottle glass flake Greenish bottle class

A-187 Area 3 UU-46 40–50 Shell money White Conus (?) shell
A-188 Area 3 UU-46 7th level, 

60–70
Adze White chalcedony

A-189 Area 3 UU-46 7th level, 
60–70

Drill - columnella of 
shell

Conus (?) shell

A-190 Area 3 UU-46 6th level, 
50–60

Talei pule - forehead 
necklace band

White cowrie

A-191 Area 3 UU-46 6th level, 
50–60

Piece of worked shell 
- flat

They say reo reo – Nautilus

A-192 Area 3 UU-46 4th level, 
30–40

Worked piece - end of 
grater??

ima – Tridacna

A-193 Area 3 RR-44 2nd level, 
5–15

Bottle glass fragment Green glass

A-194 Area 3 RR-44 2nd level, 
5–15

Bottle glass fragment Brown glass

A-195 Area 3 RR-44 2nd level, 
5–15

Fishhook - lure - small 
shank

Pearl shell

A-196 Area 3 NO DATA 1st level, 
0–10

Conus nutton la’o – conus

A-197 Area 3 TT-44 1st level, 
0–10

Butt of adze Chalcedony (white)

A-198 Area 3 UU-44 2nd level, 
8–18

Arm ring - 4 pieces Trochus shell

A-199 Area 3 SS-44 2nd level, 
10–20

Bottle glass fragment/
flake

Brown clear glass

A-200 Area 3 SS-44 2nd level, 
10–20

Bottle glass fragment/
flake

Brown clear glass

A-201 Area 3 SS-44 2nd level, 
10–20

Bottle glass fragment/
flake

Brown clear glass

A-202 Area 3 SS-44 2nd level, 
10–20

Bottle glass fragment/
flake

Brown clear glass

A-203 Area 3 UU-44 4th level, 
28–38

Flying fox tooth for 
money (bead) puro ni 
sawalu

Sawalu – flying fox, nihoni 
sawalu – teeth of

A-204 Area 3 UU-44 4th level, 
28–38

Dog tooth at end of 
shell money belt

Nihoni usu – tooth dog Pwo tete ni ha’a - head 
piece of end of shell 
money 

A-205 Area 3 UU-44 4th level, 
28–38

Arm ring decorated hato – Trochus shell

A-206 Area 3 UU-44 6th level, 
56–60

Coconut grater roa 
ai arasi, pearl shell 
coconut scraper

roa – Pearl shell

A-207 Area 3 SS-44 4th level, 
30–40

Arm ring Conus (?)

A-208 Area 3 UU-44 6th level, 
48–58

Stone weight for fish-
ing bob - uwo

Volcanic stone – heavy
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ID Area Location Depth (cm) Type Material Notes
A-209 Area 3 XX-46 3rd level – 

22–32
Shell decoration for 
wooden objects - in-
cised round piece

Nautilus shell

A-210 Area 3 TT-44 5th level – 
40–50

Arm ring, decorated Trochus shell

A-211 Area 3 RR-44 6th level, 
45–55

Hammerstone - both 
ends broken

Fine grained volcanic 
basalt

A-212 Area 3 TT-44 4th level, 
30–40

Bowl of clay pipe Clay – baked Anchor design one side, 
sailing ship design other 
side (modern and out of 
context)

A-213 Area 3 WW-44 2nd level, 
6–16

Arm ring frag Trochus

A-214 Area 3 WW-44 – Broken bowl of clay 
pipe

Clay pipe

A-215 Area 3 XX-46 1st level, 
0–12

Bottle glass fragment Clear glass

A-216 Area 3 VV-44 4th level, 
29–39

Broken arm ring Trochus

A-217 Area 3 VV-44 4th level, 
29–39

Arm ring Conus

A-218 Area 3 VV-44 7th level, 
59–69

Shell inlay piece for 
wooden object

Nautilus shell

A-219 Area 3 WW-44 4th level, 
26–36

Arm ring - frag Conus shell

A-220 Area 3 XX-45 1st level, 
0–11

Square European 
object

Plastic – cinder?

A-221 Area 3 XX-45 1st level, 
0–11

Adze - small Brown chalcedony

A-222 Area 3 RR-45 7th level, 
60–70

Pearl shell grater end Pearl shell

A-223 Area 3 XX-45 5th level, 
41–51

Piece of worked pearl 
shell

Pearl shell (or nautilus?)

A-224 Area 3 XX-45 5th level, 
41–51

Arm ring - 3 frag-
ments

Trochus

A-225 Area 3 XX-45 5th level, 
41–51

Arm ring frag Trochus

A-226 Area 3 NO DATA 7th level, 
66–70 

Needle or awl mili Flying fox – sawalu

A-227 Area 3 NO DATA 7th level, 
66–70 

Arm ring Trochus

A-228 Area 3 XX-46 9th level, 
82–92

Arm ring decorated Trochus

A-229 Area 3 XX-49 9th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-230 Area 3 XX-49 9th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-231 Area 3 XX-49 9th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-232 Area 3 XX-49 9th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-233 Area 3 WW-44 7th level, 

56–66
Arm ring decorated Trochus

A-234 Area 3 XX-46 7th level Fishing bob
uwo

White chalcedony Concave depression on 
top, hammer dressed 
surface

A-235 Area 3 XX-45 9th level Piece ima shell disc Tridacna
A-236 Area 3 XX-45 9th level Bone Needle Bone.  Femur Shaft
A-237 Area 3 RR-46 7th level Cut shell disk Nautilus Shell
A-238 Area 3 XX-46 10th level Adze White chalcedony Broken cutting edge
A-239 Area 3 XX-45 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
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A-240 Area 3 XX-45 10th level Ring with decorative 

knob
Conus

A-241 Area 3 XX-45 10th level Conus ring in process 
of manufacture

Conus

A-242 Area 3 XX-45 10th level Cut nautilus piece for 
decoration in wood 
as inlay

Nautilus

A-243 Area 3 XX-45 10th level Shell unit of necklace 
headband

White cowrie Small shell ? end toward 
? wrinkled

A-244 Area 3 XX-44 7th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus Decorated
A-245 Area 3 WW-45 11th level Peeler and scraper

Roani topa (scrape) 
object

Pearl shell – roa Broken by men

A-246 Area 3 XX-44 11th level Adze Pink tan chalcedony Blank, possibly unfin-
ished.

A-247 Area 3 XX-44 11th level Adze Black to tan Corner cutting edge 
broken

A-248 Area 3 WW-44 9th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus Decorated
A-249 Area 3 WW-44 9th level Adze Brown Chalcedony
A-250 Area 3 WW-44 9th level Adze Brown Chalcedony
A-251 Area 3 WW-44 9th level First fragment of two 

joining pieces
Nautilus shell

A-252 Area 3 WW-44 9th level Second  fragment of 
two joining pieces

Nautilus shell

A-253 Area 3 WW-44 8th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-254 Area 3 XX-44 5th level Pumice abrader Haumanumanu pumice 

–long grained gray
A-255 Area 3 WW-44 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-256 Area 3 VV-44 9th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus Decorated
A-257 Area 3 VV-44 9th level Flying fox tooth 

pendant
Flying fox Decorated 

A-258 Area 3 UU-44 9th level Perforated tooth 
pendant

Human

A-259 Area 3 VV-44 11th level Fragment of arm ring Conus Decorated
A-260 Area 3 XX-44 9th level Shell money Conus
A-261 Area 3 XX-44 9th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus Decorated
A-262 Area 3 XX-44 9th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-263 Area 3 XX-44 9th level Half fragment of arm 

ring
Trochus

A-264 Area 3 VV-44 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-265 Area 3 VV-44 10th level Awl or piercing tool 

nili
Flying fox bone

A-266 Area 3 TT-46 8th level Nut cracker Volcanic basalt water worn 
boulder

Pilled both sides and all 
four edges

A-267 Area 3 WW-44 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-268 Area 3 WW-44 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-269 Area 3 WW-44 10th level Perforated tooth 

pendant
Flying fox tooth

A-270 Area 3 WW-46 10th level Broken fragment of 
Yam peeler

Pearl shell

A-271 Area 3 WW-46 11th level Cut piece of pearl 
shell

Pearl shell

A-272 Area 3 UU-45 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-273 Area 3 UU-45 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-274 Area 3 UU-45 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-275 Area 3 UU-45 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
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A-276 Area 3 WW-45 12th level Decorated shell inlay 

– piece for wooden 
objects

Nautilus shell

A-277 Area 3 TT-45 9th level Cut piece of shell Pear shell – roa
A-278 Area 3 TT-45 9th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-279 Area 3 XX-46 11th level Decorated shell inlay 

– piece for wooden 
objects

Nautilus shell

A-280 Area 3 XX-46 11th level Cut piece of shell Pear shell
A-281 Area 3 XX-46 11th level Fragment of arm ring, 

decorated
Trochus

A-282 Area 3 XX-46 11th level Adze Chalcedony
A-283 Area 3 VV-45 11th level Half fragment of arm 

ring
Trochus

A-284 Area 3 XX-46 11th level Decorated shell inlay 
– piece for wooden 
objects

Nautilus shell

A-285 Area 3 UU-44 10th level Perforated tooth 
pendant

Fish tooth

A-286 Area 3 UU-44 10th level Piece of shell grater Pearl shell
A-287 Area 3 TT-45 8th level Fragment of arm ring, 

decorated
Trochus

A-288 Area 3 TT-45 8th level Shell for picked out 
whiskers 

Shell – poapu Totapo – to shave 
totapo hoani hoapo

A-289 Area 3 XX-45 11th level Fragment of arm ring, 
decorated

Trochus

A-290 Area 3 XX-45 11th level Hammerstone Basalt
A-291 Area 3 TT-46 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-292 Area 3 RR-46 9th level  Shell inlay for 

wooden object, in 
shape of bird.

Nautilus shell

A-293 Area 3 TT-44 9th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-294 Area 3 TT-44 9th level Shell of shell neck-

band 
Pule – white cowrie

A-295 Area 3 TT-44 9th level Pendant with draw-
ings

Pearl Shell

A-296 Area 3 UU-44 8th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-297 Area 3 SS-46 8th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-298 Area 3 SS-46 8th level Perforated tooth 

pendant
Fish tooth

A-299 Area 3 SS-44 9th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-300 Area 3 SS-45 8th level Fragment of deco-

rated arm ring
Trochus Decoration is seen as 

three fine lines
A-301 Area 3 SS-44 8th level Base of coconut 

grinder
Pearl shell

A-302 Area 3 SS-44 8th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-303 Area 3 SS-44 8th level Spacer bar – shell 

money, or earring ??
White/pink shell

A-305 Area 3 SS-44 8th level Perforated tooth 
pendant

Fish tooth

A-306 Area 3 TT-45 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-307 Area 3 TT-45 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-308 Area 3 TT-45 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus Appears to fit to 309 

broken edge
A-309 Area 3 TT-45 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus Appears to fit to 308 

broken edge. Decora-
tion is cross-hatched on 
the underside.
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A-310 Area 3 SS-46 10th level Fragment of arm ring, 

decorated.
Trochus

A-311 Area 3 SS-46 10th level Fragment of arm ring, 
decorated.

Trochus

A-312 Area 3 SS-46 10th level Fragment of arm ring Tridacna max – ima
A-313 Area 3 SS-46 10th level Hammerstone Volcanic pebble
A-314 Area 3 SS-46 10th level Piece of worked shell Pearl shell
A-315 Area 3 UU-45 9th level Piece of worked pearl 

shell, possible decora-
tion

Pearl shell

A-316 Area 3 XX-44 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-317 Area 3 XX-44 10th level Grater, broken tip Pearl shell
A-318 Area 3 WW-46 12th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-319 Area 3 WW-46 12th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-320 Area 3 WW-46 12th level Marked piece of 

pearl shell, to go on 
end of shell money if 
perforated

Pearl shell

A-321 Area 3 XX-44 8th level Half fragment of arm 
ring

Trochus

A-322 Area 3 XX-44 8th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-323 Area 3 WW-45 12th level Adze White chalcedony
A-324 Area 3 VV-45 12th level Cut shell bar piece Wa’a mara – redshell
A-325 Area 3 WW-45 12th level Cut shell piece Nautilus shell
A-326 Area 3 XX-46 12th level Shell inlay piece for 

wooden objects
Nautilus shell

A-327 Area 3 SS-45 10th level Piece of yam peeler Pearl shell
A-328 Area 3 SS-45 10th level Either possible nose 

piece,  or piece for 
fishing.

Conus shell

A-329 Area 3 SS-45 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-330 Area 3 XX-45 12th level Shell inlay for wooden 

object
Nautilus shell

A-331 Area 3 SS-46 9th level Half fragment of arm 
ring

Trochus

A-332 Area 3 SS-46 9th level Half fragment of arm 
ring

Trochus

A-333 Area 3 SS-46 9th level Half fragment of arm 
ring

Trochus

A-334 Area 3 SS-46  9th level Shell money piece Conus
A-335 Area 3 SS-44 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-336 Area 3 SS-44 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-337 Area 3 SS-44 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-338 Area 3 XX-44 11th level Shell inlay for wooden 

object
Nautilus shell

A-339 Area 3 XX-44 11th level Shell inlay for wooden 
object

Nautilus shell Possible outline of a fish

A-340 Area 3 UU-45 12th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-341 Area 3 UU-45 12th level Possible ear piece Conus
A-342 Area 3 UU-45 12th level End of a grater Pearl shell Partly decorated
A-343 Area 3 TT-45 11th level Fragment of deco-

rated arm ring
Trochus

A-344 Area 3 RR-45 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-345 Area 3 RR-45 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-346 Area 3 UU-46 12th level Adze Light white/tan chal-

cedony
A-347 Area 3 RR-44 10th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
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A-348 Area 3 XX-44 12th level Coconut grater, heel 

end
Pearl shell

A-349 Area 3 UU-44 12th level Shell money bead Shell Lost in processing
A-350 Area 3 VV-46 13th level Half fragment of 

conus shell inlay
Conus

A-351 Area 3 SS-44 12th level Food scraper Pearl shell
A-352 Area 3 TT-46 11th level Fragment of arm band Trochus
A-353 Area 3 TT-46 11th level Butt end of stone adze Volcanic basalt
A-354 Area 3 XX-46 13th level Half fragment of 

conus disc inlay
Conus – lao

A-355 Area 3 XX-45 12th level Possible shell inlay 
piece

Nautilus shell

A-356 Area 3 TT-44 11th level Adze Red brown chalcedony
A-357 Area 3 TT-44 11th level Adze White tan chalcedony
A-358 Area 3 RR-45 11th level Adze White tan chalcedony
A-359 Area 3 RR-45 11th level Adze Black brown chalcedony
A-360 Area 3 RR-45 11th level Adze White patina Broken, rolled butt end 

of adze
A-361 Area 3 RR-45 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-362 Area 3 XX-45 12th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-363 Area 3 XX-45 12th level Stone file Hau Kala – metamorphic 

rock for adze
A-364 Area 3 XX-45 12th level Pumice abrader Hau manu manu, fine 

grained pumice
A-365 Area 3 TT-44 11th level Perforated tooth 

pendant
Flying fox tooth

A-366 Area 3 SS-44 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-367 Area 3 SS-44 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-368 Area 3 SS-44 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-369 Area 3 XX-46 14th level Shell decorated disc 

inlay of wooden 
object

Nautilus shell

A-370 Area 3 VV-44 14th level Coconut scraper Pearl shell Broken by workmen
A-371 Area 3 TT-46 12th level Fragment of adze Volcanic basalt, metamor-

phic
A-372 Area 3 TT-46 12th level Fragment of adze Volcanic basalt, metamor-

phic
A-373 Area 3 TT-46 12th level Perforated tooth 

pendant
Fish tooth

A-374 Area 3 SS-46 12th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-375 Area 3 TT-45 12th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-376 Area 3 TT-45 12th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-377 Area 3 TT-45 12th level Shell money Conus
A-378 Area 3 RR-46 11th level Pumice abrader Fine grained pumice
A-379 Area 3 RR-46 11th level Pumice abrader Fine grained pumice
A-380 Area 3 RR-46 11th level Nut cracker stone - 

puputa
Volcanic basalt Hau maraua

A-381 Area 3 RR-46 11th level Adze Tan chalcedony
A-382 Area 3 RR-46 11th level Perforated tooth 

pendant
Flying fox tooth

A-383 Area 3 RR-46 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-384 Area 3 RR-46 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-385 Area 3 RR-46 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-386 Area 3 RR-46 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-387 Area 3 SS-46 13th level End of grater Pearl shell
A-388 Area 3 RR-44 11th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
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A-389 Area 3 SS-45 12th level Fragment of 

decorated arm ring
Trochus

A-390 Area 3 WW-44 13th level Cutting edge of an 
adze

Volcanic basalt

A-391 Area 3 XX-45 13th level Cut marked pearl shell Pearl shell
A-392 Area 3 WW-46 14th level Poll of broken stone 

adze
Volcanic basalt

A-393 Area 3 WW-46 14th level Cut shell Nautilus shell
A-394 Area 3 VV-44 12th level Shell money bead Conus shell
A-395 Area 3 VV-44 12th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus shell
A-396 Area 3 RR-44 12th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-397 Area 3 RR-44 12th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-398 Area 3 RR-45 12th level Pumice abrader Fine grained pumice
A-399 Area 3 RR-45 12th level Stone fishing weight, 

sinker
Volcanic pebble

A-400 Area 3 WW-44 14th level Stone beater Coral
A-401 Area 3 XX-44 12th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-402 Area 3 SS-44 12th level Fragment of 

decorated arm ring
Trochus

A-403 Area 3 SS-44 12th level Nose piece or shell 
piece for fishing

Conus

A-404 Area 3 XX-45 14th level Pumice Abrader Fine pumice abrader
A-405 Area 3 XX-45 14th level Perforated tooth 

pendant
Fish tooth Holes started but not 

complete
A-406 Area 3 UU-46 14th level Base of coconut grater Pearl shell
A-407 Area 3 WW-44 15th level Fragment of arm level Trochus
A-408 Area 3 UU-46 15th level Fragment of arm level Trochus
A-409 Area 3 WW-46 15th level Fragment of arm level Trochus
A-410 Area 3 UU-45 14th level Perforated tooth 

pendant
Human tooth

A-411 Area 3 UU-45 14th level Perforated tooth 
pendant

Fish tooth

A-412 Area 3 VV-45 15th level Adze Tan/red chalcedony
A-413 Area 3 VV-45 15th level Cut shell Pearl shell
A-414 Area 3 VV-45 15th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-415 Area 3 VV-45 15th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-416 Area 3 XX-46 14th level Shell money bead Conus
A-417 Area 3 RR-44 13th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-418 Area 3 RR-44 13th level Shell inlay Nautilus
A-419 Area 3 RR-44 13th level Shell strip broken 

outer end
Pearl shell

A-420 Area 3 RR-44 13th level So’o lupu Volcanic basalt
A-421 Area 3 UU-46 15th level Perforated tooth 

pendant
Pig or Dog tooth

A-422 Area 3 UU-46 15th level Cut shell plate? Pearl shell
A-423 Area 3 XX-46 16th level Disc for shell inlay in 

wooden object
Nautilus shell

A-424 Area 3 XX-46 16th level Disc for shell inlay in 
wooden object

Nautilus shell

A-425 Area 3 XX-45 16th level Grating end on coco-
nut grater

Pearl shell

A-426 Area 3 WW-44 Adze Tan chalcedony
A-427 Area 3 RR-46 13th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-428 Area 3 RR-46 13th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-429 Area 3 TT-44 14th level Chisel Fine grained volcanic 

basalt
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A-430 Area 3 TT-45 15th level Fale or toheo head 

or line attachment – 
fish hook

Shell

A-431 Area 3 UU-46 15th level Adze Black-tan chalcedony
A-432 Area 3 VV-44 15th level Cut shell disc Pearl shell
A-433 Area 3 VV-44 15th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-434 Area 3 VV-44 15th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-435 Area 3 UU-44 14th level Shell for pulling 

wiskers
Clam

A-436 Area 3 TT-46 13th level Shell money bead Conus
A-437 Area 3 TT-46 13th level Cut shell piece Pearl shell
A-438 Area 3 SS-44 13th level Cut shell piece Pearl shell
A-439 Area 3 SS-44 13th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-440 Area 3 TT-44 13th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-441 Area 3 RR-45 12th level Scraping shell Possible clam
A-442 Area 3 RR-45 13th level Bar spacer, shell 

money?
Conus

A-443 Area 3 WW-46 16th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-444 Area 3 WW-46 16th level Abrader or fule? Sandstone like pebble
A-445 Area 3 VV-46 16th level Cut shell piece Pearl shell
A-446 Area 3 VV-46 16th level Cut shell piece Nautilus shell
A-447 Area 3 WW-45 16th level Fragment of arm ring Conus
A-448 Area 3 UU-46 16th level Fragment of deco-

rated arm ring
Trochus

A-449 Area 3 TT-45 13th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-450 Area 3 SS-45 13th level Fragment of 

decorated arm ring
Trochus

A-451 Area 3 WW-45 16th level Hammerstone Volcanic basalt pebble
A-452 Area 3 VV-45 17th level Adze Tan chalcedony
A-453 Area 3 VV-45 16th level Possible arm ring frag-

ment, drilled
Conus

A-454 Area 3 VV-45 16th level Fishing lure or nose 
pin

Conus

A-455 Area 3 VV-44 16th level Perforated pendant Conus or Trochus
A-456 Area 3 RR-44 14th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-457 Area 3 RR-44 14th level Fragment of deco-

rated arm ring
Trochus

A-458 Area 3 XX-45 16th level Adze Volcanic or metamorphic 
rock

A-459 Area 3 RR-46 16th level Coconut scraper Volcanic or metamorphic 
rock

Broken and then  
repaired by workmen

A-460 Area 3 WW-46 18th level Coconut grater Giant clam shell
A-461 Area 3 WW-46 18th level Cut piece of pearl 

shell
Pearl shell

A-462 Area 3 TT-45 15th level Fragment of arm ring Giant clam shell
A-463 Area 3 TT-45 15th level Base of coconut 

scraper
Pearl shell

A-464 Area 3 SS-46 14th level Needle or * Flying fox bone
A-465 Area 3 SS-46 14th level Net or line sinker Volcanic basalt pebble
A-466 Area 3 RR-46 15th level Cut shell piece Nautilus shell
A-467 Area 3 VV-46 17th level Adze Tan chalcedony with 

cortex
A-468 Area 3 XX-46 17th level Adze Tan chalcedony with 

cortex
A-469 Area 3 XX-46 17th level Needle or decorated 

betel nut spatula
Flying fox bone
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A-470 Area 3 UU-46 17th level Adze Tan Black chalcedony
A-471 Area 3 UU-46 17th level Cut conus shell Conus
A-472 Area 3 UU-45 17th level Fragment of 

decorated arm ring
Trochus

A-473 Area 3 WW-44 17th level Cut shell piece Nautilus shell Large sized shell
A-474 Area 3 WW-44 17th level Pearl shell pendant Pearl shell
A-475 Area 3 UU-44 17th level Toheo – fish hook - ? 

with eyes etc
Pearl shell

A-476 Area 3 UU-46 18th level Shell bird head inlay 
for wooden objects

Nautilus shell

A-477 Area 3 TT-45 15th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-478 Area 3 TT-44 15th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-479 Area 3 TT-44 15th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-480 Area 3 TT-44 16th level Pumice abrader Fine grained pumice
A-481 Area 3 TT-44 16th level Possible 

hammerstone
Basalt river pebble

A-482 Area 3 TT-44 16th level Pearl shell - worked Pearl shell valve
A-483 Area 3 TT-46 17th level Shell inlay decorated 

piece for wooden 
objects

Nautilus shell

A-484 Area 3 UU-44 16th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-485 Area 3 UU-44 16th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-486 Area 3 UU-44 15th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-487 Area 3 UU-44 15th level Adze Tan chalcedony
A-488 Area 3 SS-45 15th level Adze Tan chalcedony
A-489 Area 3 SS-45 15th level Fragment of broken 

arm ring
Trochus Broken into 3 pieces by 

workmen, but repaired
A-490 Area 3 SS-44 15th level Abrader Tan pumice
A-491 Area 3 UU-44 17th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-491 Area 3 UU-44 17th level Sinker Black volcanic pebble
A-493 Area 3 UU-44 17th level Shell shaving piece Whole clam shell
A-494 Area 3 TT-45 17th level Shell for shaving with 

hole in peduncle
Shell clam with decoration 
markings still showing

A-495 Area 3 TT-46 14th level Adze White/tan chalcedony
A-496 Area 3 TT-46 14th level Hammerstone Tan chalcedony
A-497 Area 3 TT-46 14th level Fragment of deco-

rated arm ring
Trochus

A-498 Area 3 TT-46 14th level Fragment of deco-
rated arm ring

Trochus

A-499 Area 3 TT-46 14th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-500 Area 3 WW-44 18th level Fragment of 

decorated arm ring
Trochus

A-501 Area 3 WW-44 18th level Net or line sinker Volcanic basalt pebble
A-502 Area 3 VV-46 18th level Butt end of adze Black volcanic basalt
A-503 Area 3 UU-45 18th level End of pendant or a 

grater
Pearl shell

A-504 Area 3 UU-45 18th level Fragment of deco-
rated arm ring

Trochus

A-505 Area 3 Tooth pendant – per-
forated, end broken

Porpoise tooth large size 
kind, kirio mitone a paena

One tooth pau ni’a – 
sold in fours

A-506 Area 3 XX-46 18th level Stone file, possible 
chisel

Andesitic basalt

A-507 Area 3 RR-46 16th level Shell money bead Conus
A-508 Area 3 RR-45 15th level Abrader Trochus
A-509 Area 3 TT-46 17th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-510 Area 3 TT-46 17th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
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A-511 Area 3 TT-46 17th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-512 Area 3 TT-46 17th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-513 Area 3 SS-44 16th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-514 Area 3 WW-45 18th level Adze Tan white chalcedony
A-515 Area 3 SS-45 16th level Sinker Volcanic pebble
A-516 Area 3 RR-44 18th level Shell money Conus
A-517 Area 3 RR-46 17th level Adze Brown chalcedony
A-518 Area 3 RR-46 17th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-519 Area 3 RR-46 17th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-520 Area 3 RR-46 17th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-521 Area 3 TT-46 16th level Adze White patina chalcedony
A-522 Area 3 SS-44 16th level Adze Tricanca maxina
A-523 Area 3 SS-44 17th level Adze Black/brown chalcedony
A-524 Area 3 SS-44 17th level Perforated tooth 

pendant
Possible dog tooth

A-525 Area 3 SS-45 17th level Cut shell piece Nautilus shell
A-526 Area 3 SS-45 17th level Cut shell piece Nautilus shell
A-527 Area 3 RR-46 14th level Adze Giant clam
A-528 Area 3 UU-46 19th level Adze blade Volcanic basalt
A-529 Area 3 UU-46 19th level Fragment of arm ring Giant clam Momo rakerake – break 

ribs
A-530 Area 3 UU-46 17th level Stone sinker – uwo Volcanic pebble
A-531 Area 3 UU-46 19th level Sinker – uwo Tan Chalcedony
A-532 Area 3 VV-44 19th level Roa – scratch coconut Lahi – green snail shell
A-533 Area 3 SS-46 18th level Cut shell piece Pearl Shell
A-534 Area 3 SS-46 18th level Cut shell piece Pearl shell
A-535 Area 3 SS-46 18th level Coconut grater Pearl shell
A-536 Area 3 UU-45 19th level Uwo or Ulama type – 

fish bob sinker
Sandstone – hau mato

A-537 Area 3 UU-45 19th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-538 Area 3 UU-45 19th level Fragment or arm ring Trochus
A-539 Area 3 UU-46 17th level Adze, broken Tan Chalcedony
A-540 Area 3 XX-44 17th level Adze Volcanic or Metamorphic 

greenish stone
A-541 Area 3 XX-44 17th level Adze Chalcedony
A-542 Area 3 VV-45 19th level Abrader Fine grained pumice
A-543 Area 3 VV-45 19th level Sinkers for uwo – fish-

ing bob float
Volcanic basalt

A-544 Area 3 VV-45 19th level Sinkers for uwo – fish-
ing bob float

Volcanic basalt

A-545 Area 3 VV-45 19th level Possible stone weight 
or hammerstone

Volcanic pebble

A-546 Area 3 VV-45 19th level Possible stone weight 
or hammerstone

Volcanic pebble

A-547 Area 3 RR-45 18th level Pearl shell grater Pearl shell Broken by workmen
A-548 Area 3 RR-46 18th level Shell spoon or scraper Green snail
A-549 Area 3 RR-45 18th level Stone adze head Black volcanic basalt
A-550 Area 3 UU-44 18th level Shell shaving imple-

ment
Clam shell

A-551 Area 3 UU-44 18th level Scraper base broken Green snail shell
A-552 Area 3 TT-46 18th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-553 Area 3 TT-46 18th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-554 Area 3 TT-46 18th level Adze Chalcedony
A-555 Area 3 TT-46 18th level Abrader Fine grained pumice
A-556 Area 3 TT-44 18th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus

Appendix c. Continued
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ID Area Location Depth (cm) Type Material Notes
A-557 Area 3 TT-44 18th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-558 Area 3 TT-44 18th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-559 Area 3 SS-44 18th level Base of grinder Pearl shell
A-560 Area 3 SS-44 18th level Pendant Pearl shell
A-561 Area 3 SS-44 18th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-562 Area 3 SS-44 18th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-563 Area 3 SS-44 18th level Perforated tooth 

pendant
Flying fox tooth

A-564 Area 3 SS-44 18th level Hammerstone Volcanic basalt pebble
A-565 Area 3 SS-44 18th level Abrader Fine grained pumice 

abrader
A-566 Area 3 SS-44 18th level Abrader Fine grained pumice 

abrader
A-567 Area 3 SS-46 18th level Fragment of arm ring Trochus
A-568 Area 3 RR-46 18th level Hammerstone Basalt pebble
A-569 Area 3 RR-46 18th level Basalt flake Adze stone, metamorphic 

rock possibly
A-570 Area 3 RR-46 18th level Hammer stone or 

line sinker
Volcanic Basalt pebble

A-571 Area 3 RR-46 18th level Abrader Pumice
A-572 Area 3 RR-46 18th level Abrader Pumice
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APPENdIx d:
list of identified taxa from Area C (non-fish and shellfish assemblage)

Appendix d1. list of identified taxa from Area 3, Zone A.

Taxa Element
NISP MNE

Left Right Other Left Right Other
Bird Carpometacarpus 2 1 1 2 1 1

Coracoid 1 3 1 3
Femur 1 1 1 1

Humerus 6 5 6 5
Phalange 3 3
Radius 1 1
Rib 1 1
Scapula 1 1 1 1
Sternum 1 1
Tibiotarsus 2 2
Ulna 5 1 2 5 1 1
Unidentified 20 1
Vertebra 1 1
Total 17 14 29 17 14 9

Crab Claw 2 2
Shell 1 1
Total 3 3

Crocodile? Sacrum 4 1

Total 4 4
Dog Cranium 4 1

Femur 2 1 1 2 1 1
Humerus 2 4 2 4
Mandible 1 4 1 4
Maxilla 2 2
Occipital 1 1 1 1
Pelvis 2 2
Rib 1 1
Scapula 1 2 1 2
Tibia 3 3 3 3
Tooth 5 5
Vertebra 10 10
Total

Dolphin Mandible 3 2
Vertebra 1 1
Total 14 14 4 14 14 3

Human Carpal 2 2
Clavicle 1 1
Cranium 26 6
Femur 3 3 3 3
Frontal 1
Humerus 1 3 1 3
Mandible 2 3 2 3
Maxilla 2 1 2 1
Metatarsal 1 1
Ossicle 1 1
Pelvis 1 2 1 1 2 1
Phalange 5 5
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Taxa Element
NISP MNE

Left Right Other Left Right Other

Human (cont.) Radius 3 2 3 2
Rib 1 1
Sacrum 1 1
Scapula 1 1
Talus 1 1
Temp 2 2
Tibia 2 2 1 2 2 1
Tooth 17 17
Ulna 2 2 2 2
Unidentified 11 4
Vertebra 2 2
Zygomatic 2 2
Total 21 20 70 21 20 42

Mammal Carpal 1 1
Cranium 1
Humerus 2 2 2 2
Pelvis 1 1 1 1
Radius 1 1
Rib 1 1
Unidentified 2 143 2 2
Vertebra 4 4
Total 3 4 152 3 4 10

Phalanger orientalis Carpal 1 1
Cranium 1 8 1 4
Femur 35 34 34 34
Fibula 9 23 9 23
Frontal 2 2
Humerus 32 36 31 34
Mandible 37 34 37 34
Maxilla 12 10 12 10
Occipital 1 2 1 2
Parietal 2 2
Pelvis 19 15 1 19 15 1
Phalange 4 4
Radius 9 5 8 5
Temporal 4 8 4 8
Tibia 12 13 11 12
Tooth 28 28
Ulna 19 15 19 14
Vertebra 54 54
Zygomatic 2 1 2 1
Total 191 195 102 187 191 98

Pteropus tonganus Cranium 1 1
Femur 1 1
Humerus 2 2

Mandible 1 1 1 1
Radius 1 1
Ulna 1 1
Unidentified 1 1
Total 4 3 2 4 3 2

Rat Vertebra 1 1
Total 1 1
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Taxa Element
NISP MNE

Left Right Other Left Right Other
Rat large 
(Rattus praetor?)

Femur 3 4 3 4

Tibia 1 1
Vertebra 1 1
Total 4 4 1 4 4 1

Rat small 
(Rattus exulans?)

Femur 1 1 1 1

Mandible 1 2 1 1 2 1
Pelvis 1 1 1 1
Tooth 3 3
Total 3 4 4 3 4 4

Reptile? Maxilla 2 2
Total 2 2

Sus scrofa Calcaneous 4 3 4 3
Carpal 9 9
Cranium 1 2 5 1 2 1
Femur 8 16 1 8 16 1
Fibula 1 3 1 3
Humerus 8 7 1 8 7 1
Mandible 5 4 1 4 4 1
Maxilla 4 6 1 4 6 1
Metacarpal 24 24
Metatarsal 19 19
Occipital 1 3 3 1 3 3
Parietal 1 2 2 1 1 2
Pelvis 8 10 8 10
Phalange 25 25
Radius 6 10 5 10
Rib 37 35
Sacrum 1 1
Scapula 8 7 1 8 7 1
Talus 1 1 7 1 1 7
Tarsal 1 1
Temp 2 2 1 2 2 1
Temporal 1 1
Tibia 12 7 12 7
Tooth 61 61
Ulna 8 6 1 8 6 1
Vertebra 101 100
Total 78 90 302 76 89 295

Turtle Carapace 6 6
Vertebra 4 4
Total 10 10

Grand Total 335 348 708 329 343 500
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Appendix d2: list of identified taxa from Area 3, Zone b

Taxa Element
NISP MNE

Left Right Other Left Right Other
Bird Carpometacarpus 3 1 3 1

Coracoid 3 1 1 3 1
Cranium 2 1
Femur 9 9 9 9
Humerus 10 6 1 10 6 1
Phalange 5 5
Quadrate 1 1
Radius 1 1
Rib 3 3
Sacrum 1 1
Sternum 1 1
Tarsometatarsus 5 5
Tibiotarsus 12 5 12 5
Ulna 2 2 2 2
Unidentified 22 2
Vertebra 3 3
Total 45 24 40 45 24 18

Crab Claw 1 10 1 2
Total 1 10 1 2

Dog Cranium 1 3 1
Femur 5 4 5 4
Frontal 1 1
Humerus 4 1 4 1
Mandible 3 8 3 8
Maxilla 3 3
Parietal 1 1
Pelvis 1 1
Radius 1 1
Rib 3 3
Scapula 1 1
Tibia 5 5
Tooth 5 5
Ulna 2 2
Unidentified 1 1
Vertebra 23 12
Zygomatic 2 2
Total 24 19 35 24 19 21

Gallus gallus Tarsometatarsus 1 1
Total 1 1

Human Calcaneous 1 1
Carpal 1 3 1 3
Cranium 53 5
Femur 1 1
Fibula 4 3 4 1
Humerus 1 1
Mandible 4 2 1 4 2 1
Maxilla 1 1 1 1
Metacarpal 3 3
Metatarsal 1 4 1 4
Patella 1 1
Pelvis 2 1 2
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Taxa Element
NISP MNE

Left Right Other Left Right Other

Human (cont.) Phalange 28 28
Rib 3 2

Scapula 1 1
Talus 1 1
Tarsal 2 2
Temp 1 1
Tibia 1 1
Tooth 38 38
Ulna 1 1 1 1
Unidentified 6 2
Vertebra 3 3
Total 12 12 150 12 12 94

Human? Unidentified 1 1
Total 1 1

Mammal Cranium 5 1
Femur 1 1
Fibula 1 1 1 1
Frontal 1 1
Humerus 2 2 2 2
Mandible 1 1
Metatarsal 2 2
Pelvis 1 1 1 1
Phalange 4 4
Rib 1 1
Tibia 1 1 1 1
Tooth 1
Ulna 1 1
Unidentified 138 9
Vertebra 4 4
Total 6 4 159 6 4 25

Phalanger orientalis Carpal 1 1
Cranium 8 3
Femur 15 20 14 18
Fibula 9 11 9 11
Frontal 1 1
Humerus 25 20 25 19
Mandible 26 26 2 26 26 2
Maxilla 15 9 15 9
Occipital 2 1 6 2 1 2
Pelvis 16 14 1 16 14 1
Phalange 2 2
Radius 7 5 7 5
Rib 7 7
Scapula 1 2 1 2
Temp 7 5 1 7 5 1
Temporal 1 1
Tibia 8 11 8 11
Tooth 38 38
Ulna 10 16 10 16
Vertebra 1 35 1 34
Zygomatic 4 1 4 1
Total 147 142 101 146 139 93
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Taxa Element
NISP MNE

Left Right Other Left Right Other
Pteropus tonganus Frontal 1 1

Mandible 1 2 1 2
Parietal 1 1
Vertebra 1 1
Total 1 2 3 1 2 3

Rat large 
(Rattus praetor?)

Femur 1 1 1 1
Pelvis 1 1
Tibia 1 2 1 2
Total 2 4 2 4

Rat small 
(Rattus exulans?)

Femur 2 2
Mandible 3 2 3 2
Pelvis 1 1
Tibia 2 2
Tooth 1 1
Total 4 6 1 4 6 1

Reptile? Mandible 1 1
Maxilla 1 1
Unidentified 1
Total 1 2 1 1

Snake? Mandible 1 1
Vertebra 2 2
Total 1 2 1 2

Sus scrofa Calcaneous 3 6 1 3 6 1
Carpal 10 10
Cranium 1 18 1 4
Femur 2 5 5 2 5 5
Fibula 5 1 5 1

Frontal 1 1 1 1 1 1
Humerus 6 11 1 6 11 1
Mandible 3 11 1 3 9 1
Maxilla 6 8 6 8
Metacarpal 1 10 1 10
Metatarsal 20 20
Occipital 1 1
Ossicle 2 1
Parietal 5 4
Pelvis 9 6 1 9 6
Phalange 30 30
Radius 6 7 1 6 7 1
Rib 28 26
Sacrum 3 3
Scapula 6 7 1 6 7 1
Talus 8 8
Tarsal 3 3
Temp 6 1 5 1
Temporal 1 1 1 1
Tibia 11 10 10 10
Tooth 73 73
Ulna 6 12 1 6 12 1
Unidentified 1 1
Vertebra 86 81
Total 71 94 306 69 91 283
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Taxa Element
NISP MNE

Left Right Other Left Right Other
Turtle Carapace 14 6

Unidentified 2 1
Vertebra 3 3
Total 19 10

Grand Total 313 310 829 310 304 554

Appendix d3: list of identified taxa from Area 3, Zone C

Taxa Element
NISP MNE

Left Right Other Left Right Other
Bird Carpometacarpus 1 1

Coracoid 1 1
Femur 1 1
Humerus 1 1
Phalange 2 2
Tibia 1 1
Unidentified 6
Vertebra 2 2
Total 1 3 11 1 3 5

Crab Claw 8 8
Total 8 8

Dog Calcaneous 1 1
Cranium 2 1
Femur 1 1
Humerus 1 1
Mandible 2 2
Maxilla 1 1
Metacarpal 1 1
Pelvis 1 1
Radius 2 2
Scapula 2 2
Temporal 1 1
Tibia 1 1
Tooth 3 3
Ulna 1 1 1 1
Vertebra 10 10
Total 6 9 16 6 9 15

Dolphin Vertebra 1 1
Total 1 1

Human Clavicle 2 2
Cranium 27 1
Femur 1 2 1 1 2 1
Humerus 1 1 1 1
Mandible 1 2 1 2
Metatarsal 1 1
Ossicle 1 1
Pelvis 1 1 1 1
Phalange 7 7
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Taxa Element
NISP MNE

Left Right Other Left Right Other

Human (Cont.) Tibia 2 2 1 2 2 1
Tooth 11 11
Ulna 1 1 1 1
Unidentified 9 2
Total 7 11 58 7 11 25

Mammal Cranium 4 1
Femur 1 1 1 1
Mandible 1 1
Phalange 2 2
Rib 1 1
Sacrum 2 2
Tibia 2 2
Unidentified 2 118 2 3
Vertebra 2 2
Total 3 4 129 3 4 11

Phalanger orientalis Cranium 6 4
Femur 19 17 19 17
Fibula 16 2 16 2
Humerus 17 25 16 24
Ilium 2 1 2 1
Mandible 26 31 25 30
Maxilla 7 9 7 8
Occipital 1 1 2 1 1 2
Pelvis 11 8 11 8
Radius 8 1 8 1
Rib 1 1
Sacrum 1 1
Scapula 1 2 1 2
Temp 1 2 1 2
Temporal 1 3 1 1 3 1
Tibia 9 8 1 9 8 1
Tooth 1 27 1 27
Ulna 12 7 12 7
Unidentified 1 1
Vertebra 32 31
Zygomatic 4 2 4 2
Total 134 121 72 132 118 69

Porpoise Tooth 1 1
Total 1 1

Pteropus tonganus Mandible 2 2 2 2
Scapula 1 1
Tooth 1 1
Total 3 2 1 3 2 1

Rat large 
(Rattus praetor?)

Femur 1 1
Humerus 1 1
Vertebra 1 1
Total 1 1 1 1 1 1

Rat small 
(Rattus exulans?)

Femur 1 1
Total 1 1

Reptile? Mandible 1 1
Maxilla 1 1
Total 1 1 1 1
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Taxa Element
NISP MNE

Left Right Other Left Right Other
Sus scrofa Calcaneous 1 3 1 3

Carpal 3 3
Cranium 3 1
Femur 3 6 3 6
Fibula 1 1
Humerus 7 1 7 1
Mandible 1 1 1 1
Metacarpal 10 10

Metatarsal 14 14
Occipital 1 1
Pelvis 3 1 1 3 1
Phalange 12 12
Radius 1 1 1 1
Rib 14 13
Sacrum 1 1
Scapula 4 4
Talus 1 1
Temp 2 2
Tibia 2 3 2 3
Tooth 35 35
Ulna 3 2 1 3 2 1
Vertebra 51 45
Zygomatic 1 1
Total 25 22 147 25 22 137

Turtle Carapace 5 1
Unidentified 1
Vertebra 1 1
Total 7 2

Turtle? Unidentified 1
Total 1

Grand Total 180 175 454 178 172 277
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APPENdIx E:
list of historic artefacts recovered during the Su’ena excavation

Area Square Layer Art. 
No.

Depth 
(cm)

Material Weight 
(g)

Quantity Description

Area 1 N51 Layer 1 1 0–10 Glass 16.98 1 Clear glass bottle base fragment. Rectangular, 48 
× 54 mm. Diamond label with ‘I’ inside on base, ‘3’ 
outside. 

Area 1 N51 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 17.36 3 Brown glass fragments 
Area 1 N51 Layer 1 3 0–10 Glass 2.14 1 Clear glass fragment
Area 1 N51 Layer 1 4 0–10 Glass 0.82 1 Dark olive glass fragments
Area 1 N51 Layer 1 5 0–10 Plastic 0.76 1 Perforated plastic bead
Area 1 N51 Layer 1 6 10–20 Metal 4.97 1 Metal fragment
Area 1 N52 Layer 1 1 0–10 Glass 1.74 1 Clear glass fragment
Area 1 N55 Layer 1 1 0–10 Metal 16.37 5 Nondescript rusty metal fragments 
Area 1 N55 Layer 1 2 0–10 Metal 8.00 4 Rusted metal, can rim fragments 
Area 1 N55 Layer 1 3 0–10 Glass 21.88 2 Brown glass fragments 
Area 1 N57 Layer 1 1 0–10 Metal 15.05 1 Rusted spoon head, 65 × 40 mm
Area 1 N57 Layer 1 2 0–10 Metal 22.79 1 Rusted metal cylinder (shaft of spoon?), 59 mm 

long, 18 mm diameter
Area 1 N57 Layer 1 3 10–20 Unknown 0.86 1 Button, white with pearl shell appearance. Un-

known material 11 mm diameter
Area 1 N57 Layer 1 4 10–20 Metal 1.27 4 Rusted metal fragments 
Area 1 N57 Layer 1 5 10–20 Glass 0.39 1 Clear glass fragment
Area 1 N58 Layer 1 1 0–10 Glass 28.20 1 Aqua green bottle glass fragment - ‘S’ on surface
Area 1 N58 Layer 1 1 0–10 Glass 43.33 1 Aqua green bottle glass fragment - possibly 

retouched
Area 1 O51 Layer 1 1 0–10 Glass 96.43 1 Brown glass bottle base. ‘S. W. Bottle Company 

PTY’ (N. S. W. Bottle Company Pty) in raised text. 
Circular cross, rounded heel, dished curved base. 
Diameter at base: 70 mm

Area 1 O51 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 25.10 1 Brown bottle base fragment. Rounded heel, 
dished curved base. Original diameter: 70 mm

Area 1 O51 Layer 1 3 0–10 Glass 13.13 1 Brown bottle glass base fragment. Fits with suc-
ceeding body fragment. Rounded heel, dished 
curved base. Original diameter: 80 mm

Area 1 O51 Layer 1 3 0–10 Glass 29.24 1 Brown bottle glass body fragment. Fits with 
preceding base fragment

Area 1 O51 Layer 1 4 0–10 Glass 29.92 3 Brown glass bottle fragments 
Area 1 O51 Layer 1 5 0–10 Glass 2.20 1 Clear glass fragment, thin walled
Area 1 O51 Layer 1 5 0–10 Glass 7.99 1 Clear glass fragment, thick walled
Area 1 O51 Layer 1 6 0–10 Glass 2.15 1 Green bottle glass fragment
Area 1 O51 Layer 1 7 0–10 Slate 0.38 1 Slate fragment
Area 1 O51 Layer 1 8 10–20 Glass 8.32 1 Brown glass fragment
Area 1 O52 Layer 1 1 0–10 Metal 62.46 1 Thick, curved metal rod, circular in cross-section, 

tapered to a point at one end. Possible a prong 
from a small gardening fork. Rusted. Diameter 
approximately 13 mm

Area 1 O52 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 4.51 3 Light olive bottle fragments 
Area 1 O52 Layer 1 3 0–10 Glass 7.50 1 Brown bottle glass fragment
Area 1 O52 Layer 1 4 0–10 Metal 27.52 1 Rusted metal fragments
Area 1 O52 Layer 1 5 0–10 Metal 80.34 1 Rusted, squashed can. ‘Victoria’ in red lettering in 

a white box, over a green background. Below this 
within the green background in upper-case let-
tering is the word ‘ALE’ in red lettering. Approx. 70 
mm diameter base. 1958 Victoria Bitter Can, 118.5 
mm long. Missing top, although can has been 
opened upside-down
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Area Square Layer Art. 
No.

Depth 
(cm)

Material Weight 
(g)

Quantity Description

Area 1 O52 Layer 1 6 0–10 Glass 10.90 1 Brown glass bottle fragment. Possibly flaked into 
a scraping tool?

Area 1 O52 Layer 1 7 0–10 Glass 58.00 1 Clear bottle/jar fragment base. Circular cross-sec-
tion, rounded heel, dished curved base. Original 
diameter 80 mm

Area 1 O52 Layer 1 8 0–10 Wood 0.87 2 Wood fragments 
Area 1 O52 Layer 1 9 0–10 Glass 4.01 1 Clear glass fragments , thin walled with red pig-

ment on one surface. Flat glass
Area 1 O52 Layer 1 9 0–10 Glass 1.17 1 Thin clear glass walled rim fragment
Area 1 O52 Layer 1 10 0–10 Glass 1.80 1 Aqua clear glass fragment
Area 1 O52 Layer 1 10 0–10 Glass 6.15 1 Green glass fragment
Area 1 O52 Layer 1 10 0–10 Glass 1.38 1 Light olive glass fragment with cracking and 

opalescence
Area 1 O52 Layer 1 11 10–20 Glass 1.63 1 Dark green bottle fragment
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 1 0–10 Rubber 2.10 1 Red rubber strip, with raised tabs along one side, 

37 × 8 mm
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 41.73 1 Brown glass fragment, body, original diameter 

70 mm
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 8.01 1 Brown glass fragment, neck
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 2.01 1 Brown glass fragment, curved
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 20.43 1 Brown glass bottle base fragment, original diam-

eter 80 mm, circular cross-section, rounded heel, 
dished curved base

Area 1 O54 Layer 1 3 0–10 Glass 8.56 1 Green glass bottle neck fragment
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 4 0–10 Glass 0.91 1 Clear glass thin walled fragment
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 4 0–10 Glass 3.03 1 Clear glass thick walled fragment
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 4 0–10 Glass 18.02 1 Clear glass base and body fragment, oval cross 

section, slightly rounded heel, dished curved 
base, 4.6 × 2 cm

Area 1 O54 Layer 1 5 0–10 Glass 3.84 1 Aqua green glass fragment, rounded
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 6 0–10 Slate 1.51 1 Slate fragment
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 7 0–10 Metal 7.87 1 Flat metal fragment with rectangular holes, 62 × 

26 mm
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 7 0–10 Metal 2.68 1 Metal canvas hole ring, 23 mm diameter
Area 1 O54 Layer 1 8 0–10 Metal 1.58 1 Metal rim piece fragment
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 1 0–10 Metal 39.77 1 Small rusted metal fragments
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 2 0–10 Metal 65.12 30 Rusted metal fragments
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 3 0–10 Metal 10.59 1 Nail. Circular cross-section and head. Bent, ca. 106 

mm long
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 3 0–10 Metal 2.89 1 Nail. Circular cross-section and head. Straight, 41 

mm long
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 4 0–10 Rubber 0.73 1 Rubber fragments, turquoise green coloured
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 5 0–10 Glass 1.95 3 Thin walled, clear glass fragments 
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 6 0–10 Glass 9.15 1 Green glass fragment
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 7 0–10 Glass 0.49 1 Light olive glass fragment
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 8 0–10 Glass 3.55 1 Aqua green glass fragment
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 9 0–10 Metal 77.97 2 Metal strap, rusted in 2 pieces, approx. 37 mm 

wide
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 10 0–10 Metal 47.64 1 Metal strap, rusted with three nails through 

centre, two one way, with the middle nail the op-
posite. Some wood attached to two of the nails, 
35 mm wide, 102 mm long

Area 1 O55 Layer 1 11 0–10 Slate 12.90 1 Slate fragment
Area 1 O55 Layer 1 12 0–10 Metal 17.30 1 Aluminium flask component 51 mm diameter at 

base, 41 mm at neck
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Area Square Layer Art. 
No.

Depth 
(cm)

Material Weight 
(g)

Quantity Description

Area 1 O57 Layer 1 1 0–10 Metal 13.57 5 Metal fragment , with rims
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 2 0–10 Metal 3.87 1 Metal fragments
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 3 0–10 Plastic 0.64 1 Plastic bead/line/alarm clock part? Float, 11 mm 

diameter
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 4 0–10 Brick/Tile 142.42 1 Grey stone tile/brick fragment
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 5 0–10 Glass 23.23 1 Glass bottle base fragment. Circular cross section, 

dished flat base, rounded heel. Original diameter 
70 mm, ‘• 10 •’ on base

Area 1 O57 Layer 1 6 0–10 Glass 4.67 3 Brown glass fragments 
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 6 0–10 Glass 28.16 1 Brown glass bottle fragment ‘LTD’ plus seam from 

mould
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 7 0–10 Metal 2.03 1 Metal fragment with rim
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 7 0–10 Metal 1.77 1 Squashed metal bottle cap
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 8 0–10 Glass 1.82 1 Clear glass fragment
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 8 0–10 Glass 1.07 1 Pale green glass fragment
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 9 0–10 Metal 2.30 1 Nail, 53 mm long circular cross section and 

circular head
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 10 0–10 Metal 3.39 1 Rusted screw-top bottle cap, 26 mm diameter/

perforated at centre
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 11 0–10 Brick/Tile 104.39 1 Brick/tile fragment, white-grey
Area 1 O57 Layer 1 12 0–10 Glass 97.79 1 Intact small brown glass bottle. Circular cross 

section, rounded heel, dished flat base. ‘PA290’ on 
base. External screw neck. Base diameter 43 mm, 
body diameter 45 mm, 94 mm long

Area 1 Q51 Layer 1 1 0–10 Glass 11.29 1 Dark-green bottle glass fragment
Area 1 Q51 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 7.61 1 Glass fragment, aqua green with opalescence 

discolouration
Area 1 Q51 Layer 1 3 0–10 Glass 19.74 1 Brown bottle base, flat with rounded heel. Slight 

opalescence. Original diameter of base = 80 mm
Area 1 Q51 Layer 1 4 0–10 Metal 14.56 8 Rusted metal fragments
Area 1 Q51 Layer 1 5 0–10 Metal 5.24 6 Rusted metal band
Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 1 0–10 Glass 377.66 1 Brown bottle, base and body, broken before 

shoulder. Round cross section. Flat base, rounded 
heel, 71 mm diameter at base, 126 mm max 
length

Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 96.85 1 Light olive bottle, base only. Round cross section, 
dished curved base, rounded heel. No text or 
markings, 73 mm diameter at base

Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 3 0–10 Glass 52.59 1 Brown bottle, base fragment. Round cross sec-
tion, dished curved base, rounded heel

Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 4 0–10 Glass 48.74 5 Brown glass fragments 
Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 5 0–10 Glass 17.54 2 Aqua green glass fragments 
Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 6 0–10 Metal 2.52 2 Rusted metal fragments 
Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 7 0–10 Glass 13.25 1 Olive light bottle fragment with seam from 

mould
Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 8 0–10 Glass 9.45 3 Green glass fragments 
Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 9 0–10 Glass 6.64 7 Brown glass fragments
Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 10 0–10 Glass 18.76 1 One dark olive, three light olive glass frags
Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 11 0–10 Metal 5.87 1 Rusted metal fragments
Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 12 10–20 Glass 2.16 1 Light olive glass fragment
Area 1 Q52 Layer 1 12 10–20 Glass 3.25 1 Green glass fragment
Area 1 Q54 Layer 1 1 0–10 Metal 60.12 1 Rusted tin can body. No base or top. Partially 

squashed, 52 mm base-to-top. Original diameter 
approx. 100 mm

Area 1 Q54 Layer 1 2 0–10 Metal 40.53 26 Rusted metal fragments. No distinguishing 
characteristics
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Area Square Layer Art. 
No.

Depth 
(cm)

Material Weight 
(g)

Quantity Description

Area 1 Q54 Layer 1 3 0–10 Metal 14.53 3 Rusted metal with rims 
Area 1 Q54 Layer 1 4 0–10 Glass 0.62 1 Light brown glass fragment
Area 1 Q54 Layer 1 5 0–10 Glass 9.82 1 Aqua green bottle base fragment
Area 1 Q54 Layer 1 6 0–10 Other 54.11 1 ? Battery, 58 mm long, 28 mm diameter
Area 1 Q54 Layer 1 7 0–10 Metal 1.85 1 Rusted nail, no head, 3 mm diameter, 37 mm 

long. 
Area 1 Q54 Layer 1 8 0–10 Metal 1.93 1 Squashed metal rim
Area 1 Q54 Layer 1 9 0–10 Ceramic 100.04 1 Ceramic pot of plate base fragment. Part of a 

vessel originally 160 mm in diameter. Cream-off 
white with a glazed interior and exterior. Vessel 
walls approx. 1 cm in thickness. Max length: 103 
mm. Rounded heel, flat base

Area 1 Q55 Layer 1 1 0–10 Glass 39.22 1 Aqua green bottle base fragment. Rounded heel, 
dished curved base ‘NDON’ raised text on side 
(Probably LONDON) followed by AP in smaller 
text. Original diameter 60 mm. Bottle walls 7 mm 
thick

Area 1 Q55 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 12.92 1 Brown glass fragment
Area 1 Q55 Layer 1 3 0–10 Metal 40.51 1 Metal plate fragment, perforated 79 × 41 mm. 

Additional perforation at one broken end, 37 mm 
away from other hole. 

Area 1 Q55 Layer 1 4 0–10 Metal 5.19 1 Rusted nail, flat head, 68 mm long fits hole in 
metal plate from Q55, bag 3

Area 1 Q55 Layer 1 5 0–10 Plastic 1.08 1 Plastic screw-top bottle cap, 18 mm in diameter, 
1 mm high

Area 1 R51 Layer 1 1 0–10 Metal 5.91 6 Rusted metal fragments
Area 1 R51 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 1.84 1 Green glass fragment
Area 1 R51 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 0.86 1 Brown glass fragment
Area 1 R52 Layer 1 1 0–10 Brick/Tile 196.60 1 Brick fragment, two flat surfaces. Max dimen-

sions: 66 × 56 mm
Area 1 R52 Layer 1 2 0–10 Metal 67.55 1 Metal plate, rusted, 77 × 80 mm
Area 1 R52 Layer 1 3 0–10 Metal 8.45 1 Metal, base of can, rusted fragment. Original 

diameter approx. 95 mm
Area 1 R52 Layer 1 4 0–10 Glass 11.90 4 Brown glass fragments 
Area 1 R52 Layer 1 5 0–10 Glass 2.80 1 Aqua green glass fragment
Area 1 R52 Layer 1 6 0–10 Glass 5.38 1 Olive dark glass fragment
Area 1 R52 Layer 1 7 0–10 Glass 2.80 1 Clear glass fragment
Area 1 R52 Layer 1 8 0–10 Metal 9.05 2 Metal, rusted fragments 
Area 1 R54 Layer 1 1 0–10 Metal 40.69 1 Rusted metal can, no lid. Squashed at lid. Base 

diameter = 53 mm, 84 mm long
Area 1 R54 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 14.09 1 Brown glass fragment
Area 1 R54 Layer 1 3 0–10 Glass 56.99 4 Brown glass fragments 
Area 1 R54 Layer 1 4 0–10 Slate 7.90 1 Dark-grey slate tile fragment, 41 mm long, 33 mm 

wide, 4 mm thick. 
Area 1 R54 Layer 1 5 0–10 Metal 15.57 1 Rusted, crumpled thin sheet metal (aluminium?), 

91 mm long
Area 1 R54 Layer 1 6 0–10 Ceramic 8.01 1 Ceramic fragment, partial handle portion. White, 

37 mm long. Oval cross-section 14 × 11 mm
Area 1 R54 Layer 1 7 0–10 Glass 0.23 1 Clear/cloudy glass fragment
Area 1 R54 Layer 1 7 0–10 Glass 0.93 1 Light olive glass fragment
Area 1 R54 Layer 1 8 0–10 Metal 7.02 1 Nail. Flat head with washer fused to head, 59 mm 

long
Area 1 R54 Layer 1 9 0–10 Brick/Tile 246.69 2 Grey tile/brick fragments 
Area 1 R55 Layer 1 1 0–10 Glass 8.56 5 Brown glass fragments, One example with the 

letters ‘NO’ present in raised text
Area 1 R55 Layer 1 2 0–10 Glass 12.54 1 Aqua green bottle glass fragment, angular with 

opalescence staining
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Area Square Layer Art. 
No.

Depth 
(cm)

Material Weight 
(g)

Quantity Description

Area 1 R55 Layer 1 3 0–10 Metal 3.46 4 Rusted metal fragments 
Area 1 R55 Layer 1 4 0–10 Metal 1.19 1 Squashed metal bottle cap, 30 mm diameter
Area 1 U56 Layer 1 A-11 Surface Metal 19.17 1 Metal tube fragment, rusted, 15 mm diameter 

105 mm max length
Area 1 U56 Layer 1 A-12 Surface Metal 6.81 1 Metal tube fragment, rusted, 15 mm diameter 4.7 

mm max length
Area 1 T57 Layer 1 A-14 Surface Metal 224.94 1 Large rusted metal pot fragment, with rim
Area 1 O52 Layer 1 A-22 0–10 Clay Pipe 3.88 1 White pipe stem and bowl fragment. No identifi-

able patterns
Area 1 N51 Layer 1 A-31 0–10 Clay Pipe 0.86 1 Small clay pipe stem fragment, white
Area 1 R54 Layer 1 A-41 0–10 Clay Pipe 6.17 1 Clay pipe bowl fragment. Ship design one side, 

anchor design on reverse
Area 1 O51 Layer 1 A-51 0–10 Clay Pipe 2.90 1 Clay pipe bowl fragment. Ship design visible
Area 2 N32 Layer 2 1 0–10 Glass 0.73 2 Brown glass fragments
Area 2 N32 Layer 2 2 0–10 Slate 15.33 2 Slate fragments, grey
Area 2 N32 Layer 2 3 0–10 Metal 5.99 4 Rusted metal fragments
Area 2 N32 Layer 2 4 20–30 Metal 0.73 1 Rusted metal fragment
Area 2 N32 Layer 2 5 10–20 Glass 8.14 1 Brown glass bottle fragment (possibly flaked)
Area 2 N35 Layer 2 1 0–15 Metal 117.25 1 Metal, moulded plate with circular projection 

and loop of metal attached. Probably a dense 
metal pot or pail. Fragment, rim, 63 × 55 mm max 
dimensions

Area 2 N35 Layer 2 2 0–15 Slate 4.88 1 Slate fragment
Area 2 N35 Layer 2 3 0–15 Metal 11.80 1 Bullet casing, 63.8 mm long, 12 mm diameter
Area 2 N35 Layer 2 4 0–15 Glass 5.32 1 Glass fragment, clear, water-rolled
Area 2 N35 Layer 2 5 10–20 Metal 1.19 1 Metal fragment
Area 2 N35 Layer 2 6 10–20 Glass 8.39 1 Green bottle glass fragment ‘NIT’ ?
Area 2 N38 Layer 2 1 0–10 Slate 8.46 1 Slate fragment
Area 2 N38 Layer 2 2 0–10 Plastic 2.68 1 White plastic bottle fragment, neck, with thread, 

24 mm diameter
Area 2 N44 Layer 2 1 0–10 Ceramic 285.07 1 Broken, off-white ceramic jar or bottle. Glazed in-

terior and exterior. Dished curved base. Rounded 
heel, 81 mm diameter. Only base and part of 
body present

Area 2 N44 Layer 2 2 0–10 Wood 27.98 1 Wooden pole fragment with nail head lodged 
transversely, 64 mm long. Approximately 4 cm 
original diameter

Area 2 N44 Layer 2 3 0–10 Glass 18.49 1 Brown glass fragment ‘ED’ and mould seam
Area 2 N44 Layer 2 3 0–10 Glass 7.63 1 Brown glass fragment ‘TH’ and mould seam
Area 2 N44 Layer 2 3 0–10 Glass 3.51 1 5 nondescript brown glass pieces
Area 2 N44 Layer 2 4 0–10 Glass 11.19 1 Green glass fragments 
Area 2 N44 Layer 2 5 0–10 Glass 1.13 2 Clear glass fragments
Area 2 N44 Layer 2 6 0–10 Glass 0.76 1 Dark olive glass fragment
Area 2 N44 Layer 2 7 0–10 Metal 13.59 9 Rusted metal fragments
Area 2 N44 Layer 2 8 10–20 Glass 11.78 1 Clear glass fragment with faint opalescent stain-

ing
Area 2 N44 Layer 2 9 10–20 Glass 5.08 1 Brown glass fragment
Area 2 N44 Layer 2 10 40–50 Glass 6.80 2 Brown glass fragments
Area 2 N44 Layer 2 11 40–50 Glass 13.50 1 Clear glass fragment, opalescence staining
Area 2 X45 Layer 2 A-15 Surface Metal 116.35 1 large metal fragment. Base of pot
Area 2 N35 Layer 2 A-87 10–20 Clay Pipe 1.14 1 White clay pipe stem fragment, 25 mm long
Area 3 SS45 Zone A 1 0–10 Glass 18.15 1 Aqua green bottle base fragment. Rounded heel, 

dished flat base. Original diameter = 60 mm. 
‘COLD’ on base (‘O’ and ‘D’ smaller letters, raised)

Area 3 SS45 Zone A 2 0–10 Glass 12.57 1 Green bottle base fragment. Rounded heel, 
dished flat base. Original diameter = 80 mm
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Area Square Layer Art. 
No.

Depth 
(cm)

Material Weight 
(g)

Quantity Description

Area 3 SS45 Zone A 3 0–10 Glass 22.61 1 Brown bottle glass fragments
Area 3 SS46 Zone A 1 0–10 Glass 2.09 1 Olive light glass fragment
Area 3 SS46 Zone A 1 0–10 Metal 2.35 1 Rusted metal fragment
Area 3 SS46 Zone A 2 10–30 Glass 20.51 1 Brown bottle base fragment. Rounded heel, 

dished curved base. Original diameter: 80 mm
Area 3 SS46 Zone A 3 Surface Plastic 49.68 1 Pink plastic alarm clock shell, melted in places, 

109 mm in diameter, 115 mm base to top
Area 3 SS46 Zone A 4 Surface Glass 2.34 1 Clear glass fragment, with embossed grid design, 

probably part of a bottle neck
Area 3 SS48 Zone A 1 Surface Glass 3.74 1 Thin-walled clear glass fragment, degrading red 

pigment in diamond shape (as in the playing 
cards suit)

Area 3 SS48 Zone A 2 0–10 Metal 9.50 1 Rusted nails, one square in cross-section with 
square, flat head, slightly bent, 65 mm long. 

Area 3 SS48 Zone A 3 0–10 Glass 54.81 5 Brown bottle glass fragments
Area 3 SS48 Zone A 4 0–10 Ceramic 37.77 1 White ceramic band, fragment, broken at sides, 

smooth on top and at base. Concave interior 
and exterior, 39 mm base to top, 20 mm original 
diameter

Area 3 SS49 Zone A 1 Surface Metal 22.51 1 Squashed rusty can walls, 58 mm × 99 mm
Area 3 SS49 Zone A 2 0–10 Glass 4.69 2 Brown glass fragments
Area 3 SS49 Zone A 3 0–10 Metal 1.89 2 Metal fragments
Area 3 SS49 Zone A 4 10–15 Glass 11.99 2 Brown glass fragments
Area 3 SS49 Zone A 5 10–15 Glass 3.46 1 Green glass fragment
Area 3 SS49 Zone A 6 10–15 Metal 2.57 1 Metal - flat tube with flat washer, two long holes, 

separated by now broken part of tube. Possible 
mouthpiece for whistle or instrument? 30 × 14 
mm

Area 3 SS49 Zone A 6 10–15 Metal 0.39 1 Circular metal fragment with perforation the 
same as the elongated holes from previous

Area 3 TT45 Zone A 1 Surface Glass 6.44 1 Clear glass fragment, slightly angular
Area 3 TT45 Zone A 2 0–10 Glass 14.03 1 Brown glass fragment
Area 3 TT45 Zone A 3 0–10 Glass 1.14 1 Clear glass fragment
Area 3 TT45 Zone A 4 0–10 Metal 0.82 1 Rusted metal fragment
Area 3 TT46 Zone A 1 0–10 Glass 0.82 1 Light olive glass fragment, possibly flaked off 

another piece of glass
Area 3 TT49 Zone A 1 Surface Glass 1.82 1 Clear glass fragment
Area 3 VV45 Zone A 1 0–10 Metal 4.51 1 Rusted metal washer, 26 mm exterior diameter, 

13 mm interior diameter
Area 3 VV46 Zone A 1 0–10 Metal 60.26 1 Rusted metal grate/gauze, 134 × 89 mm max 

dimensions
Area 3 VV46 Zone A 1 0–10 Metal 33.41 1 Rusted metal grate/gauze, 120 × 72 mm max 

dimensions
Area 3 WW45 Zone A 1 Surface Glass 21.46 1 Clear bottle glass fragment, grid design, same as 

SS46-4, with rim
Area 3 WW45 Zone A 1 0–10 Metal 4.76 1 Metal gauze/grate
Area 3 WW46 Zone A 1 0–10 Glass 4.12 1 Brown glass fragment
Area 3 WW46 Zone A 2 10–20 Glass 0.68 1 Glass, clear fragment
Area 3 SS45 Zone A A-92 Surface Clay Pipe 4.74 1 Burnt pipe stem, 64 mm long
Area 3 UU46 Zone A A-178 0–10 Glass 2.21 1 Brown glass fragment
Area 3 RR46 Zone A A-181 0–14 Glass 2.47 1 Dark olive glass fragment scraper
Area 3 RR46 Zone A A-182 0–8 Glass 11.14 1 Flaked glass fragment, brown
Area 3 RR46 Zone A A-183 0–8 Metal 1.52 1 Metal rim piece fragment
Area 3 RR46 Zone A A-186 0–8 Glass 5.25 1 Flaked glass fragment, dark olive
Area 3 RR44 Zone A A-193 5–15 Glass 2.73 1 Aqua green fragment
Area 3 SS44 Zone A A-199 10–20 Glass 4.36 1 Glass fragment, brown, flaked
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Area 3 SS44 Zone A A-200 10–20 Glass 1.86 1 Brown glass fragment with negative flake scar
Area 3 SS44 Zone A A-201 10–20 Glass 0.71 1 Glass fragment, brown
Area 3 SS44 Zone A A-202 10–20 Glass 0.37 1 Brown glass flake
Area 3 TT44 Zone A A-212 30–40 Clay Pipe 1 Black clay pipe bowl. Anchor design on one side, 

ship design on reverse. 
Area 3 WW44 Zone A A-214 6–16 Clay Pipe 11.36 1 Burnt clay pipe bowl fragment. Ship design one 

side, anchor design on reverse
Area 3 XX46 Zone A A-215 0–12 Glass 1 Clear glass fragment
Area 3 XX45 Zone A A-220 0–11 Unknown 19.64 1 Square European object. Plastic wrapped around 

cinder, 42 × 42 mm
NW of 
Village

n/a n/a A-18 Surface Clay Pipe 5.07 1 White clay pipe stem fragment. ‘Scotland’ 
embossed on side, 55 mm long. 
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